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Preface 

 The initial motivation for this research was my personal concern as an art 
curator, working with international cultural exchange projects in St. Peters-
burg, that official adherence to the arm’s length principle in the Western 
democracies did not prevent cultural life from being instrumentalized for 
political aims. As my study developed I realized that there were grounds for 
such concern. This is the case especially nowadays, because in recent years 
the direct instrumentalization of culture has become more openly pro-
nounced. Cultural activities which manage to receive state financial support 
are filtered through “politically correct” themes. At the same time instrumen-
talization has become more ingenious: it combines the acceptance of the 
freedom of artistic expression with the well-defined political packaging of 
cultural production, which in a way controls the social meaning of an artistic 
work. The problem with this more ingenious form of instrumentalization is 
that the aim of artistic activity is seen not as being to develop art and culture 
as valuable spheres of human existence and knowledge, but as being some-
thing else. As can been seen in my analysis of Nordic cooperation – this 
more ingenious form of instrumentalization is targeted at the Nordic region’s 
construction as well as the promotion of the economical potential of the re-
gion worldwide.   
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Introduction 

Research question 
 
 
 “The Nordic Council Culture Committee expressed reservation about the 
proposal put forward by the Ministers of Culture for structural changes to 
Nordic cultural co-operation”, - reported the website for official cooperation 
in the Nordic region www.norden.org on 25 October 2005. The text contin-
ued: “the reservations relate to ‘arm’s length principle’, i.e. the concept that 
artists should be free from political interference”.1 Another news report from 
the same source from 2 November 2006 conveyed the words of Lars 
Wegendal, the Social Democrat chairperson of the Nordic Council Culture, 
Education and Training Committee: “he was… at pains to underline that the 
‘arm’s length principle’ is stronger than ever, i.e. artists are free from med-
dling by politicians”.2 Even the recently published Nordic Council of Minis-
ters Strategy for the Nordic Cultural Cooperation 2013-2020 defends the 
arm’s length principle by claiming: “the principles of freedom of speech and 
arm’s length should be defended”.3 Here, as in many other policy docu-
ments, the governments of the Nordic countries officially express their ad-
herence to that principle.  
 The arm’s length principle is one of the key post-war principles of cultur-
al policy in the Western democracies.4 This concept is taken from contract 
law and means the principle on which parties which participate in a transac-
tion, are independent and on an equal footing.  

                                                        
1“Lack of Content in Cultural Policy”, Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/news-and-events/news/lack-of-content-in-cultural-policy/, accessed 
on 9 October 2012. 
2“Ministers Criticized for Their Absence”, Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/news-and-events/news/ministers-criticised-for-their-absence/, 
accessed on 9 October 2012. 
3Nordisk ministerråds strategi for det nordiske kultursamarbeidet 2013-2020, Nordic Culture 
Point website 
http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/images/stories/pdfs/Strategi_för_det_nordiska_kultursamar
betet_2013-2020.pdf, accessed on 1 December 2012. 
4On the autonomy and arm’s length principle in the context of democracy debates see Roger 
Blomgren (2012). “Autonomy or Democratic Cultural Policy: That is the Question”, Interna-
tional Journal of Cultural Policy, 18:5, pp. 519-529. 
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 The arm’s length principle between politicians and the arts was intro-
duced by the British economist, John Maynard Keynes. A patron and collec-
tor of art and a member of the Council for the Encouragement of Music and 
the Arts (CEMA), which operated during the Second World War, Keynes 
became the founding chairman of the Arts Council of Great Britain in 1946. 
The Council’s task was to support cultural activities in that country. Promot-
ing culture, Keynes was an advocate of the importance of maintaining a dis-
tance between politics and the Council’s decisions. Those decisions had to 
be made solely by arts professionals. The ideas, which fell within the man-
date of the Arts Council, played an important role not only in Britain, but 
also in other Western countries. The Arts Council became a model organiza-
tion for state support of the arts.  
 The Arts Council was deliberately established as an independent institu-
tion and not as a governmental department. It reports directly to the parlia-
ment, without ministerial involvement. The reason for this is explained on 
the Arts Council’s website: “Keynes advocated for the ‘arm’s-length’ princi-
ple as a defense against the type of state-supported, and politically censored, 
art found in Nazi Germany”.5 
 Even today, when accountability in the cultural sector, together with an 
ability to stimulate urban and regional economic development, become im-
portant issues on the cultural policy agenda, the arm’s length principle con-
tinues to be accepted as a main principle for relations between politicians 
and artists. The actual policy can be criticized for shifting from “arm’s 
length” to “hands on”6, or even for being corrupt7. Officially, however, the 
arm’s length principle continues to define relations between politics, on the 
one hand, and culture and the arts, on the other.8 
                                                        
5“1946-50: The Arts Council Takes Shape”, the Arts Council website 
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/who-we-are/history-arts-council/1946-50/, accessed on 24 May 
2011. 
6Andrew Taylor (1997). “‘Arm’s Length but Hands On’. Mapping the New Governance: The 
Department of National Heritage and Cultural Politics in Britain”, Public Administration, vol. 
75, issue 3, Autumn, pp. 441-446. 
7Rebecca Gordon-Nesbitt (2008) “The New Bohemia: Profile of Culture and Sport Glasgow” 
and Rebecca Gordon-Nesbitt (2010) “Glasgow Life or Death: Update on Culture and Sport 
Glasgow”, Rebecca Gordon-Nesbitt’s website 
http://www.shiftyparadigms.org/latest_research.html, accessed on 27 May 2011. 
8There is an ongoing discussion on the usefulness of the arm’s length principle, but while 
these discussions continue it still stands, according to cultural policy scholars Harry Hillman-
Chartrand and Claire McCaughey: “The arm’s length fine arts council developed in most 
English-language countries, including Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the 
United States of America, in response to the use of the arts for political purposes in Nazi 
Germany and Stalinist Russia. In Canada, Great Britain and the United States, arm’s length 
arts councils have been subjected to intensive review and investigation in the last five years. 
In every case, the arm’s length arts council has been reaffirmed as the most effective mecha-
nism for promoting excellence in the arts. In spite of this reaffirmation, however, the debate 
continues concerning the role and effectiveness of the arm’s length arts council”. Harry Hill-
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 Moreover, Norwegian cultural policy scholar, Geir Vestheim, claims that 
“in some way or other cultural policy always aims at ‘civilizing’ populations 
or influencing citizens, which means also that cultural policy by definition is 
instrumental – the aims of cultural policy are always beyond culture itself. It 
has its legitimacy in the population, not in the culture”.9 Vestheim concludes 
that cultural policy is essentially instrumental.  
 Although cultural policy scholars used to accept the instrumental charac-
ter of that policy, there is little analysis made on how culture and the arts are 
instrumentalized in those Western democracies where the arm’s length prin-
ciple is officially recognized. My aim is to complement the general study of 
the instrumentalization of art and culture with the case study of the Nordic 
countries.  
 My study is directed towards the use of culture for Nordic region-
building. I consider the history of official Nordic cooperation after the Se-
cond World War and focus on the discursive construction of the Nordic re-
gion. I refer to official Nordic cultural cooperation – as opposed to unoffi-
cial, grass-roots, or informal cultural cooperation. That official cooperation 
is initiated and supported by the Nordic governments, whereas the unofficial 
cooperation set out above exists within society in general and non-
governmental organizations. 
 Besides political instrumentalization of cultural cooperation, there were 
real enthusiasts for Nordic cooperation10, who counted among their number 
politicians. Some of those enthusiasts worked in the inter-Nordic organiza-
tions.11 While I respect the enthusiasts work, I, nevertheless, focus on a dif-
ferent subject. What I am aiming at is to analyze how cultural cooperation 
was used for the discursive construction of the Nordic region. 
 The example of the Nordic countries demonstrates that regions can be 
made and remade, because, as international relations scholar Ole Wæver 

                                                                                                                                  
man Chartrand and Claire McCaughey “The Arm’s Length Principle and the Arts: an Interna-
tional Perspective – Past, Present and Future” in Cummings C. Milton (1989). Who’s to Pay 
for the Arts? The International Search for Models of Arts Support, New York: ACA Books. 
See http://www.compilerpress.ca/Cultural%20Economics/Works/Arm%201%201989.htm, 
accessed on 17 May 2013. 
9Geir Vestheim (2007), “Theoretical Reflections”, International Journal of Cultural Policy, 
13:2, p. 226. 
10See, for example, the journal Nordisk Tidskrift, which has published reviews on cultural, 
political and social events and articles on Nordic related themes and observed the work of the 
governmental organizations of Nordic cooperation. The general character of the journal is 
pro-Nordic. Letterstedtska föreningen, Nordisk tidskrift för vetenskap, konst och industri 
(1878-). Stockholm: Norstedt. 
11Åke Landqvist (2005). Nordismen inifrån: möten - minnen - människor. Stockholm: Före-
ningen Norden, Arena Norden. 
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says, they are not “(re-) discovered” but “built”.12 In my research I am inter-
ested in the political project of “building” the Nordic region, based on the 
cultural ties that exist in that region. The notion of “Nordic culture” played a 
significant role in the political discourse on Nordic cooperation, and I want 
to show how cultural cooperation was used to legitimize the political project 
of the construction of the Nordic region after 1945. I will discuss political 
reasons and practical mechanisms of instrumentalization as well as what 
kind of discourse supports them. 
 Cultural cooperation is not the only tool for Nordic region-building. Ap-
plicants for projects in other areas were also asked to ensure their projects 
went towards strengthening Nordic international visibility and Nordic identi-
ty and community.13 Taking that in consideration, I nevertheless decided to 
limit myself to one aspect of Nordic cooperation. I have chosen cultural co-
operation because it was important throughout every stage of the develop-
ment of official Nordic cooperation from 1945 onwards. Cultural coopera-
tion was also generously supported, which is uncommon in other examples 
of regional cooperation globally. Another reason to focus on culture is that it 
played a special role in Nordic identity construction. It was considered as a 
ground for Nordic cooperation in general.  
 

The conceptual framework for the analysis of cultural 
policy 
 
Cultural policy and three definitions of culture 
 
 My research field is the history of cultural policy.14 According to Danish 
cultural policy scholar Peter Duelund:   
 

In a narrow sense, cultural policy is about the way art is funded in a given so-
ciety at a given point in time. In a broad sense, cultural policy is about the 

                                                        
12Ole Wæver “The Baltic Sea: A Region after Post-Modernity?”, in Joenniemi, Pertti (red.) 
(1997). Neo-nationalism or Regionality: the Restructuring of Political Space around the 
Baltic Rim. Stockholm: NordREFO, pp. 293-341. 
13See for example “Ansökningsblankett för projektmedel från Nordiska ministerrådet” at the 
Nordic Council of Ministers website http://www.norden.org/da/nordisk-
ministerraad/ministerraad/nordisk-ministerraad-for-arbejdsliv-mr-a/institutioner-
samarbejdsorganer-og-arbejdsgrupper/arbejdsgrupper-og-
udvalg/arbejdsmiljoeudvalget/projektansoegning, accessed on 3 June 2013. 
14On the necessity of the historical perspective towards the study of cultural policy see Jeremy 
Ahearne (2009), “Cultural Policy Explicit and Implicit: a Distinction and Some Uses”, Inter-
national Journal of Cultural Policy, 15:2, pp. 141-153. 
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clash of interests between the different ways stakeholders – in society in gen-
eral and in the cultural field in particular – reflect art and culture.15 
 

 The history of Nordic cultural cooperation can be considered as an exam-
ple of how cultural policy in a broad sense influences cultural policy in a 
narrow sense.  To illustrate this, one needs to track how culture is defined 
within policy-making. Its definition can be changed in time therefore histori-
cal perspective is appropriate.  
 How culture is understood in the framework of policy-making is a subject 
for negotiations. There are multiple definitions of culture in the field of hu-
manities. Nevertheless, policymakers do not try to grasp the phenomenon of 
culture in all its complexity. Naturally, unlike scholars, they use an opera-
tional concept of culture, which aims to make culture part of policy rather 
than describing it as a multifaceted social and aesthetical phenomenon. Ac-
cording to Duelund there are three concepts of culture, which are mostly 
used in policy-making: a) the humanistic concept i.e. high culture, which 
represents the most esteemed achievements in the cultural sphere, and sup-
posedly expresses humanistic ideals; b) the anthropological concept16 i.e. 
culture as a way of living; and c) the national monoculture17 i.e. culture as a 
common cultural space, uniting the people of one nation by common lan-
guage, traditions, manners, etc.18 All three concepts and the state support 
they receive are present in Nordic cultural cooperation: the first one through 
grants for professional artists and cultural producers, the second one through 
the support of amateur collectives and cultural programmes for peripheral 
                                                        
15Peter Duelund, “Cultural Policy: An Overview”, in Duelund, Peter (red.) (2003). The Nordic 
Cultural Model. Copenhagen: Nordic Cultural Institute, p. 13. 
16This concept presupposes the equal value of different cultures and rejects the idea of the 
superiority of one culture over another. This concept of culture was developed to a significant 
extent on a theoretical level before the war by the American school of anthropology (Franz 
Boas and Margaret Mead). After the Second World War, the United Nations promoted the 
right for culture which was anthropological in its character. Although the respect given to 
high-quality art works was not dismissed, their privileged position was questioned, and popu-
lar forms of art and creative activity such as folk art were included within the political agenda. 
In the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United Nations General As-
sembly in 1948, Article 27 provides for the right for culture: “everyone has the right freely to 
participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific 
advancement and its benefits”. See Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights’ website 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Pages/Language.aspx?LangID=eng, accessed on 11 March 
2011. Another UN document, which establishes the right for culture is the International Cov-
enant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (adopted in 1966, entered into force in 1976). 
See Article 15 at http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CESCR.aspx, accessed 
on 11 March 2011. 
17This idea goes back to the notion of Volksgeist, developed by German Romantic thinker 
Johann Gottfried Herder. Although he related it to a nation, it also can be applied to the Nor-
dic region, a construction, which is based on common language, culture, society and tradition. 
18Peter Duelund (2003), p. 19. 
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areas such as Greenland, the Åland and Faroe Islands, and the third one 
through the construction of a Nordic regional identity.  
 
 
Implicit and explicit cultural policy 
 
 British scholar Jeremy Ahearne, in his article entitled “Cultural Policy 
Explicit and Implicit: a Distinction and Some Uses”, raises the question of 
when cultural policy actually started. According to Ahearne, explicit cultural 
policy began with the establishment of state institutions that were responsi-
ble for supporting valuable cultural activities (arts councils, ministries of 
culture, etc.). Nevertheless, he claims, there was also an implicit cultural 
policy, which existed before such institutions appeared. It is inherent to all 
political regimes, and helps power to “maintain its symbolic legitimacy”.19 
This unvoiced aim of official institutions, such as school or the church, has a 
significant influence on cultural life.  
 According to Ahearne, both religion and state education can be consid-
ered as implicit cultural policy. Children are an important target for power, 
as it is easier to teach a child, than to change an adult’s point of view. Educa-
tion is not only about knowledge but also about moulding a future citizen. 
Ahearne also notes that even companies can act as cultural policy setters.20 
 Nowadays, explicit and implicit cultural policies co-exist and form a 
complex system, where the aim of implicit cultural policy is not publicly 
pronounced, but is part and parcel of explicit cultural policy. In my work I 
distinguish between what Nordic policymakers explicitly say they want to 
do, on the one hand, and what they implicitly try to achieve by supporting 
cultural cooperation, on the other. 

Although Nordic cultural policy is built on all three concepts of culture: 
humanistic, anthropological, and identity construction, those concepts are 
treated differently in cultural policy documents. Using Ahearne’s terms, the 
humanistic and anthropological approaches to culture constitute explicit 
Nordic cultural policy. Hans Sølvhøj, the Minister for Cultural Affairs from 
1964 to 1966 (Denmark), gives the following definition, which sums up the 
general use of the notion of culture in Nordic policy: 
 

Our conception of the term culture includes not only the sum total of the 
works of our best painters, sculptors, composers and writers. We also regard 
culture as being the way of life for the individual citizen, the daily habits in 

                                                        
19Jeremy Ahearne (2009), “Cultural Policy Explicit and Implicit: a Distinction and Some 
Uses”, International Journal of Cultural Policy, 15:2, p. 143. 
20Jeremy Ahearne (2009), p. 144. 
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the home and at work, relationships with fellow-men, the way in which the 
citizen participates in the government of his country.21 

 
 If the support of culture as high art and as a way of living is explicit, the 
construction of Nordic identity with the help of culture is implicit. Although 
the aim of the construction of Nordic identity is always present in Nordic 
cultural policy initiatives, it is not openly stated as an aim. It is rather 
claimed that Nordic cultural identity already exists, not as a political con-
struction, but as a cultural, historical, societal and linguistic phenomenon. 
  

 

 

Figure 1. Explicit and implicit Nordic cultural policy  
 
 
 Figure 1 illustrates where the line between explicit and implicit Nordic 
cultural policy is drawn. The triangle consists of three definitions of culture: 
humanistic, anthropological and identity construction. Together they form a 
politically functioning concept of culture. The humanistic and anthropologi-
cal concepts are a part of explicit Nordic cultural policy. They are openly 

                                                        
21Hans Sølvhøj “Nordic Cultural Cooperation”, in Nordic Cooperation: Conference Organ-
ised by the Nordic Council for International Organisations in Europe, Hässelby, 2-4 June 
1965 (1965). Stockholm: Nordiska rådet, p. 99. 
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stated in policy documents and publications. On the other hand, the construc-
tion of regional identity is the subject of implicit cultural policy. Although 
culture and cultural exchange have constantly been used for the construction 
of the Nordic region’s identity, this construction was not promoted as an 
official aim of Nordic cultural policy. This aim, nevertheless, plays a signifi-
cant role in how culture in its humanistic and anthropological meaning is 
taken care of. My task is to reveal the interconnection of the implicit and 
explicit components in Nordic cultural policy and to demonstrate the influ-
ence of the implicit political objective on the explicit cultural policy.22 This 
will help reveal the political meaning of some cultural policy decisions and 
answer the question of how, and for what aims, cultural cooperation was 
instrumentalized in overall Nordic cooperation after the Second World War.  

Previous research 
 
 In Culture and International Relations, published in 1990, its editor, 
Jongsuk Chay, claims that the role of culture in international relations is one 
of the most neglected subjects.23 Nine years later the editors of another book 
Culture and International History, Gienow-Hecht and Frank Schumacher, 
still regarded scholarship on culture and international history as “new and 
dynamic”.24 Even in a recent publication from 2011, Culture and External 
Relations: Europe and Beyond, its editors, Jozef Bátora and Monika Mokre, 
admit that “while the importance of culture has been on the rise in the realm 
of international relations, its role in this field remains underspecified in the 
academic literature”.25 
Organizations involved in international cultural cooperation such as the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), the International Society for Education through Art (InSEA), 
and the Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization 
(ALECSO) have played an important role in the post-war era. However, 
even though they have reflected and influenced the way of thinking about 
culture and its value to a large extent, their role in international relations was 
rarely the subject of critical academic study. It is only recently that the dis-
cursive production of such organizations started to attract the attention of 
                                                        
22On this subject see also Jim McGuigan, “Cultural Policy Proper and as Display”, in McGui-
gan, Jim (2004), Rethinking Cultural Policy. Maidenhead: Open University, pp. 61-92. 
23Jongsuk Chay (red.) (1990). Culture and International Relations. New York: Praeger, p. xi. 
24Jessica C. E. Gienow-Hecht and Frank Schumacher (red.) (2003). Culture and international 
history. New York: Berghahn Books, p. ix. 
25Monika Mokre “Cultural and Collective Identifications”, in Bátora, Jozef & Mokre, Monika 
(red.) (2011). Culture and External Relations: Europe and Beyond. Farnham: Ashgate, pp. 
75-76. 
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international scholars. For example, such study is made in various publica-
tions in the International Journal of Cultural Policy as well as at the biannu-
al International Conference on Cultural Policy Research.    
 The previous research has focused mainly on the role of culture during 
the Cold War as a part of the public diplomacy of the USA and the USSR. 
With the help of culture both the Americans and the Soviets tried to “win the 
hearts and minds”26 of the international audience. To conceptualize this ap-
proach of attraction and persuasion, political scientist Joseph Nye coined the 
term “soft power”.27 
 The historian Akira Iriye, when analysing US foreign policy, showed in 
his work From Nationalism to Internationalism: US Foreign Policy to 1914 
that the tactics of “selling” the United States to the world have a long tradi-
tion. According to him, those tactics correlated with an initial understanding 
by Americans of their role as defenders of human rights’ principles and as 
true missionaries, who bring democratic ideals to the world.28 After the Se-
cond World War, the USA had “carte blanche” to promote their own way of 
living as a country which holds to democracy principles, unlike some of their 
European counterparts. Thus internationalism became more of an actively 
used paradigm in US foreign policy, even turning into a form of propaganda. 
The figure of an enemy was formed, which justified American self-
promotion and more obvious interference with the politics and society of 
other countries. Harry S. Truman (US president, 1945-1953) promised 
“American assistance to ‘freedom-loving’ peoples in a global crusade 
against communism”.29 
 After the war, the United States introduced the “Reorientation Program” 
in Germany. This aimed to bring that errant country back to democracy.30 It 
became the first public diplomacy project run by the United States. Later, in 
1953, the United States Information Agency (USIA) was established to in-
form and influence those overseas, with the aim of promoting US interests. 
Yale Richmond, who worked as a Cultural officer in the US Foreign Service, 
gave a vivid picture of his mission at the USIA in his memoirs Practicing 
Public Diplomacy: a Cold War Odyssey. According to him, a significant part 
of USIA activity included the presentation of US culture abroad through 
screenings of American films, help with acquiring American books, produc-

                                                        
26The phrase is assigned to Theodore Roosevelt, see the Phrase Finder website 
http://www.phrases.org.uk/bulletin_board/20/messages/395.html, accessed on 20 July 2013. 
27The concept of “soft power” was developed in Joseph S. Nye (1990). Bound to Lead: the 
Changing Nature of American Power. New York: Basic Books. 
28Akira Iriye (1977). From Nationalism to Internationalism: US Foreign Policy to 1914. 
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, p.14. 
29Introduction by Eric Foner in Naima Prevots (1998). Dance for Export: Cultural Diplomacy 
and the Cold War. [Middletown, Conn.]: Wesleyan University Press, p. 1. 
30Yale Richmond (2008). Practicing Public Diplomacy: a Cold War Odyssey. New York: 
Berghahn, p. 2. 
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ing of radio programmes, etc. Richmond confirms that culture was a com-
mon tool for American “good-will” propaganda. 
 According to Naima Prevots, a researcher in the history of performing 
arts, an important figure in the history of the instrumentalization of culture 
for international relations in the USA was Dwight D. Eisenhower (US presi-
dent, 1953-1961). In 1954, he convinced Congress to provide a budget to 
pay for American performing artists to tour and to establish the President’s 
Emergency Fund for International Affairs.31 The intention was to send the 
best artistic groups abroad to demonstrate the superiority of American cul-
tural values. Another rather questionable source of financial support for US 
cultural expansion was the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). This organi-
zation’s infiltration into cultural life and its relationship with the most fa-
mous and respected artists of the day is an intriguing story, which was ana-
lyzed in many academic and non-academic publications.32 
 Another significant branch of international relations’ study on the instru-
mentalization of art and culture is on the European Union’s cultural policy. 
This research is rather recent, as is the subject itself, and brings in many 
pressing themes such as European identity and cultural policy, culture in the 
EU’s external relations, etc.33 
 Jozef Bátora and Monika Mokre, the editors of Culture and External Re-
lations: Europe and Beyond recall that culture became a part of EU external 
policy from 1993 onwards, i.e. the year when the Maastricht Treaty entered 
into force. They see the ambiguities connected to the idea that the EU uses 
culture for “generating and maintaining attractiveness of the EU and/or of 
‘Europe’”.34 The first question, which the use of culture in EU policies rais-
es, is whether culture should be considered as being limited to particular 
communities or as having a set of universal values. The second question is 
whether culture should be used for EU identity construction, or be taken as 
an “open platform for inclusive engagement of societies around the globe”.35 
 While the European Union is still trying to work out the conceptual 
framework for its cultural policy, Nordic countries have had official cultural 
cooperation since the end of the Second World War. Nevertheless, there is a 
significant lack of academic study on the use of culture in Nordic coopera-
tion for the political construction of the Nordic region.  

                                                        
31Naima Prevots (1998), p. 8. 
32See, for example, Frances Stonor Saunders The Cultural Cold War: The CIA and the World 
of Arts and Letters, Hugh Wilford The Mighty Wurlitzer: How the CIA Played America, Laura 
A. Belmonte Selling the American Way: U.S. Propaganda and the Cold War, and Routledge 
series The Cold War, volume 5, Cold War Culture and Society, edited by Lori Lyn Bogle. 
33Jozef Bátora and Monika Mokre (red.) (2011). Culture and External Relations: Europe and 
Beyond. Farnham: Ashgate, p. 2. 
34Bátora and Mokre (2011), p. 2. 
35Bátora and Mokre (2011), pp. 2-3. 
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 The literature on the history of Nordic cooperation is sufficient on general 
international relations. Such themes as European integration, welfare policy 
and regional security have been considered in various publications such as 
The European Union and the Nordic Countries edited by Lee Miles, Norden 
runt i tvåhundra år: jämförande studier om liberalism, konservatism och 
historiska myter by Torbjörn Nilsson, a collection of articles entitled Norden 
i sicksack: tre spårbyten inom nordiskt samarbete, edited by Bengt Sundeli-
us and Claes Wiklund, and Norden är död: länge leva Norden! edited by 
Svenolof Karlsson. There are also some publications on the general activities 
of the Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers, the two main 
institutions responsible for official Nordic cooperation: The Nordic Council 
and Co-operation in Scandinavia by historian Frantz Wendt; “Nordisk Råd 
1952–2002” by historian Øyvind Tønnesson published in the Nordic Council 
book entitled 50 år Nordisk Råd 1952 – 2002: Til nordisk nytte?; and Inter-
nationella samarbetsfrågor i Nordiska Rådet; and Nordiska råd i 40 år: ett 
urval av Nordiska rådets initiativ åren 1953 – 1992, edited by Svenolof 
Karlsson.  
 According to Johan Strang, a researcher at the Centre for Nordic Studies 
at Helsinki University, the weakness of the existing literature on Nordic co-
operation is that such literature lacks systematic and independent critical 
verification. He claims that the cooperation is often considered not in critical 
academic publications, but in books marking the various anniversaries of 
official organizations of Nordic cooperation36, or, as Finnish researcher Pertti 
Joenniemi puts it: “the Nordic configuration [is] being more celebrated than 
investigated”.37 In addition, the story of Nordic cooperation after 1945 is 
often written by those who took part in various ways in post-war Nordic 
policymaking.38 Although well written and based on a significant range of 
primary sources, as well as deep personal experience, this research has a 

                                                        
36Johan Strang (2012). Nordiska gemenskaper: en vision för samarbetet. Nordiska minis-
terrådet, pp. 51-52. 
37Pertti Joenniemi, “Norden beyond Security Community” in Archer, Clive & Joenniemi, 
Pertti (red.) (2003). The Nordic Peace. Aldershot: Ashgate, p. 201. 
38As an example, one can cite such publications as The Nordic Council and Co-operation in 
Scandinavia by Frantz Wendt; “Nordisk Råd 1952-2002” in 50 år Nordisk Råd 1952 – 2002: 
Til nordisk nytte? by Øyvind Tønnesson; a collection of articles Norden i sicksack: Tre 
spårbyten inom nordiskt samarbete, edited by Bengt Sundelius and Claes Wiklund; and The 
Nordic Cultural Model, edited by Peter Duelund. These authors wrote a history of Nordic 
cooperation after 1945, although they also were in different ways involved in the policy-
making process as official consultants for cooperation policy or employees in Nordic coopera-
tion organizations: Frantz Wendt was Executive Director of the Danish Division of the Nor-
den Association from 1943 to 1953 and, later, a Secretary General to the Danish Delegation of 
the Nordic Council; the historian Øyvind Tønnesson was commissioned to write about Nordic 
cooperation by the Nordic Council for the 50th anniversary; Claes Wiklund was a Secretary to 
the Social and Environmental Affairs Committee of the Nordic Council; Peter Duelund was a 
senior adviser for the Nordic Council of Ministers. 
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tendency to be uncritically supportive of the general idea of the Nordic re-
gion and Nordic institutions.  
 In general, Nordic cultural cooperation attracted less attention than tradi-
tional high politics’ questions of cooperation: security, welfare and Europe-
anization. Nevertheless, several publications provide an informative over-
view of the subject. The articles in The Cultural Construction of Norden, 
edited by Øystein Sørensen and Bo Stråth, deal with the origins of Nordic 
cultural cooperation - long before the establishment of the first official or-
ganizations for cultural exchange. This publication has its background in the 
European integration debates. It reflects the need for a re-consideration and 
re-establishment of Nordic regional identity as a reaction to the Europeaniza-
tion process.39 The authors of this publication underline the role of culture in 
building the Nordic region as a geopolitical unit. They consider region-
building as an enduring endeavour and approach it from a historical perspec-
tive and from the perspective of the history of ideas. Stråth and Sørensen 
consider Norden, which is defined by them as “a community of destiny… 
constructed culturally”40, as a historical construction, which goes back to the 
time of the Nordic Enlightenment.41 They stress the active role of peasants, 
unlike in other European countries where the Enlightenment was promoted 
by the elites, which, together with the Lutheran tradition, formed the Nordic 
society of common ideas and values.42 Uffe Østergård points out another 
important phase in the common Nordic history – the romantic movement of 
Pan-Scandinavianism, which emerged in the student and literary circles of 
the 1830s.43 Østergård recalls that the movement was active mainly until the 
1860s, when the rise of Germany and re-consolidation of Russia after the 
Crimean War (1854-1856) put an end to the idea of the creation of a power-
ful union of Scandinavian countries. He finds the period before the renewed 
cooperation initiatives of the 1920s to be crucial for Nordic history. This is 
because grass root ties strengthened during it, and they would become vital 
for the political project of the construction of the Nordic region in the 20th 
century:  
 

Scientists, lawyers, engineers, educationalists, painters, and writers were all 
able to maintain connections at Nordic meetings and through Scandinavian 
journals. These networks functioned efficiently and were far more effective 

                                                        
39Bo Stråth and Øystein Sørensen (red.) (1997). The Cultural Construction of Norden. Oslo: 
Scandinavian University Press, p. vii. 
40Stråth and Sørensen (1997), p. vii. 
41Stråth and Sørensen (1997), p. 19. 
42Dag Thorkildsen “Religious Identity and Nordic Identity” and Henrik Stenius “The Good 
Life is a Life of Conformity: The Impact of Lutheran Tradition on Nordic Culture”, in Stråth 
and Sørensen (1997), pp. 138-160, 161-172. 
43Uffe Østergård “The Geopolitics of Nordic Identity – From Composite States to Nation-
states”, in Stråth and Sørensen (1997), p. 38. 
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than the Romantic political visions of before, precisely because of the limited, 
realistic goals that had been set.44 

 
 Another weighty publication on the Nordic cultural policy and cultural 
cooperation is The Nordic Cultural Model, edited by Peter Duelund. Pub-
lished in 2003, it remains one of the most comprehensive overviews on the 
subject. The main focus of this book is the post-war period. The Nordic cul-
tural model is considered from both the regional and national perspective 
(with separate chapters on Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden). 
This publication also examines themes which are topical for all Nordic coun-
tries:  the promotion of artistic creativity, theatre policy, public spending on 
culture, the regions and the arts, culture and leisure habits, and Nordic and 
European cultural policy.  
 Besides this comprehensive volume, the various subjects related to Nor-
dic cultural cooperation are discussed in journal articles. One of the main 
periodicals on the subject of cultural policy in the Nordic countries is 
Nordisk Kulturpolitisk Tidskrift (The Nordic Journal of Cultural Policy). 
Issue 1 ½ (2009) was entirely dedicated to official Nordic cultural coopera-
tion. The International Journal on Cultural Policy is another base for re-
search into the area of cultural policy studies. A special issue on Nordic cul-
tural policy was published in 2008 (issue 1). However, even in these publica-
tions cultural policy in the Nordic countries was considered mostly from a 
national perspective or from the perspective of different art forms. 
 Despite an increase in the number of debates on Nordic cultural policy, 
the existing research seldom analyzes Nordic cultural cooperation on the 
basis of how exactly cultural policy is used for the formation of regional 
identity by official organization of Nordic cooperation in the post-war era. 
Existing research may focus on the formation of Nordic regional identity, 
where culture is referred to, but cultural policy mechanisms are not analyzed 
there. Another type of research considers how state support for the arts and 
culture operates at regional or national levels, but overlooks how Nordic 
cultural policy is intertwined with the general processes of region-building. 
My dissertation aims to bridge this gap and provide an analysis of the influ-
ence of the political project for the construction of the Nordic region on 
Nordic cultural cooperation policy.  
 
 
 

                                                        
44Uffe Østergård (1997), p. 42. 
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Theoretical framework 
 
 In my work I have made the following division between theory and meth-
od: by theory I mean conceptual framework, which allows a problem to be 
specified and the subject of study to be conceptualized; while method is a 
tool for the analysis of historical documents and obtaining necessary infor-
mation from available materials on the theme. Furthermore, first I consider 
theoretical approaches, which helped define the subject of my study; and 
second, I introduce the method of my analysis and explain why it suits the 
material.  

Cultural meets political, political meets cultural 
 
 To a large extent the introduction of the topic of cultural policy into aca-
demic studies is down to the works on cultural policy and institutions written 
by the sociologist Tony Bennett. His approach offers a fresh look at the in-
terconnection between power and population, and government and culture. 
Before Bennett, research into cultural studies was centred on the more obvi-
ous forms of political dominance in cultural life.45 That research strived to 
give a voice to those who generally did not have access to mainstream media 
and official channels of information. Under the influence of Foucault, Ben-
nett became interested in the less obvious power imbalance of cultural or-
ganizations and their influence on the everyday life of citizens.46 The Fou-
cauldian theoretical approach to the institutions helped to reveal previously 
unnoticed forms of interaction, through which the government governs with 
the help of culture which it supports both financially and through the estab-
lishment of cultural institutions and projects.47 

                                                        
45This academic approach was developed by the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cul-
tural Studies, headed at first by Richard Hoggart and then by Stuart Hall. The works of Anto-
nio Gramsci and Karl Marx inspired the research of the Birmingham school. The study of 
cultural hegemony, developed further by representatives of the centre, became influential 
worldwide. 
46Cultural policy researcher Jim McGuigan also pays tribute to Bennett for introducing the 
cultural policy theme into cultural studies: “it is generally agreed that a focal concern of cul-
tural studies – perhaps even its defining feature – is the interrelation of culture and power. 
Tony Bennett was right, however, to suggest that cultural studies, as normally practised, was 
largely detached from the real world of politics, in the sense of policy-making and administra-
tion. For a field of study that prides itself on being ‘political’, this was a damning indictment”. 
See Jim McGuigan (2004). Rethinking Cultural Policy. Maidenhead: Open University Press, 
p. 15. 
47Tony Bennett (2007). Critical Trajectories: Culture, Society, Intellectuals. Oxford: Black-
well, pp. 8-9. 
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 Foucault’s theory, which in the main developed in the second part of his 
academic career, helps to detect power and political control in areas which 
are not traditionally associated with them: for example the area of state care. 
This theoretical setting, according to Bennett, sparked his interest in an 
emerging part of cultural studies at the end of the 20th century – cultural pol-
icy.48 Another influential cultural policy scholar, Jim McGuigan, claims that 
Foucault’s concept of governmentality applied to the cultural sphere helps 
reveal that the state supports culture for the sake of various symbolic pur-
poses such as the nationalistic or propagandistic.49 As Bennett rightly notes, 
with the new type of power which Foucault defines as governmentality, pol-
icy became more crucial for the distribution of power and control over the 
population than traditional political competition and democratic choice.50 
 While cultural policy studies turned towards a consideration of political 
regulations influencing cultural life, political science also moved towards 
cultural influence on the politics. After a prolonged neglect of the cultural 
aspect when considering international politics, interest in it boomed within 
the movement of constructivism influenced by cultural studies. Constructiv-
ists concentrated their research on the historical and social structures, influ-
encing international politics. They claimed, in contradiction to the previously 
influential realistic approach to the study of international relations51, that 
there is nothing “natural” in political life, and all concepts and ideas are so-
cially constructed.52. What is crucial for my research is that constructivism 

                                                        
48Tony Bennett (2007), p. 9. For more on this see also Tony Bennett (1998). Culture: a Re-
former’s Science. London: Sage. 
49Jim McGuigan (2004), p. 15. 
50On the power of managers and the rise of managerialism see James Burnham (1941). The 
Managerial Revolution: What is Happening in the World. 3. impr. New York: John Day. See 
also the debate on new managerialism on the example of using the educational sphere in 
Rosemary Deem and Kevin J. Brehony (2005), “Management as Ideology: the Case of ‘New 
Managerialism’ in Higher Education”, Oxford Review of Education, 31 (2), June, pp. 217-
235. 
51Realism presupposes that all states are rational actors and pursue their own rational self-
interests. The realist approach is rooted in the ideas of Niccolo Machiavelli and Thomas 
Hobbes. Realists (Hans Morgenthau and Edward Hallett Carr) use the notion of power interest 
to describe the main political driving force in international relations. They believed that man 
is naturally rational and acts accordingly his/her egoistic interests. This idea was applied to 
explain political actions. Neorealists (Kenneth Waltz, John Mearsheimer, Stephen Walt, etc.) 
followed the basic principles of the older realist school. They agreed with the essentialist idea 
of human nature, which defines political actions, but paid more attention to competing politi-
cal structures. 
52See the debate on the cultural approach to the study of international relations in Volker 
Depkat “Cultural Approaches to International Relations”, in Gienow-Hecht, Jessica C. E. & 
Schumacher, Frank (red.) (2003). Culture and International History. New York: Berghahn 
Books, pp. 175-189. 
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made it legitimate to question culture within the theory of international rela-
tions.53 
 After neorealism failed to predict the events of 1989, it was questioned by 
researchers, who were united in the interest in political history – the con-
structivists. This new scientific approach is not homogenic and consists of 
different academic groups. The general name, which is often used for this 
research, is “social constructivism”. This name stresses the role of societal 
factors in political action (cultural, historical, religious, national-identity, 
etc.) and the constructed character of any identity and political notion. Social 
constructivism’s strong point is its particular interest in historical circum-
stances and in explanations based not on abstract notions and ideas but on 
the analysis of historical material. Taking an opposite view to the neorealists, 
constructivists claim that the feelings of amity and enmity cannot be ex-
plained by rational self-interest but rather by the analysis of a concrete situa-
tion and its interpretation by the participants of an event.  
 An important critique, provided by constructivists, targeted the key con-
cept of the “natural state”, used by their opponents - the members of the 
realist school. Realists believe that politics is subjected to objective laws that 
are rooted in human nature. They see politics as power-oriented and that 
events in international politics can be rationally explained by the analysis of 
competing interests.54 
 Beate Jahn, a researcher who writes from a constructivist approach, ex-
plains how the concept of “human nature”, used by neorealists, causes them 
to omit culture. By the analysis of human “nature” as such, neorealists intend 
to identify common principles and laws, which would be true in any society 
at any time. According to her, what neorealists lack is the understanding of 
the role of culture in international relations.55 

                                                        
53See for example, Julie Reeves Culture and International Relations: Narratives, Natives and 
Tourists (2004), Culture and International Relations (1990) (ed. by Jongsuk Chay), The 
Culture of National Security: Norms and Identity in World Politics (1996) (ed. by Peter J. 
Katzenstein), Culture and Security: Symbolic Power and the politics of International Security 
(2007) (ed. by Michael C. Williams). 
54See Jack Donnelly (2000). Realism and International Relations. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 
55Beate Jahn “The Power of Culture”, in Gienow-Hecht, Jessica C. E. & Schumacher, Frank 
(red.) (2003). Culture and International History. New York: Berghahn Books, pp. 35-36. In 
the paragraph “The Invention of the State of Nature” Jahn recalls that the notion of human 
nature came about as a theoretical tool to explain Amerindians’ society after the discovery of 
the Americas. The discovery of continents where people did not know anything about Christ 
and did not have a European type of state became a threat to the whole European explanation 
of the world. The concept of the state of nature came together with the idea of a progressive, 
linear development of humankind. In spite of the fact that the Amerindians’ societies were as 
old as the European ones, it was considered that they are situated closer to the natural state 
period of the development. Interpreters then divided into those who believed that the state of 
nature is the state of war (Kant, Hobbes) and those who underlined that it was a paradise of 
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 Interest in the history of political organizations is also typical of another 
branch of political studies – historical institutionalism (Samuel Huntington, 
Barrington Moore, Theda Skocpol, Sven Steinmo, Kathleen Thelen and 
Frank Longstreth). After years of neglecting the historical dimension of the 
existence of institutions, it finally was the focus of research.56 Historical 
institutionalism claims that institutions do not follow a rationally pre-defined 
plan. Rather they constantly need to adjust themselves to multiple historical 
forces. Historical institutionalism claims that it is important to look at the 
historical transformation of institutions, to study how they change in time. In 
fact, in terms of historical institutionalism, institutions should be regarded as 
dynamic: not as static unchangeable constructions but as being interactive 
with other institutions, actors, and even ideas.  
 To summarize, these theoretical debates help in the assessment of Nordic 
cultural policy by their analysis of the interconnection of policy-making, 
identity construction and culture. To explain how culture was involved and 
played an important role in Nordic cooperation I need to introduce yet an-
other concept – that of security.  
 

The conceptualization of the subject of study: culture, security 
and the region’s construction 
 
 Although the security which exists in the Nordic countries is strong, it is 
very easy to overlook it when applying traditional definitions of security. 
The Nordic region is an example of a region with special securitization built 
on cultural ties. Until recently57, even without military agreement, the Nordic 
countries’ security system constituted a coherent whole.  
 Being neither bound by military cooperation58, nor an agreement on a free 
trade, Nordic countries have chosen their own way to secure regional inter-
                                                                                                                                  
equality and only material scarcity brought people together (Raynal, Diderot, Rousseau, 
Locke). Whatever the concept was, it had nothing to do with empirical research, claims Jahn. 
See Beate Jahn (2003), pp. 29-32. 
56Paul Pierson (2004). Politics in Time: History, Institutions, and Social Analysis. Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press. 
57In 2009, the Nordic countries made a first move towards defence cooperation, founding 
NORDEFCO (Nordic Defence Cooperation). In 2011 the Nordic foreign ministers further 
agreed on a declaration of solidarity in the area of foreign and security policy. See “Nordic 
Co-operation on Defence” at the Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/about-nordic-co-operation/areas-of-co-operation/defence/nordic-
co-operation-on-defence, accessed on 28 March 2013. 
58After the Second World War, the Nordic countries negotiated a defence union, but in the 
end Norway, Denmark and Iceland chose to join North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
in 1949 (although Icelandic citizens met this decision with protests), while Sweden kept its 
neutrality. 
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ests and strengthen their international position. They have created a unique 
common “place for living” by developing cultural cooperation, harmonizing 
legislation, developing educational exchanges and social programmes, 
providing the possibility for Nordic people to live, travel and work in any 
country of the region without restriction, and working together on ecological 
and energy supply issues. The basis for these activities was claimed to be 
common Nordic identity, based on common culture – similar languages59, 
traditions, religion, political views and history. Thus culture became a part of 
high politics and a pillar for the discourse on official Nordic cooperation.  
 The theory, which is usually applied to the study of the Nordic region in 
the field of international relations, is the theory of security communities by 
political scientist Karl Deutsch. This approach helps emphasize the role of 
culture and society for region-building. The concept of security communities 
was invented by Richard van Wagen and developed by Karl Deutsch in the 
1950s but, for many years, it was “more celebrated than investigated”.60 The 
recent revival and further development of the concept was epitomized by the 
publication in 1998 of a book edited by Emanuel Adler and Michael Barnett 
entitled Security Communities, a passage from which reads:  
 

Whereas most international relations theories use material forces, the language 
of power, and a very thin conception of society to understand interstate out-
comes, the Deutschian perspective relies on shared knowledge, ideational 
forces, and a dense normative environment.61 

 
 Deutsch defines security communities as those ones, that can “be threat-
ened from without, but its population does not feel threatened from within”.62 
A war among countries, which constitute the security community “is being 
looked upon by its governments and peoples as illegitimate and improbable, 
and as not worth preparing for in any major way”.63 Swedish peace and con-
flicts researcher Håkan Wiberg points out that in Nordic countries the “secu-
rity community has manifested itself in a series of non-wars in the twentieth 
century; that is there have been several conflicts about issues that would 

                                                        
59On the importance of languages for Nordic cooperation see the Nordic Language Conven-
tion at the Nordic Council of Ministers’ website http://www.norden.org/en/about-nordic-co-
operation/agreements/treaties-and-agreements/language/the-nordic-language-convention; and 
Deklaration om nordisk språkpolitik (2006). ANP 2007:746. Copenhagen: Nordic Council of 
Ministers. The Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/publications/publikationer/2007-746/at_download/publicationfile, 
both accessed on 10 January 2013. 
60Emanuel Adler and Michael N. Barnett (red.) (1998). Security Communities. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, p. 6. 
61Adler and Barnett (1998), p. 8. 
62Karl W. Deutsch (1978). The Analysis of International Relations. 2. ed. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, p. 236. 
63Karl W. Deutsch (1978), p. 236. 
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typically lead to war, but these were peacefully resolved” (for example, 
Norway secession, the status of the Åland Islands, Iceland, Eastern Green-
land and Svalbard, and negotiations on oil-rich areas between Sweden and 
Denmark).64 
 Defence is just one of several goals, which security communities foster. 
Besides maintaining peace, Deutsch names three other “tasks of integration”: 
“2) attaining greater multipurpose capabilities; 3) accomplishing some spe-
cific task; and 4) gaining a new self-image and role identity”.65 According to 
Deutsch, the multipurpose capabilities can be tested by an analysis of GDP 
and the diversity of state industries; the progress of accomplishing some 
specific task is valued by the amount of interstate relations, the growing 
number of joint institutes, the development of cooperation, the sacrifice 
which countries make for the sake of common benefit; and the success in 
creating a common identity is measured by the recognition of common sym-
bols, by peoples’ attitude to the security community, by their perception of 
being part of this bigger regional unit, by the appearance of a “we”-feeling.66 
These tasks were taken into account by Nordic governments in the post-war 
era: they increased interstate relations to achieve specific regional purposes 
and constructed a region’s identity.  
 Deutsch sees the signs of a security community not in the establishment 
of regional military cooperation but in the increase of communication among 
nations and states through: the flow of information; social, institutional and 
administrative interactions; and an understanding of common values. Com-
munication and a belief in enmity are two basic elements for the construction 
of a security community, which the Nordic governments strategically chose 
to strengthen the bonds between Nordic countries after the war. What is par-
ticular to the region is that this close cooperation found its political justifica-
tion in the idea of the Nordic countries’ common culture.  
 According to Deutsch, the creation of a security community is the crea-
tion of a new way of life and a new way of life should be rewarding. Harmo-
nizing some functions and creating new beliefs and loyalties should create 
something positive for the population. Only then can the project become 
stable in the future. Another way to make union more appealing is by prom-
ising and providing “new or greater rights and liberties” as well as “the ap-
peals for more equality – political, social, and/or economic”.67 We see this in 
Nordic governmental projects. Nordic citizens had the chance to travel with-
out restriction and find jobs within the Nordic region as a result of the estab-
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lishment of the passport union and harmonization of law in other spheres.68 
The appeal for more equality came, for example, from the opening of the 
Nordic Houses and Nordic institutes in the Nordic marginal territories – 
Iceland, Greeenland and the Faroe Islands – which helped spread Nordic 
culture away from Nordic cultural centres to the periphery and thus create 
the feeling of belonging to one community.  
 While Deutsch focuses on the quantitative analysis of existing inter-state 
connections, and the perception of the security community by society, my 
focus is on the mechanisms of discursive construction itself, not on its recep-
tion. Nevertheless, the concept of a security community provides an im-
portant tool which allows us to look at the construction of the Nordic region, 
where low politics played the lead role in connecting Nordic societies to 
each other.69 
 In his article entitled “Insecurity, Security, and Asecurity in the West 
European Non-war Community” in Security communities, Ole Wæver claims 
that the Nordic region is the classic example of a security community of a 
specific kind i.e. a security community without security institutions, but with 
a strong feeling of cultural unity: 
 

This strong security community contains several peculiarities. It is not strong-
ly institutionalized, and in particular there has been a marked and for the Cold 
War period deliberate absence of security institutions; the security community 
was not intentional, not formulated as security project, but emerged inadvert-
ently; it does not reflect exceptionally dense societal transactions; and it is not 
based on economic foundations. In addition to the geopolitical factor of long 
periods of low strategic interest, and a certain level of interaction, most of the 
explanation hangs on ideological factors such as a shared Protestant culture, 
joint romantic myths of ancient origins, nordism of the nineteenth century, 
neutrality and pacifism... [and] a feeling of being “broderfolk” (sister na-
tions).70 

 
 In spite of considering the Nordic countries as a good example of a secu-
rity community, Wæver notes that the bonds are only close in some fields 
like free movement, and remain loose in defence cooperation and merging 
authorities. Deutsch describes this type of community as “pluralistic”, where 
every state retains its sovereignty. Although Nordic elites have nursed the 
idea of even closer cooperation, which Deutsch describes as an “amalgamat-
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ed” community, i.e. one that takes on the shape of a federation with a com-
mon government, those ideas have not been realized.71 
 According to Joenniemi the representation of the Nordic region in a 
Deutschian interpretation is formed by three conceptual elements: identity, 
security and integration.72 The “identity”, in its relation to the regional secu-
rity and integration, is a key-concept in the framework of my study. It is 
through the consideration of identity construction that the question on the 
instrumentalization of cultural cooperation can be addressed.  
 The concept of a security community can be broadened by the concept of 
security complex developed within an international relations’ study by Barry 
Buzan and Ole Wæver.73 They call their theory - regional security complex 
theory (RSCT) and in the publication Regions and Powers: the Structure of 
International Security define it as follows:  
 

The central idea in RSCT is that, since most threats travel more easily over 
short distances than over long ones, security interdependence is normally pat-
terned into regionally based clusters: security complexes… Processes of secu-
ritisation and thus the degree of security interdependence are more intense be-
tween the actors inside such complexes than they are between actors inside the 
complex and those outside it. Security complexes may well be extensively 
penetrated by the global powers, but their regional dynamics nonetheless have 
a substantial degree of autonomy from the patterns set by the global powers.74 

 
 While Deutsch draws attention to a sense of unity within the community 
of nations, Buzan and Wæver concentrate on external threats and their po-
tential integrating effect. At the same time, in comparison to the traditional 
realist approach, Buzan and Wæver focus more on economic, ecologic and 
societal threats. According to them, the security of a region is not necessarily 
achieved by military actions. It can also be managed through economic sta-
bility, rational use of resources, care for the health of population and demo-
graphical growth, creation and support of a “we”-feeling and common iden-
tity. As Buzan, Wæver and Jaap de Wilde put it in their book Security: a 
New Framework for Analysis:  
 

Society is about identity, the self-conception of communities and of individu-
als identifying themselves as members of a community. These identities are 
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distinct from, although often entangled with, the explicitly political organiza-
tions concerned with government.75 

 
Thus they accentuate the role of governmental institutions in the self-
conception of communities. The example of the Nordic countries demon-
strates that one of the “places” where community identity and explicit politi-
cal aims are intertwined is cultural policy.  
 This theory, uniting realist and constructivist approaches, helps us to un-
derstand the dual position of cultural cooperation in the security of the Nor-
dic region. Relying on existing cultural ties among Nordic people, Nordic 
politicians created a discourse which placed Nordic cultural cooperation 
within the framework of region-building.  
 Both concepts – the security complex and security community - underline 
that states are united in many ways where military security does not neces-
sarily play a leading role. Both theories bring different levels of political 
analysis together to demonstrate the interrelationship of domestic, regional 
and international politics. The common culture creates a “we”-feeling among 
people, secures regional ties, and, at the same time, forms an international 
image of the region. Therefore, cultural identity is constantly referred to in 
the political rhetoric of Nordic cooperation.  
 

From identity to brand 
 
 According to the political scientist Peter van Ham, we live in times of 
postmodern power, where soft power and public diplomacy play an increas-
ingly important role in international relations, and countries are increasingly 
willing to use branding techniques to promote themselves on the global mar-
ket as well as to strengthen citizens’ loyalty to a state.76 Van Ham claims that 
what is important for branding a state is not “selling” the state as a product 
but rather “managing identity, loyalty, and reputation”.77 Consequently, with 
the introduction of the idea of branding into high politics, identity construc-
tion becomes more consciously manipulated, and entrusted to the profes-
sionals from the marketing field. 
 The concept of a “brand” has a long history. The word itself comes from 
Old Norse “brandr”, which means a stamp to identify the ownership of cat-
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tle. Later a brand sign was used for stamping different products, to make 
them recognizable to purchasers.78 
 Recently the concept has achieved a much broader use to the extent that 
some claim that the meaning of the word “is in danger of being weakened”.79 
The concept became widely used, even in areas which are not associated 
with production and commercial enterprise i.e. state, regional, and municipal 
policy-making and administration.  
 Although the meaning of the word brand is “distinguishing the goods of 
one producer from those of another”80, “a brand” does not equate to “a prod-
uct”. A brand “has an existence that is more than an actual product or ser-
vice: it has a life of its own that feeds on the original product, but can also 
carry its values and identity into new product areas”.81 This additional quality 
allows a brand to create an emotional attachment between it and consumers, 
which is only partially created by the superior qualities of the product as 
such. The branded product gains a symbolic added value, which influences 
the reason for choosing it instead of similar products.82 In short, we like this 
product not only for what it is used for as an object, but for the social signifi-
cance we ourselves read into it.   
 Being an embodiment of an idea of social value, a brand is directed to-
wards a consumer - someone who can perceive this value as part of a prod-
uct and an important element of the social life. A brand is not a brand before 
a substantial number of people perceive it as such. That is why a brand is a 
message, which presupposes a receiver. The brand construction of Norden, 
realized in the early 2000s, is not an exception. It has its target audience, 
namely neighbouring countries, the European Union, the international glob-
alized community and the local population. For Nordic countries, the ability 
of a brand to symbolize social values proved to be fertile ground for cou-
pling political branding with the construction of a region.  
 According to van Ham, within the area of international relations, state 
branding differs from classical diplomacy by focusing on values, which are 
decisive in the dialogue with foreign audiences, rather than issues.83 For the 
Nordic countries the use of values for international politics is nothing new. 
Before, the emphasis was put on cultural identity and its value. In the early 
2000s Nordic values began to be understood more pragmatically - as the 
value of the Nordic region on the global market. From being interpreted as a 
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shared cultural, social and political attitude, and tradition uniting countries in 
the region, Nordic values turned into being a value in the sense of the re-
gion’s business potential.  
 The idea of political branding has both its proponents and opponents. 
Wally Olins, the founder of Wolff Olins brand consultancy, claims that there 
is nothing new in state branding, citing the example of France which has 
changed state symbols several times during the last two centuries.84 Commu-
nication studies scholar Melissa Aronczyk is more critical of the contempo-
rary political reality where economic power has a high priority. Neverthe-
less, she also supports this point of view and considers state branding as the 
historical continuation of previous social and political practices.85 Van Ham 
also admits, political branding is a necessity of our time: “to do their job 
right, politicians all over the world have to find a brand niche for their state, 
engage in competitive marketing, ensure customer satisfaction, and – most 
of all – create brand loyalty”.86 According to him governments just do not 
have a choice, since they need to prove the attractiveness of their country for 
businesses and taxpayers. Jonathan Rose, a researcher of political communi-
cation, finds this precise point to be problematic. He claims that new politi-
cal technologies transform “citizens” into “consumers”, and warns that: “ad-
vertising provides a vehicle that is perfect in terms of audience reach but 
quite imperfect in terms of democratic dialogue”.87 He sees political brand-
ing as one further step towards the privatization of a state i.e. a step towards 
the privatization of political communication, as well as raising the question 
of its efficiency assessment.88 He argues that political branding is not just old 
public diplomacy managed with the help of new technologies, but a new 
joint venture between government and business. He fears that political 
branding will exert a significant interest in changing public opinion, often 
without solving a problem.89 
 “Nordic branding” is a relatively new theme in academic research. It was 
previously discussed during a workshop at the Centre for Nordic Studies 
(CENS) at Helsinki University, where it was noted that, in the case of na-
tional branding, political and cultural questions are subordinated to the aims 
of marketing. Since a constructed brand has to be clear and simple, it can 
have a negative effect on the formation of identity, which is a complex phe-
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nomenon. The participants at the workshop also highlighted that there is no 
common Nordic identity.90 In this respect their view coincides with what 
communication studies’ scholar, Sue Curry Jansen, writes on the danger of 
national branding:  
 

Nations are complex, heterogeneous entities; and national identities are, to be 
sure, forged through representational practices that are historically and social-
ly conditioned, multi-layered and dispersed. National branding is, however, a 
practice that selects, simplifies and deploys only those aspects of a nation’s 
identity that enhances a nation’s marketability.91 

 
 In my work I do not intend to enter into this general debate on the benefit 
or harm of political branding for Nordic cooperation in general. My task is 
more modest. I aim to analyze the influence of political branding on the 
sphere of cultural cooperation and trace the changes which have occurred 
with the introduction of political branding into Nordic cultural policy in the 
early 2000s. I will also analyze how the construction of Nordic identity, 
based on cultural ties, has been transformed and how the concept of culture 
has been reinterpreted to suit the aim of political branding.  

Method 
 
 In my work I consider the role of “culture” in the discourse on Nordic 
cooperation. The main type of material I analyze is official publicly availa-
ble policy documents and promotional publications of the Nordic Council 
and Nordic Council of Ministers, or subordinated organizations within the 
Nordic official cooperation scheme. This type of historical material did not 
only register past events, but also influenced the life of people in Nordic 
countries as political acts.  
 Through a close reading of policy documents and publications, which 
promote policy-decisions, I pay particular attention to the concept of “cul-
ture”: how it is connected with other concepts, in what kind of argumenta-
tion it is used and what significance it is given in political documents. I also 
contextualize the texts I analyze, placing them within the framework of the 
time when they were written. The aim of such an analysis is to see how “cul-
ture” functions within the power discourse and what historical circumstances 
influenced political meaning and use of the concept. 
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 For the analysis of these type of documents, the conceptual apparatus 
developed by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe proved to be helpful. They 
consider discourse in its dynamic, looking at the process of its creation. 
Therefore, the method, which they developed for the analysis of political 
discourse, is suitable for the historical study.   
 Laclau and Mouffe’s approach does not limit discourse analysis by texts 
alone. They see texts in a wider context of more complex political for-
mations: “by discourse we do not mean a combination of speech and writing, 
but rather that speech and writing are themselves but internal components of 
discursive totalities”.92 According to Laclau and Mouffe, discourses are 
formed through the articulation of elements, which already exist in the 
common discursive field.93 Being intertwined in a discourse, elements are 
transformed into moments. Elements can be objects, modes of statement, 
thematic choices, texts, environments, etc., which are connected by certain 
rules, according to which a discourse is formed:  
 

We will call articulation any practice establishing a relation among elements 
such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice. The 
structured totality resulting from the articulatory practice, we will call dis-
course. The differential positions, insofar as they appear articulated within a 
discourse, we will call moments.94 

 
Laclau and Mouffe’s method provides a tool for analyzing policy documents 
as a part of a discourse formation. It helps clarify various discursive mecha-
nisms as well as answer the question of how key words function in dis-
course.  
 
 
Contingency and overdetermination: discourse as a temporary fixation 
 
 Through the notion of overdetermination, Laclau and Mouffe delineate 
between classical theories of the social, like Hegelian, and new post-
modernist ones, like their own. In the Hegelian system the social can be very 
versatile but it is always just an expression of a totality, of one idea. On the 
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contrary, the notion of overdetermination demonstrates a lack of regularity 
in the social, or as Laclau and Mouffe put it: “society and social agents lack 
any essence, and their regularities merely consist of the relative and precari-
ous forms of fixation which accompany the establishment of a certain or-
der.”95 
 Laclau and Mouffe pair the notion of overdetermination with the notion 
of contingency, which is opposed by the notion of necessity. If Hegel 
claimed the fundamental necessity of the social, Laclau and Mouffe assert its 
contingency, where necessity is just a temporary fixation of an undetermined 
flow of elements. Nevertheless, they assume that “absolute non-fixity”, or 
absolute contingency is also impossible. What they describe is a never-
ending movement from chaos to order. The articulation of discourse is a 
process of striving for an absolute identity, but this process is never fulfilled, 
or as Laclau and Mouffe put it: “this field of identities which never manage 
to be fully fixed, is the field of overdetermination”.96 
 Necessity, although always present with contingency, does not take the 
form of a principle but only of a “literalization”, “relational identity”, or a 
“value”.97 One talks about values, when the fixation is by itself very indefi-
nite but still required to hold the whole construction of a discourse. “Nordic 
values” or “Nordic culture”, which are often referred to in the Nordic policy 
documents is this kind of fixation.  
 Laclau and Mouffe claim that contingency “manifests itself as symboliza-
tion, metaphorization, paradox, which deform and question the literal char-
acter of every necessity.”98 Through this metaphorization and symbolization, 
manifested in the political rhetoric, language enters the sphere of politics, 
and politics, with its aim of achieving a fixation of floating discursive ele-
ments, enters the sphere of language. In addition, as texts, according to 
Laclau and Mouffe, are the part of power discourse, they become an im-
portant tool for politicians and policymakers to not only introduce their ide-
as, but also to structure and organize social practices. Political texts fix dis-
cursive elements to become discursive moments. As Laclau and Mouffe 
note, fixation is realized not only in a written law but also through symboli-
zation and metaphorization in policy debates and promotional materials.  
 On this matter one can spot a similarity with the theory of securitization 
by Buzan, Wæver and de Wilde. They also make the point that securitization 
is a rhetorical process. To securitize an issue, one needs to demonstrate that 
the threat really exists:  
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A discourse that takes the form of presenting something as an existential 
threat to a referent object does not by itself create securitization – this is a se-
curitizing move, but the issue is securitized only if and when the audience ac-
cepts it as such.99 

 
They also notice that the act of securitization goes hand in hand with identity 
construction, because it draws a line between “we” and “they”.  
 The act of securitization is realized in a form of political speech-acts, 
which incorporates discursive elements that already exist. Speech-act estab-
lishes new connections among them. This is done both for the purpose of 
building up the rhetorical persuasion of the audience and the production of a 
discourse itself. If I may add to Laclau and Mouffe’s analysis of the discur-
sivity, I consider the rhetorical argumentation in the political speech-acts as 
one of the possible forms of articulation.100 The difference between political 
rhetoric argumentation and mere claim lies in the relation to the audience. “I 
think that A is B” is a claim. “I want you to think that A is B” is an argu-
ment. Political argumentation is fixed with the help of certain signifi-
ers/nodal points. It is the construction of the chain that equalizes different 
discursive components.101 Every speech-act can serve as a stepping-stone for 
further argumentation. Argumentation fixes a meaning, creating a base for 
following meaning-fixations. The final aim of such discursive construction is 
to dominate the existing field of discursivity: “any discourse is constituted as 
an attempt to dominate the field of discursivity, to arrest the flow of differ-
ences, to construct a centre”.102 
 
 
Nordic culture as a nodal point  
 
 There are rhetorical political key-concepts, related to certain societal val-
ues, which become “operationalized” and systematically reproduced in the 
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official policy texts. An example of these keywords from the discourse of the 
Nordic cooperation are “Nordic values”, “Nordic culture”, “Nordic lan-
guage”, “Nordic identity”, “Nordic history”, “the unity of the Nordic territo-
ry” and “Nordic region”. 
 Laclau and Mouffe’s theory helps us to understand how these key-
concepts, or nodal points, as they refer to them, are created. In the temporary 
fixation of a discourse, nodal points play the role of fixing moments, or as 
Laclau and Mouffe put it, nodal points are “privileged signifiers that fix the 
meaning of a signifying chain”.103 
 Nodal points are generally “moments”, which are more important for the 
articulation of discourse than other moments. Although as other moments 
they are also unstable because of society’s identity as an open system. In the 
discursive construction nodal points give a temporary perception of stability. 
 In documents released by the intergovernmental organizations of Nordic 
cooperation there is an attempt to ascribe a certain meaning to the Nordic 
region with the help of such nodal points or key-concepts as “Nordic cul-
ture”, “Nordic language”, and “Nordic identity”. Through the analysis of the 
official text produced by the Nordic governments, we will see that this con-
struction is in progress, since there is a need to adjust it to a constantly 
changing political situation and task. I would claim that this construction has 
its own history, and my aim is to follow it and examine it more closely for 
the turning points within it. 
 In my work I have chosen to consider three key episodes in the history of 
Nordic cooperation. In these three rather dramatic moments the production 
of the discourse of the Nordic region is particularly apparent. I will consider 
the texts of official documents on Nordic cooperation as well as materials 
related to the cultural projects organized within the framework of official 
Nordic cooperation. In this material I will look at what role is given to the 
concept of “Nordic culture” in the overall official Nordic discourse. By ana-
lyzing how culture was interpreted and referred to, it is possible to under-
stand how it was instrumentalized for the construction of the Nordic dis-
course. My aim is not just to provide evidence that culture was instrumental-
ized but to answer the question of how it was instrumentalized and for what 
political purposes.  
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Sources and disposition 
 
 In this part I will, first, give a general overview of the sources that exist 
on Nordic cultural cooperation. Second, I will present the plan of my work 
together with the description of the documents I have analyzed at every stage 
of my study.  
 This study is not an attempt to provide a chronological account of the 
history of official Nordic cultural cooperation. What I focus on is the dis-
course of the Nordic region and the instrumentalization of culture according 
to different political paradigms. I have chosen three key episodes in the his-
tory of Nordic cooperation, when culture played a particularly important role 
for Nordic region construction: (i) the failure of the NORDEK plan, i.e. the 
plan of economic cooperation among Nordic countries and the decision to 
develop further cultural and social ties at the end of the 1960s/beginning of 
the 1970s; (ii) the collapse of the Soviet Union and the establishment of rela-
tions with the Baltic States at the beginning of the 1990s; and (iii) the shift 
towards a policy of global competitiveness in the early 2000s.  
 The sources on the theme of official Nordic cultural cooperation are mul-
tiple but they are unevenly distributed throughout the period I am studying. 
The first period of Nordic cultural cooperation after 1946 is less well-
documented than later periods since cooperation was not so well institution-
alized at that time. The first official organization for Nordic cultural coop-
eration - the Nordic Culture Commission - was quite informal. Therefore, a 
focus on the last 25 years is made because the materials, while plentiful, 
have not been widely analyzed in academic works.  
 The existing sources can be divided into several types. First, there are the 
official policy documents such as protocols of sessions, reports, proposals, 
single or periodical publications, produced by either the Nordic Council, or 
the Nordic Council of Ministers, or the Nordic Culture Commission. These 
texts represent an official interpretation of Nordic cooperation and are well-
suited to the purpose of analysis of the discourse on Nordic cultural coopera-
tion. During my study I used resources from the Swedish Parliament library 
and archive and the National library of Sweden in Stockholm. In addition, 
both the Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers have websites 
where recent sources are published. Moreover, the general presentation and 
content of these websites provide important material on the theme.  
 Second, there are the documents preserved in Nordic organizations re-
sponsible for the Nordic cultural exchange: namely the Nordic Council of 
Ministers’ offices in the Baltic States and Russia. They include various ma-
terials such as regulations from the Nordic Council of Ministers in Copenha-
gen, recordings of the events organized by the offices, PR-materials on Nor-
dic cooperation, correspondence, applications for grants and reports on how 
such grants were used. The websites of these Nordic organizations are also a 
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valuable source for analysis. The drawback of these types of material is that 
they are not systematic. No particular rules were set out on how to store 
them. It was up to the offices themselves what to preserve, how to preserve it 
and in what quantity. It is impossible to refer to all the documents, which 
were in use in the Nordic Council of Ministers’ offices in the Baltic States 
and Russia. The preserved documents give only a fragmented picture. Nev-
ertheless, since my aim is not to reconstruct the day-to-day work of the of-
fices, but to analyze the concept of culture in the discourse on Nordic cultur-
al cooperation, it still can be achieved even with the materials found in these 
offices. The rhetoric and argumentation in them is constantly repeated; there-
fore it is possible to use the method of sample analysis for the purposes of 
this study.  
 Third, there are the arts and cultural projects which were supported by 
Nordic grants and project schemes. It was usually possible to get access to 
the promotional materials, applications, reports, and media coverage for such 
projects although the offices do not preserve them all.  
 Fourth, there are the interviews with the participants in Nordic cultural 
cooperation. The weakness of this material is that it represents a subjective 
approach to the organizations and events. That is why I mostly used it as 
either a supplement, or to help orientate me within the existing sources or to 
test my conclusions.  
 Materials on the Nordic cultural cooperation are published primarily in 
Scandinavian languages (Swedish, Norwegian and Danish)104 and in English. 
However, they are also published in other languages of the region – Finnish, 
Icelandic, Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian and Russian. In my research I study 
the materials in Scandinavian languages, English and Russian. All transla-
tions from Scandinavian languages are mine. If a document existed in both a 
Scandinavian language and English language version, I usually refer to the 
English – and thus use the official translation instead of translating it myself. 
 A point worth noting about the materials on Nordic cultural cooperation is 
that the Nordic Council, the Nordic Council of Ministers and other related 
organizations have undergone a process of evaluation, commissioned by the 
Nordic organizations themselves.105 By (self-) evaluation these organizations 

                                                        
104There is an established tradition among Nordic parliamentarians to speak Scandinavian 
languages during common meetings, since Norwegian, Swedish and Danish speakers can in 
principle understand each other. This tradition of speaking Scandinavian languages was bro-
ken for the first time in 1976, when Marjatta Stenius spoke Finnish at the XXIV Session of 
the Nordic Council in Copenhagen, see Svenolof Karlsson (red.) (1993). Nordiska råd i 40 år: 
[ett urval av Nordiska rådets initiativ åren] 1953-1992. 2., rev. uppl. Stockholm: Nordiska 
rådet, p. 55. 
105One of the examples of this is the evaluation of the work of the Nordic Culture Fund, which 
was performed by the Centre for Cultural Policy Research of the University College of Borås. 
See Claes Lennartsson and Jan Nolin (2008). Nordiska kulturfonden: en utvärdering och 
omvärldsanalys 2008. Köpenhamn: Nordiska ministerrådet: Nordiska kulturfonden. 
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control the possible criticism which can be levelled against them. In addi-
tion, it is not only evaluations of the activity which were commissioned by 
these organizations, but indeed the history of Nordic cooperation itself.  
 The first chapter of my work describes how official Nordic cooperation 
started, maps the place of culture within it and explains why cultural ex-
change was important for the Nordic countries after the Second World War. 
To address these points, I look at the broader international context, in which 
the decision to start official cultural cooperation was taken. To talk about the 
role of culture in a general Nordic cooperation scheme, I investigate pub-
lished reports of the Nordic Culture Commission and the protocols of the 
Sessions of the Nordic Council, as well as the publication in NU (Nordisk 
udredningsserie) series, a series in which the Nordic Council published ma-
terials related to cooperation activity.  
 Another type of material, which I use in the first chapter, helps us reflect 
on the political rhetoric of Nordic cultural cooperation. The most suitable 
materials to reveal how the notion of culture functions in the argumentation 
in favour of Nordic cooperation, in my opinion, are the documents which 
Nordic organizations disseminated to the outside world. In other words, 
those directed to other international organizations and journalists. This is 
because the construction of the region to the outside world seems more clear 
and cohesive. I have chosen speeches from two conferences, which were 
organized by the Nordic Council before and after the failure of the 
NORDEK plan: the conferences entitled Nordic Economic and Cultural 
Cooperation (1969) and Nordic Press and Information Conference (1971). 
The speeches from these conferences were published in the NU series.  
 Chapter two is dedicated to: (i) the process of forming the new geopoliti-
cal region; and (ii) how Nordic discourse, which was formed at the time of 
the Cold War, faced new political challenges, which appeared at the end of 
the 1980s/beginning of the 1990s. This chapter describes how the discourse 
on Nordic cultural identity was used when Nordic governments came up 
with the first initiatives to the Baltic States in 1991. This was when they 
established the Baltic information offices of the Nordic Council of Ministers. 
In this chapter I use: (i) working and PR-materials for cultural projects, 
which the Nordic Council of Ministers’ offices had organized in the Baltic 
States and Russia; (ii) reports on the activity and guidelines from the head 
office in Copenhagen; (iii) the Baltic and Russian offices’ websites; and (iv) 
the applications for Nordic grants submitted by Baltic applicants as well as 
reports on their trips to Nordic countries. Through the analysis of these mate-
rials I look at the place of art and culture in Nordic-Baltic cooperation.  
 I refer in chapter two to materials found primarily in three Nordic Council 
of Ministers’ offices – Tallinn, Riga, and Vilnius. I made a research trip to 
these offices in 2009. The Estonian office kept more or less systematized 
recordings of its projects and working documents. Riga’s office decided not 
to retain the majority materials (preferring instead to use office’s premises 
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for other purposes). In this office it was individual employees’ decision on 
what documents to preserve. In the Vilnius office more materials were pre-
served than in Riga. Furthermore, during my research trip the idea of organ-
izing existing documents in the form of an archive was given consideration 
by the Vilnius office. In Vilnius I found some reports and correspondence 
from the early stage of the office’s work, which were not preserved in other 
offices.  
 Chapter three of my dissertation is on the recent re-formulation of the 
Nordic discourse – from the discourse of Nordic cooperation, based on the 
assumption of kinship of the Nordic people, towards the discourse on com-
mon Nordic strategy for global competition. The latter uses culture in Nordic 
discourse differently. The rhetoric of creativity and innovation partly replac-
es the rhetoric of democratic right for culture and Nordic kinship based on 
cultural ties. To analyze this shift I look at the policy documents and promo-
tional publications either issued by the Nordic Council and the Nordic Coun-
cil of Ministers or supported by them. In addition, I also look at two exam-
ples of cultural programmes: “Nordic Look”, the showcasing of Nordic fash-
ion designers in St. Petersburg and the Baltic States, and “New Nordic 
Food”, a programme that has operated for a few years promoting New Nor-
dic Cuisine.  I analyze published materials and press releases of these pro-
jects.  
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Chapter 1. Cultural cooperation as a lifeboat 
for the Nordic region project 

Historical background 
 
Fredrik Monsen, the head of the Nordic group within the Interparliamentary 
Union, in his speech at the 25th Nordic Interparliamentary Meeting of Dele-
gates in Oslo in August 1946, recalled the meaning of Nordic cooperation:  
 

It is great powers that have decision-making possibilities, but small states do 
not need, therefore, to sit back as silent spectators. They can make their voices 
heard, and they can also influence decisions, where they find a real and lasting 
basis for collaboration for their common interests.106 

 
As we see from this quotation, the reason for Nordic cooperation was ex-
pressed in terms of small countries being stronger when united.107 To be 
heard they needed to present themselves together on the international are-
na.108 
 The origin of Nordic cooperation goes back to the intellectual and politi-
cal movement of Scandinavianism in the middle of the 19th century. The idea 
of a unified Nordic region was discussed in intellectual and political circles. 
A common constitution and united parliament were considered a possibility 
at that time.109 Inspiration was drawn from the examples of Italy and Germa-
ny. Nevertheless, the Prussian-Austrian military attack on Denmark in 1864 
put an end to that dream. To enter into union with other Scandinavian coun-
tries would mean going to war unprepared. Therefore they preferred to stay 
neutral. The policy of neutrality continued to define Nordic countries’ inter-
national strategy in the first part of the 20th century. For example, Sweden 
                                                        
106Beretning om det XXV. Nordiske interparlamentariske delegeretmøte i Oslo 18-19 august 
1946 (1947). Oslo: O. Fredr. Arnesen Bok- og Akeidenstrykkeri, p. 5. 
107See also the contemporary debate on the issue of Nordic union by Gunnar Wetterberg 
“Förbundsstaten Norden” in Björkman, Jenny, Fjæstad, Björn and Harvard, Jonas (red.) 
(2011). Ett nordiskt rum: historiska och framtida gemenskaper från Baltikum till Barents hav. 
Göteborg: Makadam, pp. 27-35. 
108On the cooperation of the Nordic countries in international organizations see Frantz Wendt 
(1981). Cooperation in the Nordic Countries: Achievements and Obstacles. Stockholm: 
Almqvist & Wiksell international for the Nordic council [Nordiska rådet], pp. 366-374. 
109Frantz Wendt (1981), pp. 18-20. 
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followed the neutrality principle during and even after the Second World 
War. 
 The foundation of the Nordic region was not in overarching high-political 
level agreements, but in smaller exchange activities. Education was one of 
the important channels for the idea of Scandinavian brotherhood in the 19th 
century. Propagated by the intellectual elites, it found support in the labour 
movement. The first Nordic labour congress was organized in 1886. The 
meetings of the workers’ parties continued and became one of the strongest 
forms of cooperation. In 1907, the Nordic Interparliamentary Union was 
founded by a group of Nordic parliamentarians as an unofficial consultation 
body for inter-Nordic questions. Although there was interest in establishing 
closer economic cooperation, the attempt to establish a Nordic Tariff Union 
failed.110 
 As a result of common interests, the First World War again brought the 
Nordic countries closer together. Inter-Nordic trade doubled.111 The enthusi-
asm for cooperation resulted in the establishment of the Norden Association 
(Foreningen Norden) in Denmark, Norway and Sweden in 1919; in Iceland 
in 1922; and in Finland in 1924. The focus of the Norden Association was 
cultural and educational exchange.  
 After the First World War, Nordic countries chose to work as a single 
block in international organizations such as the League of Nations. They 
understood the need to strengthen the profile impact of the region and to 
promote it as a “united front”. It would allow small states to be visible to 
bigger international partners. An historian and political scientist, Norbert 
Götz, claims that the idea of Norden112 was also projected onto the Nordic 
countries by international partners.113 Therefore it is constructed both from 
the outside as well as from the inside. 
 Götz traces the collaboration of the Nordic countries to the general posi-
tion of neutrality, which small states (the Nordic countries, Switzerland and 
the Netherlands) chose in the First World War.114 The agreement on the neu-
trality issue and neutral collaboration during the First World War, which 
proved to be a success for the Nordic countries, helped them to work togeth-

                                                        
110Frantz Wendt (1981), pp. 20-21. 
111Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 22. 
112On the concept of Norden see Øystein Sørensen and Bo Stråth, “Introduction: The Cultural 
Construction of Norden” in Stråth, Bo and Sørensen, Øystein (red.) (1997). The Cultural 
Construction of Norden. Oslo: Scandinavian University Press, pp. 1-24. 
113Norbert Götz “‘Blue-eyed Angels’ at the League of Nations: the Genevese Construction of 
Norden”, in Götz, Norbert & Haggrén, Heidi (red.) (2009). Regional Cooperation and Inter-
national Organizations: the Nordic Model in Transnational Alignment. London: Routledge, p. 
42. 
114Norbert Götz (2009), pp. 39-41. 
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er in the League of Nations. Götz stresses that at the League of Nations, 
Scandinavian countries were united in their effort to become visible.115 
 From 1932 onwards, the Nordic countries held regular meetings of their 
foreign ministers which were interrupted only during the Second World War 
but then re-established immediately thereafter.116 The representatives of other 
ministries organized meetings as well, including the ministers of culture.  
 During the Second World War the Nordic countries found themselves in a 
very different situation: Denmark was occupied, Norway was defeated by 
Germany, Iceland and the Faroe Islands became a base for British troops, 
Finland was involved in a war with the USSR, when the latter was allied to 
Germany, and only Sweden remained neutral. In spite of this, the close feel-
ing of brotherhood did not disappear. On the contrary, war and an under-
standing of the need for mutual support after the war led to the revival of 
Nordic enthusiasm.117 The idea of military union was discussed at the end of 
the 1940s. Although it was not pursued, cooperation in other spheres – legal, 
social and cultural - steadily grew.118 
 Immediately after the war, the possibility of cultural cooperation was 
taken into consideration. Political scientist, Bengt Sundelius, explains the 
importance of culture for the Nordic cooperation: “joint cultural policy has 
often come more easily, been less controversial, less threatening to national 
interests, and has sometimes served as a substitute for failures in other policy 
areas”.119 Another political scientist, Nils Andrén, also supports this idea. He 
claims that cultural cooperation was used: “to prove good intentions, when 
the desire or ability was weak”.120 
 After the Second World War, culture was used as a political tool to reaf-
filiate the region, and demonstrate to the international community that the 
Nordic region did exist as a player. The discourse and practice of Nordic 
cultural cooperation functioned as proof to the international community that 
the Nordic countries did cooperate with each other and perceived each other 
as a part of a bigger whole. At the same time it taught Nordic citizens to 
think “Nordic” – in line with ideas of a Nordic region and Nordic identity. 
That is why Andrén cites Nordic cultural cooperation as a “long-term, ideal 
educational project”.121 Nordic cultural cooperation was directed inwards as 

                                                        
115Norbert Götz (2009), pp. 33-34. 
116Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 24. 
117Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 289. 
118Ingeborg Lyche (1974). Nordic Cultural Cooperation: Joint Ventures 1946-1972. Oslo: 
Universitetsforl, p. 102. 
119Bengt Sundelius (1978). Managing Transnationalism in Northern Europe. Boulder, Colo.: 
Westview P., p. 88. 
120Nils Andrén “Nordiska kulturkommissionen lägger grunden”, in Sundelius, Bengt and 
Wiklund, Claes (red.) (2000). Norden i sicksack: tre spårbyten inom nordiskt samarbete. 
Stockholm: Santérus, p. 50. 
121Nils Andrén (2000), p. 50. 
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well as outwards, cementing the region from the inside and projecting a 
Nordic image outside to the international community (which, on receiving 
this projection, magnified it and gladly accepted such a generalization of a 
Nordic region). Nordic cultural cooperation, supported and performed by the 
Nordic governments, is an exceptional example of cultural cooperation, 
which has played such an important role in international relations. Cultural 
cooperation received not only significant attention from Nordic politicians, 
but was supported financially. As an example, according to the Nordic 
Council of Ministers budget analysis from 1991 – 2000, approximately half 
of its annual budget was allocated to culture, education/training and re-
search. Such areas as welfare and business, environment and resources, and 
programmes in adjacent areas, accounted for the remaining half.122 In short, 
culture was apparently prioritized within Nordic cooperation. 
 
 
Nordic Culture Commission  
 
 As the report of the work of Nordic Culture Commission from 1947 – 
1957 underlined, the end of the war was marked by “the spontaneous enthu-
siasm for peace and renewed opportunities for contacts across national bor-
ders and desire to build up closer connections in all areas”.123 The Nordic 
Culture Commission (Nordisk kulturkommission or, in short, NKK) became 
the first post-war permanent official cooperation organization. It was estab-
lished in 1946.124 Discussions about cultural cooperation had already started 
before the war, when Nordic ministers of education met in 1938 in Copen-
hagen. Those discussions continued even during the war. In addition, cultur-
al cooperation was considered as the least controversial matter for immediate 
cooperation after the war.125 
 The Nordic Culture Commission was established as an organ to initiate 
new ideas and projects, advise and research: it did not have executive author-
ity. In the Commission’s early years its budget was restricted to funding its 
meetings. The Nordic Culture Commission had no budget to support con-
crete cultural exchange initiatives. The NKK’s task was to consult and ad-
vise Nordic governments on the direction of regional cultural cooperation 
and come up with a proposal for new projects.126 The national ministries 
should then execute that proposal. 

                                                        
122Peter Duelund (red.) (2003). The Nordic Cultural Model. Copenhagen: Nordic Cultural 
Institute, p. 262. 
123Nordiska kulturkommissionen 1947-1957 (1957). Helsingfors: Statsrådets tryckeri, p. 12. 
124Nils Andrén (2000), p. 47. 
125Nordiska kulturkommissionen 1947-1957 (1957), p. 9. 
126Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 292. 
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 Cultural cooperation became one of the two major themes (the other be-
ing economic cooperation), which Nordic governments discussed during the 
XXV Nordic Interparliamentary Meeting of Delegates in Oslo on 18 - 19 
August 1946. The general themes of discussion were the place of Nordic 
countries in the international community and in what fields of economics 
and culture it would be possible to develop Nordic cooperation.127 
 At the meeting in Oslo, politicians regularly referred to culture as a con-
cept which embodies Nordic identity:  
 

It is the cultural and idealistic connections that constitute the concept of Nor-
den - even if one does not underestimate the importance of race and neigh-
bourhood. The Balkans is primarily a geographical concept, the Nordic coun-
tries are primarily a cultural one.128 

 
It was said that national culture is important for education, and some 

schools already found space within their timetables for the study of other 
Scandinavian languages: “as far as secondary schools, especially gymnasi-
ums, are concerned certain limited space has already been devoted to the 
study of neighbouring languages”.129 Moreover, a proposal was made to sup-
port the exchange of teachers and pupils with the focus on learning each 
others’ languages. 
 The representative of the Finnish delegation, Ebba Östenson, also ap-
pealed to colleagues to support the idea of Nordic cultural cooperation. She 
recalled that interaction among Finns and other Nordic citizens even took 
place during the war, where Finnish children were evacuated to other Nordic 
countries. She also noted that different schemes for cultural exchange be-
tween Finland and Scandinavia already existed. These were run by different 
Nordic organizations for cooperation. Indeed, she concluded, Nordic cultural 
cooperation would exist even at the level of interparliamentary coopera-
tion.130 The need for closer cooperation, according to her, lay with Finland’s 
wish to keep up with political developments in other Nordic countries. 
Östenson connected the interests in cultural cooperation with the need to 
work together at a parliamentary level:  
 

All of our [Finnish] laws and our social and cultural reforms have so far been, 
and should also in future be, in close touch with developments in other Nordic 
countries. But it is extremely difficult for us to follow this development. Our 
parliamentary libraries should obtain one copy of the parliamentary docu-
ments from other countries, including some important investigations, but for 

                                                        
127Beretning om det XXV. Nordiske interparlamentariske delegeretmøte i Oslo 18-19 august 
1946 (1947). Oslo: O. Fredr. Arnesen Bok- og Akeidenstrykkeri, p. 3. 
128Beretning om det XXV. Nordiske interparlamentariske delegeretmøte (1947), p. 62. 
129Beretning om det XXV. Nordiske interparlamentariske delegeretmøte (1947), p. 63. 
130Beretning om det XXV. Nordiske interparlamentariske delegeretmøte (1947), p. 92. 
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individual parliamentarians it is difficult, almost impossible, to follow the sit-
uation in other countries.131 

 
 As a result of discussions at the XXV Nordic Interparliamentary Meeting 
a decision was reached to establish the Nordic Culture Commission, which 
would have the remit of monitoring Nordic cultural and educational coopera-
tion, actively supporting initiatives that already existed as well as function-
ing as a stimulus for further cultural cooperation.132 
 The first Nordic Culture Commission’s meeting was organized in summer 
1947. Only Denmark, Sweden and Norway participated.133 The meeting’s 
agenda included questions on Nordic cooperation in research, student ex-
change and scholarship, harmonization of the examination system, common 
textbooks, discounts for travel within Nordic countries for cultural purposes 
and library issues.134 
 At the first stage, with the establishment of the Nordic Culture Commis-
sion, politicians delegated the right to decide on the importance of certain 
cultural issues to professionals from the cultural field. Unlike the Nordic 
Council of Ministers, which replaced the Commission’s work in the field of 
cultural cooperation in 1972, the members of the Commission were not bu-
reaucrats, but active promoters of culture, mostly academics. The Commis-
sion was even criticized for becoming “The Empire of Professors”.135  
 The work of the Commission was divided into three sections: (i) tertiary 
education and research, (ii) schools, and (iii) adult education and the arts.136 
The Commission faced two main problems in its activity: the lack of an ad-
ministrative structure to deal with routine matters and the absence of its own 
budget for projects. As mentioned above, the initial idea was that the Com-
mission would simply formulate proposals for cultural cooperation. Never-
theless, later it was understood that cultural cooperation needs its own finan-
cial support and its own bureaucratic apparatus.  
 If the lack of administrative structure made the work of the Commission 
more difficult and disorganized, the lack of its own budget for cultural pro-
jects made it slower and less efficient since all ideas had to be referred up to 
national level. Both problems were evident, and found their, albeit not very 
rapid, solutions. To make the work of the Commission more effective, its 
three sub-commissions employed a secretariat. As far as the budget was con-
cerned, in 1967 the Nordic Culture Fund started its activity, with the aim of 

                                                        
131Beretning om det XXV. Nordiske interparlamentariske delegeretmøte (1947), pp. 92-93. 
132Nordic Commission Statute, § 1 in Nordiska Kulturkommissionen 1947 – 1957 (1957), p. 
35. 
133Finland and Iceland joined the work of the Commission from February 1948. Nordiska 
Kulturkommissionen 1947 – 1957 (1957), p. 10. 
134Nordiska Kulturkommissionen 1947 – 1957 (1957), p. 10. 
135Nordiska Kulturkommissionen 1947 – 1957 (1957), p. 11. 
136Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 292. 
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supporting inter-Nordic cultural exchange projects, with the emphasis on 
establishing new connections. The fund was a useful tool for cooperation 
and continues to be active to the present day.137 Nevertheless, as Andrén 
points out, when some budget was finally allocated to support Nordic cultur-
al cooperation, it was given not to the Commission but to the separately es-
tablished Nordic Culture Fund.138 
 A new step for cooperation of the Nordic governments in general, and the 
Commission in particular, was the establishment of the inter-Nordic parlia-
mentary assembly – the Nordic Council - in 1952. Its first session took place 
in 1953 in Copenhagen. The Commission prepared a report on its activity 
and came up with the proposition, among other things, that it should encour-
age parliamentarians to improve relations with politicians. The proposal was 
accepted and by the next meeting of the Commission in Oslo in 1954, the 
representatives of the ministers of education and two parliamentarians were 
present.139 Over the following years, before the Commission was dissolved in 
1972, it kept close relations with politicians.  
 The Nordic Culture Commission also retained connections with the older 
cultural exchange non-governmental organizations – the Norden Associa-
tions, which regularly sent their representatives to the Commission’s meet-
ings and proposed subjects for discussion. Andrén emphasizes the role of the 
Norden Associations in the work of the Commission and even in the work of 
the Nordic Council during the first years of post-war cooperation. The direc-
tors of national branches of Norden Associations – Arne F. Andersson, Hen-
ry N. Bache, Veikko Karsma and Frantz Wendt – became very influential 
figures in Nordic cultural cooperation.140 For example, the idea of opening 
the Nordic institution in Iceland, which later went by the name of “Nordic 
House” initially came from the Norden Associations. This initiative became 
reality in 1968 after it was considered by the Nordic Culture Commission 
and accepted by the Nordic Council.  
 In the beginning the Nordic Culture Commission was a rather small or-
ganization. Initially, it numbered only two members from each country; but 
by 1954 there were six for each country. It was divided into three sections 
with each having its own secretariat. As Andrén noted, after 1954 cultural 
exchange began to take the form of cultural policy. Politicians took part in 
shaping the cultural agenda - they could participate in introducing and de-
veloping new initiatives.141 

                                                        
137See the contemporary evaluation of fund’s work in Lennartsson, Claes & Nolin, Jan (2008). 
Nordiska kulturfonden: en utvärdering och omvärldsanalys 2008. Köpenhamn: Nordiska 
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 At the end of its existence the Commission prepared a report on its own 
activity, which was presented during the Nordic Council Session of 1971 
and published as a separate text entitled Nordic Culture Commission Final 
Report (Nordiska kulturkommissionens slutrapport) in Nordiska udred-
ningsserie. In this report the Commission described all main programmes 
and projects, which it had initiated during its years of existence. The list of 
activities was wide and covered cooperation in research, education, summer 
schools and language courses, adult education, the performing arts, televi-
sion, magazines, the radio and film industry, visual art and children’s cultur-
al programmes. This list includes such programmes as the Nordic Coopera-
tion Committee for Latin-American research, the Expert Committee on psy-
chological training, the Expert Committee on Swedish translation of Finnish 
literature, cooperation for opera and ballet, cooperation of Concerts Sweden 
(Rikskonserter) with other similar organizations, international programmes: 
translation of Nordic literature into other languages, an international Nordic 
culture magazine, cooperation among cultural attachés in London, Paris, 
Bonn, Washington and much more.142 

Cultural exchange was used as an argument when Nordic countries had to 
prove the existence of regional cooperation in the international context. The 
initiation of the NORDEK plan and its presentation to an international audi-
ence by Nordic politicians will demonstrate how cultural cooperation was 
used in the discourse on the Nordic region oriented to international organiza-
tions. 

The failure of the NORDEK plan and the signing of the 
Nordic Cultural Agreement 
 
 The idea of a customs union among Nordic countries was first proposed 
in the mid-19th century by Viggo Rothe, a Danish civil servant and politi-
cian. He was inspired by the rapid economic growth in Germany resulting 
from the opening of its borders to free trade. His ideas were not popular at 
the time but were revived in the 1880s. The leading ideologist of a Nordic 
customs union was also a Dane, financier C.F. Tietgen. The revival of this 
idea was set against the background of rising protectionism by the continen-
tal European countries. Commercial groups tried to influence Nordic gov-
ernments to take the free trade union into consideration, but again without 
success. The idea failed for a second time.143 In the inter-war period the dis-
cussion on a customs trade union again picked up momentum. The debate 
                                                        
142Nordiska kulturkommissionen (1972). Nordiska kulturkommissionens slutrapport. Stock-
holm: Nordiska rådet. 
143Frantz Wendt (1981), pp. 97-98. 
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was led by the Norden Associations. In 1934, committees were founded in 
each Nordic country to promote intra-Nordic trade, but no systematic coop-
eration followed.144 
 The idea was returned to after the Second World War when, in 1948, the 
Joint Nordic Committee for Economic Cooperation was established. One of 
the main tasks of that committee was to evaluate the possibility of establish-
ing a common Nordic customs tariff and, on the basis of it, a custom un-
ion.145 The initiative again failed to establish such a union although some 
agreements were made in relation to the labour market. The agreement on a 
common labour market was signed in 1953, and a convention on a social 
security union in 1955.146 
 A new stage in the history of European economic integration was reached 
with the establishment of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 
1957. Its founding members were Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxem-
bourg and the Netherlands. Denmark, whose economy was dependent on 
agricultural exports, saw the benefits of joining the EEC and perceived the 
Nordic custom union as being a limitation for its markets for agricultural 
goods. Norway would have been interested in joining the EEC but only on 
condition that the United Kingdom was permitted to join. Sweden had mis-
givings over its entry because it could harm its position of neutrality. Finland 
could not accede due to its relations with the USSR.  

Although the Nordic Economic Cooperation Committee prepared its final 
report in October 1957 and a supplementary report in May 1959, the idea of 
a Nordic economic union failed again. The decision was taken to join the 
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), founded in 1960 as a British ini-
tiative, which included those Western European countries, which were not 
able, or had no interest, to join the EEC. 
 The next key point in the history of Nordic economic cooperation came at 
the end of 1960s/beginning of the 1970s, and was related to the proposition 
and failure of the NORDEK plan. The plan mandated economic cooperation 
and the establishment of a free-trade zone in the Nordic region. I will con-
sider the background to this plan in more depth, because it led to the 
strengthening of official cultural and social cooperation among Nordic coun-
tries and provided cultural cooperation with a new meaning in the overall 
cooperation scheme.  
 In 1968, Danish Prime Minister Hilmar Baunsgaard proposed a new initi-
ative for Nordic economical cooperation.147 Denmark together with the Unit-

                                                        
144Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 101. 
145Frantz Wendt (1981), p. 102. 
146“Nordiskt samarbete”, the Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
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147Øyvind Tønnesson “Nordisk Råd 1952 – 2002” in Knud Enggaard (red.) (2002). 50 år: 
Nordisk råd 1952-2002 : til nordisk nytte? København: Nordisk råd, p. 30. 
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ed Kingdom had already been denied membership of the EEC twice - in 
1963 and 1967, as a result of French President Charles de Gaulle’s negative 
attitude towards British participation. The meeting, organized in Denmark in 
April 1968, prompted a new investigation into Nordic economic union. The 
Nordic Ministerial Committee for Economic Cooperation was asked to pre-
pare a new report. The final report, entitled the NORDEK plan, was released 
in July 1969.148 
 At that time the Nordic countries had achieved most in the field of social 
and cultural cooperation. Progress towards economic cooperation was much 
more moderate. The NORDEK plan could have become a turning point in 
the history of Nordic economic cooperation. However, developments took 
another direction.  
 The idea of the NORDEK plan was supported by Nordic parliamentarians 
at the Reykjavik Session in February 1970, and was scheduled to be signed 
in April 1970. However, in March that year Finland, one of the initial enthu-
siasts behind economic cooperation, backtracked on promises it had made 
during the session. There are various scholarly speculations on the decision 
of Urho Kekkonen, the president of Finland at that time, to turn back from 
the agreement. Some see the reason as Finland’s relations with the USSR, 
others consider the influence of Kekkonen’s personal attitude to the plan as 
having played a major role.149 
 Denmark also became less interested in Nordic economic union after 
President de Gaulle suddenly resigned in 1969. His successor, George Pom-
pidou, was more positive about the expansion of EEC. As a result, Denmark 
together with the UK and Ireland joined the EEC in 1973.  
 The NORDEK plan was not ratified and the idea of a common economic 
zone had to be abandoned again.150 Ingeborg Lyche, the manager of the Arts 
Council Norway (1966 – 1977), who actively participated in inter-Nordic 
cultural work, recalls:  
 

Two years of hard work, much technical expertise and efficiency, much polit-
ical courage and vigour had brought the Nordic countries so far towards an 
economic union that many seriously believed that it was now only the formal 
signing of the treaty which remained. When the negotiations broke down… it 
was regarded as a serious setback to ideals of Nordic unity.151 

 

                                                        
148Frantz Wendt (1981), pp. 117-118, 123-128. 
149For more on the Finnish position on the NORDEK plan see Lasse Sonne (2007). 
NORDEK: a Plan for Increased Nordic Economic Co-operation and Integration 1968-1970. 
Helsinki: Finnish Society of Sciences and Letters, pp. 189-194. 
150On the chronology of events related to the NORDEK plan see Lasse Sonne (2007). This 
book answers four questions: what was the reason for the NORDEK initiative; why this plan 
was driven through; why did it fail; and what was the purpose of it. 
151Ingeborg Lyche (1974), pp. 102-103. 
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 The failure of the NORDEK plan led to even closer work in the fields 
where connections had already been developed. Even during the debates on 
the NORDEK plan in Reykjavik, the cultural and social issues did not disap-
pear from the agenda. In fact, as during previous meetings of the Nordic 
Council they attracted significant attention. Culturally related themes 
touched on in Reykjavik included: materials for education to be broadcast on 
radio and television, a joint Nordic media research body, mutual recognition 
of educational qualifications, promoting contact between pre-schools, and a 
Nordic literature encyclopedia.152 
 After this attempt to create an economic union failed, the Nordic govern-
ments returned to what is called “micro-integration”153 – integration at the 
level of education and research programmes, cultural cooperation, harmoni-
zation of legal and administrative systems, ecology and transportation – that 
is a security community as it is understood by Deutsch.  
 Two months after the breakdown of negotiations the ministers of educa-
tion and culture established a working committee to produce the text of a 
new agreement – on Nordic cultural cooperation. This text was envisaged to 
help expand cooperation established by the Helsinki Treaty, the first treaty 
of cooperation between Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, 
signed in 1962. The new agreement was signed on 15 March 1971 and be-
came known as the Nordic Cultural Agreement (Nordiskt kulturavtal).154 It 
came into force on 1 January 1972155 and placed culture at the centre of Nor-
dic cooperation and further development of “Nordic community of cultural 
interests”.156 Culture and societal questions once again became a safe ground 
for Nordic governments to cooperate on. With the signing of the Nordic 
Cultural Agreement governments took on responsibility to manage cultural 
exchange, thereby promoting the political value of cultural questions. The 
agreement defined three directions for cultural cooperation, which corre-
sponded to the three sections of the NKK: education, research, and other 
cultural activities (artistic activities, media, archives, libraries, museums, 
protection of culture and decisions on general cultural policy). 

                                                        
152Nordiska Rådet, 18:e sessionen. 1970 Reykjavik (1970). Stockholm: Kungl. Boktryckeriet 
P.A. Norstedt & Söner, p. 2321. 
153Erik Solem (1977). The Nordic Council and Scandinavian Integration. New York: Praeger, 
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154The text of the Nordic Cultural Agreement can be found at the Nordic Council of Minis-
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(1996). The European Union and the Nordic Countries. London: Routledge, p. 25. 
156See the Nordic Cultural Agreement at http://www.norden.org/en/about-nordic-co-
operation/agreements/treaties-and-agreements/culture/agreement-concerning-cultural-co-
operation, accessed on 11 April 2012. 
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 The Nordic Cultural Agreement developed the basis for wider and more 
structured cultural cooperation among the Nordic countries. Culture once 
again, as in the immediate post-war era, became a ground for further devel-
opment and a substitute for cooperation, which had failed in other spheres.  
 The Nordic Council of Ministers157 commenced operations in 1972. It is 
an intergovernmental organization which was established to complement the 
Nordic Council and coordinate inter-Nordic programmes. It became an over-
arching organization for Nordic cooperation in various fields where cultural 
cooperation played a significant role. To implement the Nordic Cultural 
Agreement both a committee of senior civil servants was established as well 
as working groups for special tasks.158 
 Before 1972, when the Nordic Council of Ministers was established, a 
high level of informality characterized Nordic cooperation. The only official 
governing agreement was the Helsinki Treaty. After the failure of the 
NORDEK plan, the Nordic countries turned towards the institutionalization 
of cooperation that already existed in certain fields, cementing those rela-
tionships, which had already blossomed. Cultural cooperation was one of the 
most successful parts. With the establishment of the Nordic Council of Min-
isters a more structured cooperation scheme was introduced, while the Nor-
dic Cultural Agreement and other further agreements put cooperation on a 
more formalized basis. 

The role of “Nordic culture” in the rhetorical 
construction of the Nordic region 
 
 Political discourse is characterized by constant repetition of the same 
statements and reasoning, which are reproduced at different political levels 
in various texts. These patterns are joint points, where the key-concepts of 

                                                        
157On the structure of Nordic Council of Ministers see for example Frantz Wendt (1973). The 
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political thinking receive their interpretation.159 The discourse of Nordic co-
operation is not an exception. To illustrate this, I will analyze sample docu-
ments, which include several rhetoric patterns emanating from the concept of 
“Nordic culture”.  
 In the discourse on Nordic cooperation, “Nordic culture” is a key-concept, 
which is used to prove the need for Nordic region-building. In this part I will 
demonstrate, first, that the discourse on Nordic cooperation was constructed 
in relation to the international context; and second, that to use Laclau and 
Mouffe’s concept, “Nordic culture” played the role of a nodal point in the 
discourse of regional identity and cooperation. For the latter, I will analyze 
several official speeches given during international conferences organized by 
the Nordic Council before and after the failure of the NORDEK plan. In my 
analysis I will look at how the concept of “culture” is used in argumentation 
in favour of the region’s unity.  
 The first conference of this kind was arranged on 2 - 4 June 1965 in 
Hässelby (Sweden), and was entitled “Nordic Cooperation”. Conferences 
entitled “Nordic Economic and Social Cooperation” in Imatra (Finland) (28-
30 September 1967), “Nordic Economic and Cultural Cooperation” in 
Hindsgavl (Denmark) (29 September - 2 October 1969), “Nordic Coopera-
tion in a European perspective” in Røros (Norway) (26 - 29 September  
1971), and “The Role of the Nordic Countries in European Cooperation” in 
Reykjavik (Iceland) (5 - 7 September 1973) followed. From this list I review 
in some detail the recordings of the conferences in Hässelby and Hindsgavl 
and study them from the perspective of other conferences mentioned above. 
The speeches from the conferences were published in several European lan-
guages in Nordisk udredningsserie. I used the English version for my analy-
sis. In addition, the “Nordic Press and Information Conference”, also ar-
ranged by the Nordic Council in Århus on 12 - 14 October 1971 for Nordic 
journalists, is taken into consideration. That conference aimed to explain 
Nordic cooperation to the Nordic press after the failure of the NORDEK 
plan. The speeches and discussions from that conference were also published 
in Nordisk udredningsserie in Scandinavian languages.  
 The conferences reflect the effort taken by Nordic authorities to com-
municate with international organizations to raise awareness of Nordic 
common activities and plans. The most animated event was at the conference 
in Hindsgavl, which was organized just before the Reykjavik session of the 
Nordic Council, where the NORDEK plan was intended to be voted on. The 
conference in Hindsgavl was called to present the NORDEK plan to the in-
ternational organizations. Since the NORDEK plan could change the general 
economic situation in Europe, speakers invested significant efforts to find a 
good justification for their political intentions. In 1972, when Nordic coop-
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eration was endowed with its executive body in the form of the Nordic 
Council of Ministers, and the general institutional mechanisms of coopera-
tion were settled, the official rhetoric of cooperation lost some degree of 
expressivity. There was no need to refer to the existing cultural cooperation 
to prove the existence of the Nordic region as a geopolitical formation. From 
this key point onwards, the discourse on the Nordic region saw “culture” 
being reduced to just one of several possible forms of cooperation. 

Hässelby conference on “Nordic Cooperation”, 1965 
 
 In his welcoming words at the Hässelby conference entitled “Nordic Co-
operation”, Torsten Nilsson, the Minister for Foreign Affairs (Sweden), ex-
plained what Nordic politicians had in mind when they decided to organize 
the event: 
 

The purpose of this Conference is mainly to give you as high-ranking interna-
tional functionaries a possibility to inform yourself about the cooperation be-
tween the Nordic countries, what it implies and how it works and is organized. 
It will give you an opportunity to draw comparisons with similar aspects of 
the functioning of your own organizations…. I express the sincere hope that 
your stay here – although a very short one – will give you certain insight in 
the specific and special type of close and friendly collaboration in most fields 
of life that exists up here in Northern Europe.160 

 
The stated aim of the conference was to inform “high-ranking international 
functionaries” about Nordic cooperation. This reveals that Nordic politicians 
felt uncertain that their cooperation was known and properly understood by 
other actors internationally and they wished to send the “right” message by 
presenting their cooperation in a persuasive manner.  
 The presentations of Nordic participants, prepared for the conference, 
took on the character of instruction and promotion, while international guests 
played the role of the attentive audience.161 For example, in his “Opening 
Statement” Sigurður Bjarnason, President of the Nordic Council (Iceland), 
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came up with the following explanation of the meaning of the Nordic Coun-
cils’ activity:  
 

The Nordic Council was established in 1952 in order to coordinate the work 
of the Nordic countries in their endeavour, in all fields of life, to make life 
better and more beautiful, to unite the five nations and to increase their 
knowledge and appreciation of the life, culture and struggle for life of each 
other.162 

 
 Although a constant catchphrase, the term “culture” appears with differ-
ing frequencies in the conferences under analysis. In the Hässelby confer-
ence “culture” was just briefly mentioned. In the lecture “The Nordic Coun-
cil and the Forms of Nordic Cooperation in Comparison with the Forms of 
International Cooperation”, Professor Bertil Ohlin, Vice-President of the 
Nordic Council (Sweden), said:  
 

It would certainly be a misunderstanding if anyone imagined that the forces 
which bring democratic peoples in Europe closer together are so weak that the 
result would be threatened if the nations of the North further their own cultur-
al, social and economic efforts of unification within a wider European 
frame.163 

 
Here “culture” is taken as just one of the forms of cooperation, with other 
forms being “social” and “economic”. “Culture” later appeared in the speech 
entitled “Nordic Cultural Cooperation” by Hans Sølvhøj, the Minister of 
Cultural Affairs (Denmark). Remarkably, it was given only after the lectures 
on the Nordic economy, transport, labour market, legislative cooperation and 
social policy, at almost the end of the programme. Culture was not men-
tioned among the methods of cooperation in Ohlin’s opening speech entitled 
“General Introduction: Nordic Cooperation and the Nordic Council”.164 Nev-
ertheless, even in this conference, where “culture” was obviously not the 
main subject of discussions, it is referred to throughout the text of the con-
ference.  
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 There is a repetitive pattern of when and where the concept of “Nordic 
culture” is employed. In Per Hækkerup, the Foreign Minister’s (Denmark) 
speech entitled “Nordic Cooperation and the World Around Us”, “culture” is 
connected to other discursive moments with the aim to position the Nordic 
region in relation to its international counterparts.  
 In the beginning Hækkerup stated that the purpose of his speech was to 
provide an answer to the question: “how does Scandinavian co-operation fit 
into our relations with the rest of the world?”165 His answer in short was: 
“our own Nordic co-operation is one of several elements of our foreign poli-
cy”.166 Drawing a line between international relations and regional coopera-
tion, he further explained why Nordic regional cooperation was justifiable:  
 

It is based on a keen sense of affinity among the Nordic peoples, first and 
foremost in cultural and political fields, and this is an established fact that 
must always be borne in mind by the Nordic governments and parliaments.167 

 
This statement introduced other interconnected moments. Those new mo-
ments were (i) affinity among Nordic people, and (ii) the responsibility of 
policymakers to take care to preserve this affinity. The interconnection of 
those moments supports the idea of regional cooperation. 
 Later in his speech Hækkerup established a connection between the re-
gional community of Nordic states and the international context, returning to 
his first point and closing the circle of his argumentation: 
 

In our voting in the United Nations, in the Council of Europe, in the OECD 
and elsewhere we must always bear in mind how our statement, our voting 
and our actions affect our relations with the other Nordic countries.168 

 
 In this example, the argumentation connects “people’s will to cooperate” 
with “regional cooperation” and the “international strategy” chosen by the 
Nordic countries. At the end Hækkerup turned back to the initial claim on 
the regional cooperation of the Nordic countries, but in his speech-act it al-
ready had received certain content with the help of his reference to the kin-
ship of the Nordic peoples, their feeling of affinity, and their common cul-
ture.  
 Hækkerup argued that even if it was impossible to establish cooperation 
institutions, this was an argument in favour of Nordic cooperation: 
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The question is often raised whether our different places in security policy 
will not weaken our co-operation in foreign policy; three members belong to 
NATO, Sweden is disengaged in peace-time and neutral in wartime, and Fin-
land is also outside. Let me say that I see no problem, and I even feel, para-
doxically, that we are all the stronger for it, as long as we realise that we have 
different interests and pursue different policies in the field of security and as 
long as we realise to what extent these policies will affect other aspects of our 
foreign policy. If we have an open and frank discussion – which, in fact, we 
have – and if we show mutual respect for the views of the other partners, then 
we shall have a proper psychological background for cooperation in all the 
other fields.169 

 
 Hækkerup insisted that the failure of cooperation being marked by high-
level political agreement should not lead to the conclusion that cooperation 
is impossible. On the contrary, notwithstanding the absence of such agree-
ment while cooperation still continued at an unofficial level, the existence of 
a strong connection among Nordic citizens was maintained. It was this that 
should be taken into consideration by the international community. Here 
again, Nordic cooperation was supplemented, as Hækkerup said in another 
passage, by “less tangible [than economic and security interests] but exten-
sive cultural and political affinities”.170 Following the same rhetoric, Hæk-
kerup described the cooperation as follows:  
 

Each of these achievements, taken by itself, may be modest, and it may not 
appeal to imagination, but it helps to create thousands and thousands of visible 
and invisible bonds among the Nordic countries.171 

 
The reference to cultural and social Nordic connections helped maintain the 
argument in favour of Nordic cooperation.  
 The question is: who would be against Nordic countries supporting the 
exchange of researchers, educators, or artists? Why is it necessary to elevate 
this issue to the high level of an international forum? The reason is that these 
“small” connections served as a proof of the region’s unity, which otherwise 
might be easily questionable. From “thousands and thousands of visible and 
invisible bonds” Hækkerup at the end of his speech returned to the place of 
Nordic countries in the international community: 
 

There is an obvious limit to the strength of our voice in the big international 
concert, but if we pursue our policies with a suitable mixture of caution and 
boldness our potential influence on the international scene goes far beyond 
what would be commensurate with our population figures. We in the Nordic 
countries can, by co-operation, wield not only the sum but almost what I 
might call the product of our combined influence.172 
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 The connections among different discursive elements, which Hækkerup 
tried to establish in his speech, also appeared in many other Nordic docu-
ments. Similar argumentation is often used when the issue of the internation-
al position of the Nordic countries “as a block” is touched upon. We find a 
similar pattern connecting common Nordic cultural and social identity and 
the international position of the Nordic countries in the “Words of Wel-
come” by Hilmar Baunsgaard, Prime Minister of Denmark (Hindsgavl, 
1969), in the speech “Revision of the Helsinki Treaty of Cooperation and 
Recent Development in Nordic Cooperation” by Emil Vindsetmo, Secretary 
of the Presidium of the Nordic Council (Røros, 1971), and “The Role of the 
Nordic Countries in Europe” by Per Kleppe, at that time former Minister of 
Commerce and Shipping, Norway (Reykjavik, 1973). This pattern was re-
peated again and again by different speakers to demonstrate what would 
otherwise not be so obvious – the existence of Norden, a region in the North 
of Europe with shared interests and approaches.  
 The political construction of Norden opposed other scenarios of post-war 
developments, which could be imposed on the Nordic countries by more 
powerful international players. This threat is not identified explicitly but 
outlined as a right to preserve Nordic identity.173 To quote Sølvhøj: “the 
Nordic countries must stand by each other to prevent themselves from being 
overwhelmed by the mighty forces of European culture… the Nordic coun-
tries must co-operate if Nordic culture is to survive.”174 In this quotation 
culture goes from being a ground for cooperation to being a subject, which 
needs political support. Thus “Nordic culture” plays a dual role in the dis-
course on Nordic cooperation - as justification of Nordic cooperation and as 
the subject of Nordic policy.   

Hindsgavl conference “Nordic Economic and Cultural 
Cooperation”, 1969 
 
 The most dramatic involvement of the concept “Nordic culture” in inter-
national debate happened at the “Nordic Economic and Cultural Coopera-
tion” conference in 1969. The conference was arranged to explain the 
changes in the Nordic cooperation scheme related to the introduction of the 
NORDEK plan. Whereas the first two days of the conference were dedicated 
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to general questions and the presentation of the NORDEK plan, the final two 
days were focused on cooperation in the fields of culture, education and 
science. The economy and culture became two interrelated matters in the 
presentation of the NORDEK plan to international organizations.  
 The “Nordic Economic and Cultural Cooperation” conference took place 
four months before the decisive Session of the Nordic Council in Reykjavik, 
where the NORDEK plan was supported. The audience at the conference 
was composed of representatives from different international organiza-
tions.175 Although there were very few organizations on the guest list that 
were directly related to the subject of culture, culture was given equal atten-
tion to the economy. The programme was divided into two equal parts: one 
on Nordic culture, the other on economic cooperation. 
 In the “Words of Welcome” Hilmar Baunsgaard, Prime Minister of Den-
mark, explained that “the aim of the Nordic Council in calling these confer-
ences… is to give the participants a clear view of how Nordic cooperation is 
carried out and perhaps to foster a broader understanding of its peculiari-
ties”.176 He followed by, somewhat predicting the confusion among the audi-
ence, noting “at the same time there may be a tendency to shrug your shoul-
ders at it, because so little – as yet – is formalized or put into institutions”.177 
To explain this situation he formulated his speech around the question: what 
is the Nordic community? On the notion of whether it exists if there was so 
little evidence of it in the form of international institutions, he immediately 
answered – yes, there is such a community, but he continued that it is estab-
lished not through the institutions but in another less visible way:  
 

There is very much to be taken for granted. There is a clear emotional and 
psychological solidarity between the five Nordic countries based on the facts 
of close cultural affinities, geography, a common language for three of coun-
tries, close ties in historical experiences and traditions, similar and closely re-
lated political and social developments over most of the present century, a cer-
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tain homogeneity of societies, a common concept of democracy and the wel-
fare state.178 

 
 This description corresponds with the concept of security community, 
where culture – including language, history, common views, habits, tradi-
tions, and geography – create a basis for “we”-feeling and, as it was argued 
at the conference, for the official political and economical cooperation.  
 What Baunsgaard mentioned is a list of key moments, or signifiers, in the 
discourse of Nordic cooperation. What is constructed from these signifiers? 
As often is the case with the construction of the national discourse, one of 
the main points is a construction of the “naturalness” of relations. The con-
struction wants to prove that it is not a construction, but reality. The words 
of Baunsgaard can be interpreted within this frame. He asserted there was a 
“naturalness” of the relations uniting the Nordic region by pointing out the 
“clear emotional and psychological solidarity”. To stress the “naturalness” of 
Nordic cooperation he also used the metaphor of a “family”:  
 

If I may borrow the English term I think that you can with much justification 
speak of the Northern countries as a sort of Nordic Commonwealth in the 
sense of a family of independent members, who feel bound by certain loyal-
ties towards each other, from which there is no escape, and which they do not 
wish to escape, however much they may irritate each other from time to 
time.179 

 
Using this analogy, Baunsgaard tried to prove the desire for not only social 
but also political integration among the Nordic countries: 
 

In actual fact I think it can be shown that the Nordic countries… through 
pragmatic cooperation reached a higher degree of real integration of their so-
cieties than any other body of international cooperation, including the Com-
mon Market. I need only mention such items as harmonization of legal sys-
tems or the Nordic Labour Market.180 

 
 The reference to cultural relations did not appear accidentally at this con-
ference. This notion is connected to the conference’s main aim: to make 
international players accept the NORDEK plan, by proving that cooperation 
already existed and the NORDEK plan would be just one further step in a 
working scheme that was already functioning. Thus Baunsgaard wanted to 
demonstrate that the wish of the Nordic governments to work together is just 
an expression of pre-existing cooperation among the Nordic peoples. 
 The concept of “Nordic culture” was extensively in use in argumentation 
during this conference. Although, when talking about “Nordic culture”, poli-
ticians had to resort to the assistance of metaphors. In his speech “The Nor-
                                                        
178Hilmar Baunsgaard (1970), p. 14. 
179Hilmar Baunsgaard (1970), p.14. 
180Hilmar Baunsgaard (1970), p. 14. 
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dic Countries as a Cultural Community” Knud Børge (K.B.) Andersen, at the 
time former Minister of Education (Denmark), noted it was impossible to 
give an abstract definition of what a Nordic community of culture is:  
 

It is like the incidental music to a film: it forms an integral part of the whole, 
and is, therefore, not easily experienced as a separate element; indeed, we may 
not notice it at all – though we do know it is indispensable to the overall im-
pression.181 

 
 Later, explaining the idea of economic cooperation he used yet another 
metaphor for culture. He considered it to be the “ground” for further cooper-
ation:  
 

The Nordic economic collaborative programmes would neither have pro-
gressed as far, nor have obtained such wide backing as they have today, unless 
the ground had been prepared for a very long while through cultural collabora-
tion.182 

 
 This reveals that “Nordic culture” is a concept, which can receive differ-
ent interpretations in the political discourse, because it can be described with 
the help of various freely chosen metaphors. To use another concept from 
Laclau, it functions as an empty signifier, which appears when “there is a 
structural impossibility in signification as such”.183 
 Andersen pointed out the capacity of culture to pave the way for other 
forms of cooperation such as economic cooperation. He noted that cultural 
cooperation was the most persistent form of cooperation among Nordic 
countries:  
 

The Nordic community of culture is so ingrained that collaboration in the cul-
tural field will live on and take up new tasks irrespective of the success or 
failure of the present economic cooperation or any other concrete collabora-
tive projects.184 

 
 When Andersen says that the political region “builds on an ancient histor-
ically determined common destiny”185  - what can the objection be?  Possibly 
that the Nordic region has not always enjoyed a peaceful common history, 
and there have been more reasons in the past for Norway, Denmark, Finland, 
Sweden and Iceland not to trust each other than to find a common ground to 

                                                        
181Knud Børge Andersen “The Nordic Countries as a Cultural Community” in Nordic Eco-
nomic and Cultural Cooperation: Third Conference Organized by the Nordic Council for 
International Organisations in Europe, Hindsgavl, Denmark, 29 September-2 October 1969 
(1970), p. 47. 
182Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 47. 
183Ernesto Laclau (1996). Emancipation(s). New York, N.Y.: Verso, p. 37. 
184Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 47. 
185Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 47. 
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work together. Andersen did not try to hide this view that the history of Nor-
dic countries was typified by military conflict. He also agrees that during the 
Second World War Nordic countries were separated by external forces:  
 

During World War II Nordic solidarity was severely taxed: Iceland and the 
Faroe Islands were occupied by Britain; Denmark by Germany, with whom 
Norway was at war; Sweden maintained an armed neutrality; and Finland had 
to fight two wars with her mighty neighbour to the East.186 

 
After this short excursion into the problems of Nordic history he quickly 
turned to reassure his listeners:  
 

The fact that it proved possible even in these circumstances and in the post-
War years to keep up and develop the Nordic community must be ascribed to 
the solid foundation on which this feeling of community is based in the shape 
of language, religion, marked uniformity in political philosophy, social organ-
ization, and legislation.187 

 
Here a counter argument is deployed to prove the necessity of Nordic coop-
eration: in spite of the fact that during World War II Nordic countries were 
separated, they nevertheless returned to each other when they had the oppor-
tunity. Therefore, according to Andersen, the Nordic community is stronger 
than “unlucky circumstances”.188 As we can see, Nordic history was open to 
free interpretation as well as to the concept of “Nordic culture” for the sake 
of the construction of a plausible idea of Norden. As a free play with meta-
phors, history can be twisted, shaped, rearranged, as it is a pliable material in 
political argumentation.  
 The same concerns affect not only the reference to history but also to the 
“language unity”. As in the case of history, the language unity of the Nordic 
countries can also be questioned. Swedish, Norwegian and Danish are part  
of the same language group. Swedes, Danes and Norwegians can understand 
each other but their languages are not sufficiently similar to allow their 
literature to be enjoyed by each other without translation. The concept of a 
common language becomes even more complicated in the case of other Nor-

                                                        
186Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 48. 
187Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 48. 
188This idea can be supported by Wiberg’s claim that despite the fact that in the 20th century 
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Wiberg “Scandinavia” in Burns, Richard Dean (red.) (1993). Encyclopaedia of Arms control 
and Disarmament. New York: Scribner’s, pp. 210-211. 
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dic states that also participate in Nordic cooperation. Only a small proportion 
of the population who live in Finland speak Swedish as a mother-tongue. In 
addition, proficiency in Swedish is low among the remainder of the popula-
tion particularly if one considers that Swedish is an official language in Fin-
land and is compulsory at school.189 Those who live in Iceland speak a Scan-
dinavian language, but Icelandic, as explained at the Hindsgavl conference 
“is only with difficulty comprehensible to the other Nordic peoples, although 
it is a proto-Nordic language”.190 In his speech Andersen agreed that:  
 

Any person who is not used to listening to the language of a neighbouring 
country will most likely have some difficulty in understanding it until his ear 
is attuned to it. The truth of this is brought out not only in debates on features 
appearing in broadcasts and on television, but also in the deplorable fact that 
Nordic literature still has very extensively to be translated in order to gain 
readers in the neighbouring countries.191 

 
 The purpose of this simplified view on “common” Nordic culture, history 
and language was emphasized at the end of Andersen’s speech. He quoted 
from the common manifesto of the League of the Norden Associations of 
1966:  
 

We have the future in common with the other European peoples. We should 
therefore go to meet Europe. But we must do it as a closely cooperating North. 
Only in this way shall we be able actively to contribute to the development of 
Europe, jointly furthering at the same time our own economic interests, main-
taining our social and political ideals and developing our form of civilization, 
everything within the larger framework and in a fruitful community with the 
other States and peoples on our Continent.192 

 
 To summarize, in this conference Nordic participants tried to defend the 
NORDEK plan from possible scrutiny from international organizations. The 
existing “common Nordic culture” was used as an argument, which Nordic 
                                                        
189The Council of Europe Resolution CM/ResCMN(2012)3 on the Implementation of the 
Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities by Finland (adopted by the 
Committee of Ministers on 1 February 2012 at the 1132nd meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies) 
provides coverage on the problems related to language use for the minorities in Finland. The 
resolution points out that the communities speaking minority languages are often treated 
unequally compared with the Finnish population because “too few public officials have the 
adequate language skills to allow Swedish speakers and Sami in the Sami Homeland to use 
their languages in official contacts with local administrative authorities”. The resolution con-
cludes that: “In order to achieve an enhancement of Swedish and Sami language skills among 
civil servants, relevant language education methods must be employed and due attention paid 
also to teacher training.” See the Council of Europe website 
https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=1903473&Site=CM&BackColorInternet=C3C3C3&Back
ColorIntranet=EDB021&BackColorLogged=F5D383, accessed on 7 January 2013. 
190Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 48. 
191Knud Børge Andersen (1970), p. 49. 
192Knud Børge Andersen (1970), pp. 57-58. 
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politicians rehearsed in order to prove that cooperation already existed. In 
their speeches “Nordic culture” and “Nordic identity” are given the status of 
an ontological argument, which does not need to be proven but can be used 
to prove something else. These concepts were vulnerable for political inter-
pretation and functioned as nodal points in the discourse on Nordic coopera-
tion. They were used to help stabilizing the discursive construction and to 
promote political project of the Nordic region.  

“Nordic Press- and Information Conference”, Århus, 1971 
 
 The simplified picture of a “feeling of community between the Nordic 
people”, which “has been a political factor of great importance for more than 
a century and formed a background for cooperation in many fields”,193 was 
criticized when it was presented to the Nordic press. This demonstrated that 
the local audience was more interested in useful and practical solutions for 
the Nordic region rather than the development of rhetorical constructions. 
An example of the debate between politicians and journalists can be found in 
the “Nordic Press- and Information Conference” organized for the Nordic 
journalists by the Nordic Council in Århus on 12 - 14 October 1971.  
 After the failure of the NORDEK plan, it was necessary to explain to the 
Nordic people the ideas on the future of Nordic cooperation. To spread the 
Nordic Council’s opinion on this matter, the journalists from Denmark, Fin-
land, Iceland, Norway and Sweden were invited to a conference organized 
by the Nordic Council. During their presentations, the representatives of the 
Nordic Council preferred not to go into detail on why the NORDEK plan 
finally failed. They arrived with another idea already prepared – The Nordic 
Cultural Agreement (Nordisk Kulturavtal), which set out to “go even fur-
ther” in creating “a basis for more effective administrative management of 
the institutionalized cooperation”.194 The representatives tried to focus the 
journalists’ attention on this new initiative.  
 If during conferences for international guests the emotional unity of the 
Nordic people was constantly underlined, for the Nordic press the emphasis 
on the practical use of the cooperation was made. For example, Bjartmar 
Gjerde, the Minister of Church and Education (Norway), explained that it is 

                                                        
193Emil Vindsetmo “Revision of the Helsinki Treaty of Cooperation and Recent Development 
in Nordic Cooperation” in Nordic Cooperation in a European Perspective: Fourth Confer-
ence Organized for International Organizations in Europe, Røros, Norway, 26-29 September 
1971 (1972). Stockholm: Nordiska rådet, p. 45. 
194Nordisk Presse- og Informationskonference: konference arrangeret af Nordisk Råd, Århus, 
den 12.-14. oktober 1971 (1972). Stockholm: Nordiska rådet, p. 14. 
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better value for small countries to run joint research projects and to resist 
“cultural influences from other parts of the world”.195 
 The questions from journalists showed that it was much more difficult to 
convince them than it was with an international audience that cultural ex-
change was effective as a basis for increasing Nordic cooperation. They ex-
press better understanding of how culture is used in international relations. 
After the idea of the Nordic Cultural Agreement was introduced Tom 
Westergård, a journalist from Finlands Rundradio, commented:  
 

Was it really so, that the Nordic Cultural Agreement and the Nordic cultural 
cooperation became a plaster on the wound after the NORDEK plan col-
lapsed? NORDEK collapsed because they saw where the development was 
going. One probably noticed the same trend when it comes to the cultural 
agreement. One guessed it would go something like Jorgen Petersen [from 
Denmark’s Journalisthøjskole (Aarhus)] said here, namely that it cracked after 
a while, then possibly Denmark and Norway began to adjust itself to the EEC 
standards. You knew where development should go, but it was not so danger-
ous to take in the cultural field. One was willing to meet there. One created a 
Cultural Agreement and put at least on paper the Nordic cultural cooperation. 
One created the Council of Ministers, as Prime Minister Palme commented 
on… by saying that we now have the Council of Ministers, but he did not 
know what we should use it for.196 

 
This example shows that the rhetoric used to present Norden to international 
organizations could fail when it was used to persuade local journalists. Chal-
lenging questions followed after the following explanation, which was given 
by Sven Moberg from the Swedish government: 
 

It is obvious and also quite human from a Nordic point of view, that when 
cracks appeared in the economic area - which we all regret - we had for politi-
cal reasons a particular argument to accelerate collaborative efforts in the cul-
tural area. But to say that it is like putting a plaster on the wound is, I think, an 
incorrect description of history. Ever since the 1950s, we have developed and 

                                                        
195Nordisk Presse- og Informationskonference (1972), p. 15. Global Americanisation of cul-
ture was perceived at that time as a significant threat for the Nordic culture. Kalervo Siikala, 
Director General of the Ministry of Education (Finland) expressed his concern over the domi-
nance of mass culture, which reflected the values of Anglo-American society. He even saw 
this as a threat for the region’s security: “Without a certain Nordic orientation in their school 
education, especially as far as teaching is concerned, Finland and probably also Iceland would 
soon risk falling out of the Nordic community. But Denmark, Norway and Sweden would 
probably also gradually drift away from one another in the absence of systematic efforts to 
maintain the Nordic cultural and educational unity through co-operation”. See Kalervo Siikala 
“Nordic Co-operation in the Field of Education”, in Nordic Economic and Cultural Coopera-
tion: Third Conference Organized by the Nordic Council for International Organisations in 
Europe, Hindsgavl, Denmark, 29 September-2 October 1969 (1970). Stockholm: [Nordiska 
rådet], p. 59. 
196Nordisk Presse- og Informationskonference (1972), p. 21. 
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expanded this cooperation, which now has a more efficient form, and we hope 
with greater financial resources.197 

 
Being perplexed by this speech, Sigyn Alenius, a journalist from Hufv-
udstadsbladet (Finland) asked: “Should this be understood that we lack a 
common potential project at present? We have nothing to do?”198 To that 
Moberg answered: “This would be an extreme interpretation of what I 
said”.199 
 This short disagreement between a politician and journalists demonstrates 
that the weakness of the construction of Norden is apparent. This shows that 
journalists, influential in forming the local point of view on cooperation, 
were expecting more concrete political movements. They questioned the 
euphemistic political accounts and awaited practical results.  
 If the Nordic journalists questioned the achievements in institutionalizing 
Nordic regional cooperation, international agents would question the support 
for official cooperation initiatives from below. During a discussion at the 
Fifth Conference organized for International Organizations in Europe in 
Reykjavik “The Role of the Nordic Countries in European Cooperation” 
(1973), Albert Van Houtte from the Court of Justice of the European Com-
munities asked about the degree of support that Nordic cooperation received 
from the public opinion and the Nordic press. In his response Per Kleppe, at 
the time former Minister of Commerce and Shipping (Norway), admitted 
that such cooperation did not have overwhelming support: “in Norway… the 
[media] support is not negative but far from positive as far as economic 
questions are concerned”, and that “in Sweden… the popular support of 
Nordic cooperation is not as strong as in Norway today, because Swedes are 
more relaxed as far as such questions are concerned.”200 
 After an institutionalized form of cooperation – in the shape of the Nordic 
Council of Ministers – was founded, the degree of pathos in the rhetoric 
surrounding cooperation decreased. The evidence for this is in the content of 
the conferences which followed the signing of the Nordic Cultural Agree-
ment: “Nordic Cooperation in a European Perspective” (1971) and “The 
Role of the Nordic Countries in European Cooperation” (1973). Common 
Nordic culture became less important as an argument in favour of coopera-
tion, which is seen, for example, in the speech of Helge Seip, MP, Deputy 
Member of the Presidium of the Nordic Council (Norway) “Regional Devel-
opment and Regional Policies” at the conference “Nordic Cooperation in a 
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European Perspective”, where he named four Nordic aspects of regional 
policies, and cultural cooperation was not included in the list.201 
 Nevertheless cultural cooperation did not disappear from the political 
discourse. From being a useful argument on the achievements in the area of 
cooperation,202 it took on a physical form within the Nordic Council of Min-
isters. As Wendt points out, the Nordic Council in the Nordic Cultural 
Agreement reserved for itself the right to influence the direction of the Nor-
dic cultural cooperation and to take part in budgetary questions and the for-
mulation of the content of the cultural projects. He claims that “parliamen-
tarians have achieved considerable influence upon cultural cooperation”.203 
As a result the Nordic Cultural Agreement helped start the process of closer 
control of Nordic cultural cooperation by policymakers. Fears that the pro-
cess of cultural cooperation would become overly bureaucratic were voiced 
at the time the Nordic Cultural Agreement was signed. Pentti Renvall, a pro-
fessor at Helsinki University who was actively engaged in Nordic coopera-
tion as a member of the Nordic Culture Commission, commenting on the 
Nordic Cultural Agreement, was alarmed that Nordic cultural cooperation 
could sink beneath the weight of paperwork. He recognized the importance 
of keeping cultural cooperation as a spontaneous collaboration between indi-
viduals and organizations in the cultural field.204 By looking at the later histo-
ry of Nordic cultural cooperation, we will see that his fears were grounded. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 The analysis of the instrumentalization of cultural cooperation in Nordic 
cooperation at the end of the 1960s/beginning of the 1970s demonstrates that 
culture was  used mainly for two purposes. First is the use of “Nordic cul-
ture” as a ground for identity construction. In the rhetoric construction of 
Nordic identity the existence of Nordic common culture was taken as a given 
even though it could be questioned from different perspectives such as lin-
guistic and historical ones. The identity construction was primarily oriented 
towards the international community.  
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 The second purpose was to use cultural cooperation to compensate for the 
lack of significant results in other spheres. The Nordic region was presented 
as a region of cultural and social ties, firm enough to keep the region togeth-
er. 
 At this stage the content of cultural exchange was not yet controlled by 
politicians. The Nordic Culture Commission was represented by profession-
als from the cultural field. It is they who came up with the ideas for Nordic 
exchange projects. The use of culture for identity construction was mostly 
limited by political rhetoric, where the existence of Nordic culture was de-
ployed as an argument to prove the desire for political cooperation among 
Nordic countries. 
 The next chapter will consider another key historical moment when a 
reference to culture and cultural identity once again received significant po-
litical attention. This happened with the geopolitical shift in Europe after the 
dissolution of the Eastern Bloc and collapse of the USSR. In this situation 
cultural cooperation became vulnerable to a new type of instrumentalization, 
designed to achieve new political goals.    
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Chapter 2. Nordic-Baltic cooperation: from 
cultural diplomacy to the re-establishment of 
the Nordic region 

 The second turning point in post-war Nordic history, where cultural coop-
eration played an important role, was the period of the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union. The dissolution led to significant changes in the geopolitical 
situation in the region. During this dramatic time regional security in the 
Nordic countries was challenged again. The strategy, which the Nordic states 
had chosen at the beginning of the 1990s, demonstrated that cultural cooper-
ation was again used as one of the tools for regional security.205  The new 
security agenda resulted in a rethinking of how cultural cooperation was 
organized and structured. Therefore, in this chapter I will consider how the 
arts and culture were instrumentalized to help establish connections between 
the Nordic and Baltic States as well as with Russia at the end of the 1980s 
and during the 1990s. I will analyze the institutions, which were established 
to run cultural cooperation and their work, and look closely into what kind of 
relations are constructed through the practice of cultural exchange between 
the Nordic and the Baltic States. 

The dissolution of the Soviet Union and new challenges 
for Nordic security 
 
 In the 1980s the USSR showed the effects of a systematic crisis of man-
agement and vision, which resulted in significant economic problems.206 The 
biggest investments were concentrated in the military sector, leaving produc-
tion unbalanced. In the first half of the 1980s there was a shortage of con-
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sumer goods. This became noticeable not only in the provincial towns, but 
also in major cities.207 
 The Soviet political elite understood the need for reform, which was in-
troduced through a policy of perestroika (“reconstruction”) by the General 
Secretary of the Communist Party, Mikhail Gorbachev (1985 - 1991). It was 
felt that good relations with the West, which could help with investment, and 
successful negotiations with its main competitor in the arms race – the USA 
- could offer “a breathing space in which the Soviet economy would be al-
lowed to recuperate and find new bearings for revitalization”.208 
 However, the fall of the Berlin Wall started a centrifugal process in the 
Soviet Union. This first appeared in the Baltic republics with the rise of the 
popular fronts in Estonia (Rahvarinne) and Latvia (Latvijas Tautas Fronte) 
and the reform movement in Lithuania (Sąjūdis), which became a major 
force in the fight for the republics’ independence. The international events 
created an inspiring atmosphere, which lent support to the Baltic republics in 
their fight. The end of the Warsaw Pact, and the collapse of the Soviet re-
gime in Eastern Europe, which began in 1989, was a prime example of how 
to gain sovereignty.  
 The first republic to declare its independence was Lithuania. This hap-
pened on 11 March 1990. Estonia declared its independence on 30 March, 
and Latvia – on 4 May 1990. However, both Estonia and Latvia did so with 
the reservation that it would only be realized in the near future after a transi-
tion period. Since only one state declared immediate independence, Moscow 
announced an economic blockade of Lithuania, increasing the army presence 
there and occupying important governmental buildings.209  
 The success of both Gorbachev’s international policy and his image di-
rectly depended on the policy he pursued inside the USSR. This became one 
of the main reasons why the Baltic republics’ movement towards sovereign-
ty was not suppressed in a similar way to the Prague Spring of 1968. It was 
difficult for Gorbachev to use military force to suppress the independence 
movement in the Baltic States. This was down to the events in Eastern Eu-
rope, general Western media interest and support for the democratic changes 
announced in the USSR, and his dependence on financial support from the 
West. Swedish scholars Kristian Gerner and Stefan Hedlund see the scale of 
military intervention, when special police units (OMON) were finally used, 
as indecisive, when one considers the potential military strength of the 
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USSR.210 The operation failed because Gorbachev was uncertain on how far 
he could go while still preserving his image as a democratic leader which he 
had created for himself in Western countries.  
 Military action only began at the start of 1991. On 9 - 13 January, Soviet 
troops encircled the Lithuanian parliament and TV tower, which led to 15 
people being killed. A similar operation took place in Riga on 19 - 20 Janu-
ary. This immediately provoked a strong international reaction. NATO de-
manded a cessation of the military operation, and European Community 
foreign ministers warned Gorbachev that the agreement on cooperation 
achieved in 1990 could be terminated.211 This produced the desired effect on 
the Soviet government and the operation was halted.  
 Boris Yeltsin, the chairman of the Russian Supreme Soviet at that time, 
supported the Baltic movement for independence. On 12 June 1991, he was 
elected as the first President of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Re-
public (holding office 1991 - 1999). He took a proactive stance during the 
coup of 19 - 21 August 1991 where he led mass protests in Moscow. The 
coup put an end to Gorbachev’s career as a politician and speeded up the 
process of the dissolution of the USSR. Estonia reacted to the coup by adopt-
ing the resolution on independence on 20 August. Latvia followed suit on 21 
August.212 
 The first country to recognize the independence of a Baltic state – Lithua-
nia - was Iceland. This recognition occurred on 11 February 1991. Later on 
Iceland was first country to recognize Latvia and Estonia on 22 August 
1991, Denmark was the second on 24 August 1991. Other countries fol-
lowed. The Soviet Union recognition was announced on the 6 September 
1991. By 17 September 1991, the General Assembly of the United Nations 
gave the Baltic States U.N. membership.213 The process of gaining independ-
ence was thus complete for the Baltic States.   
 Many political scholars note that despite the recognition of the Baltic 
States and the withdrawal of Russian troops, from 1992 - 1994, the situation 
in the 1990s in the region could hardly be described as secure.214 There were 
several issues, which could lead to the emergence of new conflicts. Political 
scientist Olav F. Knudsen lists the following regional tensions: (i) the border 
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issue between Russia, Estonia and Latvia, (ii) hampered trade after the 
USSR’s collapse, (iii) the treatment of the Russian population in the Baltic 
States, (iv) NATO, and (v) the EU enlargement process. In addition, the 
post-Soviet states suffered from corruption, poverty and bad management. 
Nevertheless, some positive moves towards the stabilization of the region 
were made through the establishment of the Council of Baltic Sea States and 
Barents Euro-Arctic Council.215 
 According to Knudsen, Nordic-Baltic cooperation played its role but still 
retained an unsystematic character. The region was divided into multiple 
security sub-groups which were poorly coordinated.216 There was both uncer-
tainty and coordination problems. The Nordic countries realized there was a 
need to achieve a balance in the generally unbalanced international constel-
lation.  

Nordic support for the Baltic States 
 
 Although the leading Western countries used to criticize the Soviet re-
gime, in the case of the Baltic republics they adopted a wait-and-see ap-
proach as they were not willing to spoil the relationship with Gorbachev and 
hinder the perestroika process.217 Another significant concern of the Western 
world was that the secession of the Baltic States should “cause the Soviet 
Union to become dangerously unstable and even to disintegrate, resulting in 
a dangerous shift in the balance of global security”.218 It was a danger they 
were particularly sensitive to because the USSR was one of the leading nu-
clear weapon states. Therefore, with the exception of Iceland, the Western 
world was in no rush to recognize Lithuanian independence in 1990.219 How-
ever, the Soviet use of the military force in January 1991 rendered Gorba-
chev’s policy towards the Baltic republics more problematic. Military inter-
vention was one factor which initiated an open criticism of the USSR’s posi-
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tion - with critics pointing out the USSR’s retreat from declared principles of 
openness and democracy.220 
 At this difficult time for the Baltic republics, their Nordic neighbours took 
a more active position than other Western countries. Military historian, Jan 
Arveds Trapans, explains this interest by a general concern in “changing 
power relations in the Scandinavian-Baltic area”.221 He recalls that even be-
fore the Baltic republics gained independence, Scandinavian governments 
gave financial support to set up and run the Baltic information centres in 
Stockholm and Copenhagen.222 In addition, the Nordic countries expressed 
general support for Baltic initiatives to establish foreign relations bypassing 
Moscow.223 
 Lars Fredén, a Swedish diplomat who worked as a consul in Riga at the 
time of the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and an adviser to Carl Bildt (the 
Swedish Prime Minister 1991-1994) on the Baltic question, underlines the 
importance of the security issue in the region. He lists several reasons for 
uncertainty: the possibility that undemocratic governments could come to 
power in the Baltic States, the poor economic development of the area which 
could lead to mass unemployment, or reintroduction of Russian military 
forces in the region.224 All this was a matter of concern over security and it 
encouraged Nordic interest in the Baltic republics despite the Nordic coun-
tries having a relatively limited scope for action at that time.  
 Baltic citizens claimed to have close historical and cultural ties with the 
Nordic countries225 and the Baltic Sea area was considered as a traditional 
area for Nordic geopolitical interests. The idea of a new enlarged “Baltic Sea 
region” as a new opportunity for regional cooperation was announced as 
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early as in 1988 by Björn Engholm, who was both the Minister-President of 
Schleswig-Halstein (1988 - 1993) and the leader of the Social Democratic 
Party of Germany (1991 - 1993).226 He nurtured the idea of a New Hansa, 
and was instrumental in establishing Ars Baltica, a cultural network across 
the Baltic Sea.227 According to the political scientist Leena-Kaarina Wil-
liams, Engholm considered culture as a useful tool for Baltic Sea identity 
construction and “the main binding link as it served as both a legalization 
and a concrete co-operation project”.228 Very soon this idea began to attract 
the interest of the Nordic governments. During the 39th Nordic Council Ses-
sion in 1991 it became a subject for discussion, which also supported the 
idea of historical and cultural ties among the Nordic and Baltic people: 
 

There is a joint Nordic interest to support and develop a particular geographic 
region around the Baltic Sea and parts of the Soviet Union. These are areas 
that may in an overall European perspective attract less attention. Obviously it 
is not accidental that the Baltic countries associated themselves with Norden, 
with which they feel both historical and cultural ties, and expect understand-
ing and commitment from.229 

 
 Nevertheless, in the beginning Finland was more cautious than enthusias-
tic in relation to the Baltic question. Political scientist Krister Wahlbäck, 
appointed as Swedish ambassador to Finland (1986 - 1991), recalls that Fin-
land had a different attitude to the question of security in the region: general 
suspicion was that if the Baltic republics gained independence this could 
influence Russia to turn its attention on Finland.230 
 Polish scholar Kazimierz Musiał gives us one further explanation of Nor-
dic interest in the Baltic States. He shows that the Nordic model during the 
Cold War was based on the concept of the third way, which combined the 
market economy with the socially oriented state. After 1989 this model “has 
been both challenged and undermined as Nordic practices and processes 
have increasingly melded with the European”.231 Even after becoming a part 
of European integration, Nordic countries did not want to lose their position 
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of a region capable of being a role model for other countries and used Nor-
dic-Baltic cooperation as a platform to promote the Nordic region. Coopera-
tion with the Baltic States brought a new aim and a new meaning to Nordic 
cooperation as it was a question of regional security, which concerned gen-
eral Nordic interests. It was clearly expressed in the proposal for the Baltic 
programme at the 39th Nordic Council Session that cooperation with the 
Baltic States and other neighbouring areas could give the Nordic Council’s 
international activity a new dimension.232  
 Despite the initial interest in Eastern Europe in general233, the Nordic gov-
ernments decided to concentrate on the Baltic States, and later also on the 
Northwest Russian region. From 1995 onwards, cultural cooperation within 
the Baltic region was broadened: an information office was opened in St. 
Petersburg. In addition, different programmes were also organized in the 
Northwest region of Russia: in Petrozavodsk, Murmansk, and Arkhan-
gelsk.234  The first cooperation programme was established in 1994 and con-
sisted of introducing stipends for both educational exchanges and for Rus-
sian administrators/parliamentarians. The general budget for the stipends in 
1994 was DKK 10.3 million.235 Later the Nordic countries even increased 
their presence in Russia and the second office of the Nordic Council of Min-
isters was opened in 2005 in Kaliningrad.236 
 The resources of the joint Nordic budget were limited. To be spent effec-
tively they had to be used strategically. There was lively political debate on 
the construction of the Baltic Sea region, which would include Nordic and 
Baltic countries as a new geopolitical unity in the 1990s/beginning of the 
2000s.237 The Baltic Sea construction received significant academic support 
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(Ole Wæver, Pertti Joenniemi, Christian Wellmann). In the Baltic republics 
regional support was also very much desired.238 
 In the book Economic Survey of the Baltic States: the Reform Process in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania commissioned by the Swedish Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs, the main problems of the region’s economy were seen in 
“the high degree of integration into the Soviet economy and the unbalanced 
industrial structure”.239 Although the Baltic States were the most progressive 
and enjoyed higher living standards than anywhere else in the Soviet Un-
ion240, the centralized economy made their industry dependent on old con-
nections.241 The knowledge of how to operate a market economy and what 
was effective management was also limited.  
 The political system also had to undergo a significant transformation and, 
to a large extent, be built from scratch. Birgitta Dahl, Swedish Minister of 
the Environment (1986-1991), who actively participated in cooperation with 
the Baltic republics, remembers the feeling of frustration as a result of the 
difficulty of knowing where the first help was needed.242 With all this unwel-
come baggage inherited from the USSR, the Baltic countries looked for fast-
er integration and deeper support than the continental European countries 
were ready to provide at that time. The first significant step in institutional 
integration came from their neighbours across the sea, when the Council of 
the Baltic Sea States was established in 1992. The Council included the Nor-
dic and Baltic countries, Germany and Poland. 

First steps: culture as a testing tool 
 
 The Nordic Council was fast to react to the rapid and dramatic changes in 
the political life in the Baltic region. It expressed its interest in supporting 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania with their democratic development at the 37th  
Nordic Council Session in 1989. This was a year before Lithuania pro-
claimed its independence. The record of this session contains a letter written 
on 2 February 1989 by Kristen Poulsgaard, a Danish parliamentarian from 
the Progress Party, which asked the Nordic governments to support the Bal-
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tic republics. Poulsgaard argued that this would be in the interests of the 
Nordic countries themselves. He further claimed that this new situation 
should lead to wider cooperation with the Baltic countries and expressed a 
desire for Nordic countries to contribute to the economic, cultural and social 
development in the neighbouring states.243 
 Since the future destiny of the Baltic region and Russia was not obvious, 
the first steps of the Nordic Council of Ministers in 1989-1991 were more or 
less uncertain and testing. Without a developed plan, the idea was, in the 
tradition of public diplomacy, to provide the neighbours with general infor-
mation on life in the Nordic countries. For the Nordic Council, representing 
the Nordic governments, just to start some form of communication was al-
ready an important step. The spreading of information on Nordic culture and 
society was chosen as being the least controversial for the Soviet side. At 
that time culture was considered as an effective tool to “break isolation”.244 
 As direct communication between the Nordic countries and the Baltic 
republics was very limited during the Soviet time,245 because the main chan-
nel of communication was through Moscow, the Nordic governments orga-
nized study trips to work out the possibilities for such cooperation. The ini-
tial idea was to come to the Baltic States with cultural initiatives. The report 
from a fact-finding trip entitled Leading Group for the Joint Nordic Cultural 
Information Abroad: the Report on the Study Visit to Tallinn, Riga and Vil-
nius notes: “the management team for joint Nordic cultural information 
abroad decided on the September 14, 1989 to send a delegation of the man-
agement team on a study and contact trip to Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in 
order to investigate the possibility of a Nordic-Baltic cultural cooperation”.246 
 The purpose of the trip was as follows: 
 

The delegation should seek contact with the authorities and cultural circles in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania to establish dialogue with the Norden in focus. 
Contact should then be initiated with representatives of different cultural areas 
– among which are architecture, libraries, dance, design, art, crafts, cultural 
environment, literature, music, theatre – and education programmes for these 
activities. The delegation should explore the interest in developing cultural 
cooperation with the Nordic countries as well as make an inventory of possi-
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ble areas for short or long term cooperation, depending on what is most ap-
propriate for a given area.247 

 
 As we can see, the position of the Nordic region “in focus” was stressed 
from the start. The role of culture for the construction of national unity was 
also mentioned: 
 

During the fifty years that Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania belonged to the Sovi-
et Union, culture has played an extremely important role for national survival. 
It has been the area in which one could fight for the country’s identity without 
compromising him/herself with the Communist rulers. It could even be argued 
that the independence movement came from the cultural circle. This, for ex-
ample, can be seen from the fact that some of the most prominent politicians 
in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have a cultural background, not least in the 
area of music that has a special national and political importance in the Baltic 
republics.248 

 
In this report the investigators pointed out that culture in the Baltic States is 
intertwined with politics and therefore can be used as a basis for political 
cooperation.249 
 The report noted that after the years of isolation from the Western world, 
and, as a result, having a lack of information on the latest art and cultural 
trends, the Baltic States experienced a need for information support.250 In 
addition the financial and infrastructure capability of the Baltic countries at 
the beginning of the 1990s was very limited. The report termed it “disaster 
economics”.251 It gives examples of different kinds of problems which the 
Baltic States’ cultural sphere experienced at that time from the closing of the 
Latvian National Opera House to a lack of simple materials such as paint and 
paper.252 The report also gave a concrete example of when a cultural project 
was cancelled due to lack of funding:  
 

Recently the exhibition of the Swedish artist Hilma af Klint, who is one of the 
pioneers of abstract art and of great interest to the Estonian artists at the mo-
ment, had to be stopped from being displayed, because the Estonian side was 
not even able to pay the insurance.253 

 
Therefore, it is not a surprise that the Nordic initiative for the cultural ex-
change was warmly welcomed.  
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 In the archive of the Lithuanian office one remarkable letter was found, 
which reveals the connection between the official cultural exchange and 
general support for independence. The letter, written by V. Gaidamavičius, 
Vice-Minister at the Ministry of Education and Culture of the Lithuanian 
Republic, on 21 January 1991, was addressed to the Nordic Council of Min-
isters (Copenhagen). It started with an ardent appeal: 
 

We are applying to You in these hard and painful days for Lithuania. Though 
defenceless, our nation is strong enough in our belief of gaining the real Inde-
pendence. Our strength is also supported by knowing that close by us, at the 
Baltic Sea, live people who approve our aspirations, experience our suffers 
and morally support us.254 

 
After this introduction Gaidamavičius went directly to the practical subject 
related to the cultural cooperation project. He asked about the possibility of 
organizing a tour of the Small Theater of Vilnius (artistic director – Rimas 
Tuminas) in Nordic countries “to transmit the truth about Lithuania to Scan-
dinavian people”.255 He proposed two plays: “There Will Be No Death” on 
Stalinist terror in occupied post-war Lithuania and “The Cherry Orchard” by 
A. Chekhov, and gave technical information on the size of the stage. He 
finished his letter: “We would like to emphasize that the company of 35 
people won’t push any claims to the hosts, as the purpose of the tour would 
also be  – to complete their mission of cultural diplomacy”.256 He rightly 
placed the nature of this cooperation project within the framework of cultural 
diplomacy. 
 After the investigation and discussions in 1990, the decision to establish a 
programme for cooperation with the Baltic neighbours was taken on 11 Jan-
uary 1991.257 First, an amount of DKK 14.3 million was allocated to the Bal-
tic programmes with the intention of revising the programme and its budget 
on a regular basis in future.258 From this sum DKK 4.5 million was spent on 
the establishing Nordic Council of Ministers’ information offices in Tallinn, 
Riga and Vilnius.259 The first year was funded from the surplus for the fiscal 
year 1989, and later it was financed from the ordinary budget of the Nordic 
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Council of Ministers.260 It amounted to approximately 5% of the overall 
budget for Nordic cooperation.261 
 A decision was made that Nordic support would be complementary to 
national support. Its level was defined as “symbolic”262 in both senses: as a 
symbol of Nordic support but with a relatively low financial contribution. 
That is why the general strategy of Nordic-Baltic cooperation was to find the 
opportunity to communicate “in areas, which do not require substantial fi-
nancial investment”.263 The Balticum Program from the 39th Nordic Council 
Session noted that with a small budget only information and cultural pro-
jects: seminars and conferences on Nordic cooperation, exchange of profes-
sionals, and support for democratic and parliamentary development, could be 
realized.264 It was stated that “the Nordic cultural community should be ex-
tended to include the Baltic States. The exchange of information should be 
intensified. Media cooperation should be developed. Cultural networks 
should be created”.265 Culture was utilized as a “bridge-builder”266 between 
the Nordic region and other countries: it comes first, and paves the way for 
further cooperation.  
 Preparations for initial cooperation started even before the Baltic States 
gained official Soviet recognition. As previously mentioned, the Nordic 
Council of Ministers already expressed its interest in the Baltic republics in 
1989. The information offices started their work at the beginning of 1991.267 
That means that the offices opened before the results of the Baltic republics’ 
independence became obvious. In the early documents, collected by the 
Nordic Council of Ministers’ Vilnius office, the problem that office workers 
faced obtaining a Soviet visa was mentioned several times.268 
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 The recently opened Nordic Council of Ministers’ information offices in 
the Baltic States had to coordinate cultural activities as well as establish 
themselves in the Baltic region and develop their local networks. The distri-
bution of the first scholarships which the information offices had to coordi-
nate was intended for educational exchange, preference being given to high-
er education institutions.269 Moreover, it was decided to run free Nordic lan-
guages courses.270 
 During their first years of operation, the information offices were not 
strictly structured and institutionalized. They were required to develop con-
nections with local organizations and authorities, but there were no strict 
instructions on how this goal was to be achieved. The initiative could be 
taken to refer to the local situation, which is why the offices developed dif-
ferent strategies, programmes and projects besides the stipend programmes. 
The personal interests and talents of employees left their imprint on the of-
fices’ work.  
 As mentioned above, the information offices that were opened in 1991   
in the Baltic States started by organizing seminars, conferences, courses and 
cultural events. The general themes for these events were Nordic languages, 
the preservation of the works of art, the policy for young people and chil-
dren, the protection of the environment, gender and senior citizens, and par-
liamentarians working together. All these themes concerned the process of a 
“normalization” of Baltic society and did not impede on high politics.271 The 
focus of this activity was on cultural programmes, such as a design exhibi-
tion “From Dreams to Reality”, which was shown in Tallinn, Riga, Vilnius, 
Gothenburg and Helsinki (1993) and the Nordic Journalist Centre’s courses 
in the Baltic States and in Russia’s neighbouring areas. In these courses the 
theme of democracy was highlighted.272 
 From the beginning the role of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ infor-
mation offices was understood as being an official channel to establish cul-
tural relations with the Baltic States. In the draft of “Nordic cultural infor-
mation days in Vilnius” the director of the Vilnius information office, An-
ders Kreuger, writes: “in practice the office functions as a kind of common 
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cultural attaché of the Nordic Embassies”.273  In his memoirs Myself in Vilni-
us he describes the broad and undefined scope of his mission, reflecting the 
character of Nordic-Baltic relations during these first years of the office’s 
work: 
 

I moved to Vilnius in the early-autumn of 1991, just after the failed coup in 
Moscow that broke the back of Soviet Power. I had accepted a job as Director 
of the Nordic Information Office, and the first task was to set it up in what the 
Lithuanians call a ‘half-cellar’ at Isganytojo gatvé [Our Saviour’s Street], one 
of the steepest and dampest alleys of the Old Town. My mission could be de-
scribed as future-oriented; I was to try and make its [Vilnius] people compati-
ble with ‘us’, the more fortunate and evolved civilization across the Baltic 
Sea. Clearly this was the way to go for a new and poor nation appearing from 
out of nowhere, my employers would have thought.274 

 
 Kreuger’s memoirs afford us a glimpse into the atmosphere of this Baltic 
city at the beginning of the 1990s. He describes it as full of hope and with 
ambitions for the future. In this first period of the Baltic offices’ work, the 
degree of freedom to experiment was high. The programmes were run by 
offices that were, to a large extent, defined by the personal interests of the 
directors. This was because there was no strict regulation on what kind of 
cultural cooperation should be promoted. In the Vilnius office the accent was 
placed on visual and performance arts, due to Kreuger’s interest in these 
cultural areas. He writes: 
 

Towards the beginning of 1993 I began to neglect my official duties as much 
as I dared, hoping that they would run on auto-pilot. I snuck out of the office 
in the middle of the afternoon to sit in cafés or on park benches and immerse 
myself in the often bizarre stories of the Lithuanian newspapers. I threw par-
ties for artists and actors, curators, theatre directors and costume designers in 
my spacious loft in what used to be the centre of Jewish Vilna.275 

 
 In the Vilnius office of the Nordic Council of Ministers the records of the 
first years of its work are preserved. They are written in the form of an offi-
cial quarterly, or sometimes even monthly, diary reflecting the office’s activ-
ity. In the beginning, the central organization in Copenhagen wanted to have 
a better overview of what was happening in the office while its working 
routine was established. Thanks to these records, we can discover what kind 
of strategy the office used to establish itself in Lithuania. I found records 
from 1991 - 1995, the time of Kreuger’s directorship. They were later re-
placed by less detailed and more formalized annual plans and reports.  
                                                        
273Anders Kreuger, Nordiska kulturinformationsdagar i Vilnius. Utkast till projekt. Signed on 
23 January 1992 in Vilnius. 
274Anders Kreuger, ”Myself in Vilnius”, in Demeester, Ann (red.) (2010). Vilniaus istoriju 
knyga: Tariama X Baltijos trienales antologija = A Storybook about Vilnius: the as if Antho-
logy of the X Baltic Triennal. Vilnius: Siuolaikino meno centras, p. 70. 
275Anders Kreuger (2010), p. 70. 
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 According to the report entitled Nordic Information Office in Vilnius. 
Activities during the period February 1 – November 1, 1991276, in 1991 there 
was a great deal of administrative work, which went hand in hand with the 
introduction of the office and its programmes in Lithuania. The joint com-
muniqué on the opening of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ information 
office in Vilnius was signed on 1 February 1991 by the Danish Minister for 
Nordic Cooperation and the Minister of the Interior and Health, Thor Peder-
sen together with the Lithuanian Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Val-
demaras Katkus. The heads of three Baltic offices were appointed on 25 
February. The first time they met together was on 25-26 March in the secre-
tariat of the Nordic Council of Ministers. At that meeting they signed their 
contracts of employment and familiarized themselves with the structure of 
the secretariat. According to those contracts they were employed from 1 
April. To apply for visas, the heads of the offices had to go to the Soviet 
Embassy in Copenhagen. That embassy then requested information on the 
offices’ activity. From 22 April - 2 May the heads of the offices took part in 
a joint trip around the Nordic countries, where they visited cultural, research 
and economic institutions.277 In May the information offices opened a bank 
account at the Swedish Handelsbanken in Stockholm. During the year, sev-
eral joint meetings for the information offices’ employees were organized to 
discuss general and practical questions such as visas, communication, the 
stipend programme, and relations with local governments, etc.  
 The recordings of the office activity demonstrate that it not only provided 
information on Nordic culture and society to the Baltic audience but also 
became a meeting place for politicians from the Nordic and Baltic sides. For 
example, it is recorded that from 28 May - 15 June the representatives of the 
Swedish Foreign Ministry visited the office. During the visit several Lithua-
nian ministries were briefed about the Nordic cooperation and the plans for 
the information office’s work.278 In June, the information offices participated 
in an economic seminar in Stockholm, where a report on the Baltic econo-
my, commissioned by the Swedish Foreign Ministry, was presented. In the 
second half of the year the Vilnius information office was busy purchasing 
Swedish and Danish books and furnishing its premises.  
 While events took a dramatic turn in the USSR with the August 1991 
coup, the Baltic information offices continued their scheduled work. On 25-
27 August, the Vilnius information office took part in a course on Nordic 

                                                        
276Nordiska informationskontoret i Vilnius. Verksamhet under perioden 1 februari – 1 novem-
ber 1991. 
277Nordiska informationskontoret i Vilnius. Verksamhet under perioden 1 februari – 1 novem-
ber 1991, p. 2. 
278Nordiska informationskontoret i Vilnius. Verksamhet under perioden 1 februari – 1 novem-
ber 1991, p. 3. 
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cooperation, which was organized in Uddevalla, and participated in the first 
board meeting in Copenhagen (29 August).  
 In September, as the report notes, the “real” work279 could begin. The 
introductory meetings were organized with the Lithuanian Ministry of For-
eign Affairs, the Ministry of Transport and Communications, police, and 
Vilnius city government. The Nordic diplomatic delegation visited the Vil-
nius information office on 6 September. Vilnius began to receive other visits 
from Nordic officials. The head of the information office had sometimes to 
work as a translator during these meetings, for example during the visit of 
the Icelandic Minister of Culture, Olafur Einarsson, on 13-14 September. In 
October the information office was visited by the Swedish Financial De-
partment, Trade Council, and the Karlskrona commune. 
 At the same time the first contacts with Vilnius University were estab-
lished in relation to Nordic languages; and the renovation of the office space 
continued. The report shows that the question of computer equipment was 
discussed several times with the secretariat. Faxes were used to communi-
cate with the secretariat. From 21 October the office was moved to a tempo-
rary location – a cell in an old Franciscan monastery, where it welcomed its 
first visitors.  
 In the commentary to the report, several problems which hindered the 
office’s work were highlighted: the special situation with visas in Lithuania, 
which limited the amount of students that could apply for Nordic stipends (in 
comparison to Tallinn and Riga’s offices); the difficulties with official regis-
tration of the office with the Lithuanian administration; problems over com-
munication techniques; an unclear division of responsibilities between the 
city and national government; an unstable economy; Lithuanian authorities 
who were inexperienced in working with international institutions.280 
 As we see from this report on the first stage of its work, the information 
offices filled the lacuna in the structure of cooperation between Nordic and 
Baltic countries. Being cultural centres, aimed at providing information on 
the Nordic countries, the information offices also assisted in establishing 
diplomatic and economical relations. In other words, they performed the role 
of a “double agent”: their official role of spreading information on the Nor-
dic countries and cultural exchange and their unofficial role of facilitating 
communication between Nordic and Baltic governments, when other politi-
cal tools were not yet possible. “Culture”, as inexpensive and, as it was per-
ceived, the most harmless way of international communication, became a 
useful tool for the establishing the first contacts, when the situation in the 
Baltic region was still unclear. Nevertheless, even those first steps reveal that 

                                                        
279Nordiska informationskontoret i Vilnius. Verksamhet under perioden 1 februari – 1 novem-
ber 1991, p. 5. 
280Nordiska informationskontoret i Vilnius. Verksamhet under perioden 1 februari – 1 novem-
ber 1991, p. 8. 
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it was never just about culture itself. In the case of Nordic and Nordic-Baltic 
cooperation, cultural cooperation can be considered as a temporary substitute 
for relations in other spheres which had not yet become routine and institu-
tionalized.  

When the connections were established and life in the Baltic States was 
normalized, cooperation in the Baltic region started to serve as a tool to 
promote the Nordic model. As we will see due to their stronger economical 
and political position, Nordic countries could ensure asymmetrical relations 
in respect of cultural exchange, propagating Nordic culture in the Baltic 
States without giving equal support to the promotion of the Baltic States’ 
culture in the Nordic countries. 

The cooperation builds up 
 
 After describing the first Nordic-Baltic interactions, this chapter then 
takes a closer look at how cooperation developed at a later stage of Nordic-
Baltic interaction. This part focuses on the work of the Tallinn, Riga and 
Vilnius offices of the Nordic Council of Ministers, because those offices 
existed from the very start: i.e. when the Nordic countries first approached 
their Baltic neighbours. This differs from Nordic cooperation with Russia 
which came later, and operated on special terms.  
 The work of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ information offices in the 
Baltic region is defined and structured by means of so-called “working pro-
grammes”, “framework programmes”, or “performance contracts”281, which 
at the beginning were renewed annually, but later were established for a 
longer period of several years (for example from 2003 - 2005282). From 2006 
the regulations were renamed “guidelines”. So far, two guidelines have been 
issued: for the periods 2006-2008 and 2009-2013. 
 Although the initial activity of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ infor-
mation offices was cultural exchange, their work from the start was included 
within a wider cooperation programme. For example, in 1993 the Nordic 
Council of Ministers defined its role in the cooperation process. It was to be 
a promoter of not only its cultural exchange, education and environmental 
cooperation programmes, but also an assistant in infrastructure development, 
                                                        
281“Performance contract” (“resultatkontrakt”) is a “binding agreement between the Nordic 
Council of Ministers and information offices”, which functions as a “control and planning 
document”. See Resultatkontrakt År 2003 mellan Nordiska Ministerrådets Informationskontor 
i Tallinn och Nordiska Ministerrådet (2003). Nordiska Ministerrådets Informationskontor i 
Tallinn, p. 2. 
282Framework Programme 2003-2005 for the Nordic Council of Ministers Activities in the 
Adjacent Areas (2002). Adopted by the Nordic Ministers of Cooperation on 30 October 2002. 
NSK/MR-SAM 59/2002 Rev.1., 24.09.2002/amn. 
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health and social improvements, and in the development of democratic me-
dia in the Baltic States.283 
 Each year, information offices submitted plans and reports to the secretar-
iat of the Nordic Council of Ministers, which functioned as a head organiza-
tion for all the offices in the Baltic States and Russia. These documents help 
us understand how the offices operated. 
 The plan of activities 1997 (Verksamhetsplan 1997) of the Tallinn office 
can serve as a sample document to analyze what the office did during the 
second part of the 1990s. This document demonstrates that the scope of of-
fice activity was significantly broadened when compared to the beginning of 
that decade. The plan was divided into seven sections: cultural events, cul-
tural exchange, media cooperation, language education, cooperation with 
NGOs, information, and project work.284 
 Cultural events included such activities as the Nordic cultural festival in 
the Baltic States, a cultural fair entitled “VARIA-97” which focused on the 
Åland Islands, a presentation of the Danish-Finnish dance company 
“Nownew dancers” in Tallinn, Nordic participation in the Tallinn Applied 
Art Triennial, a music event entitled “Rock-Sport” (which collected money 
for the SOS Children’s village in Keila, Estonia), a conference entitled “The 
culture of small countries in this shrinking world”, an exhibition of Green-
land’s tupilaks, an exhibition entitled “Nordlife”, and support for small Nor-
dic-related projects. 
 Within the ambit of cultural exchange a series of seminars entitled “The 
Baltic and Nordic Countries Together in the European Union: Possibilities 
for the Cultural Sector” were organized. The presentation of Estonian culture 
on the Faroe Islands was supported, and Estonians could participate in a 
Nordic students’ and teenagers’ event. 
 Cooperation within the media took place in the form of financial support 
for a film on the Sami people for the Estonian Russian-language TV channel, 
a series of regular radio programmes about Nordic culture on Estonian radio, 
cooperation with the Norden Associations, etc. 
 Language education included a course in cultural competence for Estoni-
an translators, and evening and intensive courses in Nordic languages. 
 Within the programme for the cooperation with NGOs, the following 
were organized: (i) two courses on the Nordic model of reintegration of the 
unemployed; (ii) support for the Estonian Folk and Craft Union and the Es-
tonian Association of Business and Professional Women for their coopera-
tion with Nordic countries; (iii) support for friendship societies and the Esto-
nian branch of the Norden Associations; and (iv) support for the translation 
from Nordic languages into Estonian. 

                                                        
283Nordic Working Programme for the Baltic Region and Other Adjacent Areas (1993). Nor-
dic Council of Ministers, International unit, pp. 3-4. 
284Verksamhetsplan 1997. Nordiska Ministerrådets informationskontor i Tallinn. 
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 Cooperation in the sphere of information sharing consisted of the distribu-
tion of a booklet on Nordic cooperation, forming the Nordic video and music 
library, a donation of materials to local libraries, distribution of newsletters, 
and the organization of press conferences for Nordic-oriented projects. 
 Besides these activities, which the Nordic Council of Ministers’ infor-
mation offices organized on the regular basis, in 1997 the following tempo-
rary projects were planned: (i) a set of events on equality among which were 
a conference, a travelling exhibition, a newsletter, and support for the equali-
ty department in the Estonian Ministry of Social Affairs; (ii) the training of 
teachers in cooperation with Estonian Ministry of Education (which included 
seminars and curriculum development); (iii) a meeting of Nordic and Baltic 
librarians, and the holding of a course entitled “Leadership and administra-
tion of personnel in the library” for the libraries’ directors; (iv) the distribu-
tion of a booklet on preventive health care; (v) an educational seminar on the 
wooden housing projects; (vi) a media project for young people in coopera-
tion with the cultural sector and the Åkershus commune;  (vii) the education 
of Estonian journalists; and (viii) practical help for the Nordic trainees and 
stipend-holders, etc.285 
 The projects in this list either represented the Nordic countries in the Bal-
tic region (only one project represented the Baltic culture in the Nordic re-
gion), or they were aimed at educating, training, the enlightenment of the 
Baltic neighbours and supporting activities. The latter group promoted val-
ues specific to the Nordic region, such as gender equality. The Nordic side 
played a leading role in deciding on the content of such cooperation. 
 The offices’ activity was broadened and included not only cultural and 
educational projects but also work in other spheres with the aim of helping to 
build sustainable societies286 around the Baltic Sea.287 When the three Baltic 
countries expressed the wish to join the European Union, the Nordic coun-
tries took the initiative to help them in the preparatory period. As stated in 
the Working Programme for the Areas Adjacent288 to the Nordic Region 
(1999), the Nordic Council of Ministers “plans to provide extensive support 
                                                        
285Verksamhetsplan 1997. 
286The term ”sustainable” entered into the Nordic political discourse and was widely used in 
tandem with the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002 in Johannesburg. 
287Framework Programme for Co-operation with the Areas Adjacent to the Nordic Region 
2000-2002. Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 2. 
288The term “adjacent areas” is defined as follows: “The term ‘Areas Adjacent to the Nordic 
region’ (often abbreviated to ‘adjacent areas’) is applied, in the context of the aid measures 
implemented under the aegis of the Nordic Council of Ministers, as a composite designation 
for: the Baltic Sea region, Northwest Russia (the administrative regions (oblasts) of Mur-
mansk and Archangel, the Republic of Karelia, the St. Petersburg region and Kaliningrad) and 
the Arctic, including the Barents Sea region. (The Council of Ministers is aware that not all of 
the areas covered by the term are geographically ‘adjacent’ to the Nordic region.)”. Working 
Programme for the Areas Adjacent to the Nordic Region (1999). Nordic Council of Ministers, 
p. 1. 
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for projects directly related to the preliminary work carried out by the Baltic 
countries with a view to becoming members of the EU”.289 
 Although new themes formed part of Nordic-Baltic cooperation, the spe-
cial role of culture was still preserved. However, it had lost its pole position 
in the framework of the broadened Nordic-Baltic cooperation scheme. The 
Framework Programme for Co-operation with the Areas Adjacent to the 
Nordic Region 2000-2002 defines the place of culture in the overall structure 
as: 
 

This particular area should be considered in relation to other sectors and larger 
entities, which incorporate the cultural dimension as a component of several 
co-operation areas, within the framework of the part of the budget for the Ad-
jacent Areas allocated to competence development, children and youth affairs, 
and minority policy.290 

 
In this quotation the value of culture to cooperation began to be questioned. 
It is its unavoidable presence in the day-to-day life which means it has to be 
taken in consideration. At the same time, the idea of using cultural coopera-
tion for the sake of cultural diplomacy was still preserved: “In culture pro-
motion/exchanges, the main goal hitherto has been to increase a knowledge 
of Nordic culture and Nordic shared values in the Adjacent Areas”.291 
 This dual role, which is assigned to culture – to communicate Nordic 
values and to unite other sectors of cooperation – reflects the changes in the 
use of culture in Nordic cooperation at the beginning of the 2000s. The abil-
ity of culture to become a method of communication between nations was 
more in use at the initial stages of Nordic-Baltic cooperation. Later on cul-
ture was referred to as a ground for more pragmatic types of cooperation. 
Moreover, Nordic-Baltic cooperation was used to reinforce Nordic identity:  
 

The overarching objective of cooperation within the art scene is to clarify the 
results of artistic creation in the Norden and to enhance and streamline the de-
livery of Nordic art in the region, and by the means of the artistic experience 
reinforce the Nordic community and presence… By doing that, the Nordic 
identity strengthens and renews.292 

 
 This attitude to culture is reflected in the rhetoric of official documents 
and promotional publications. When describing the role of culture within 
Nordic cooperation policy, two metaphors are consistently used. In the Re-

                                                        
289Working Programme for the Areas Adjacent to the Nordic Region (1999), p. 7. 
290Framework Programme for Co-operation with the Areas Adjacent to the Nordic Region 
2000-2002, p. 5. 
291Framework Programme for Co-operation with the Areas Adjacent to the Nordic Region 
2000-2002, p. 4. 
292Plandokument (C2) og Budget 2002 (30.10.2001). Nordisk Ministerråd, p. 47. 
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sultatkontrakt år 2005 culture is termed a “binder” (“bindemedel”)293, which 
is used to “glue” countries together. In the promotional booklet entitled Co-
operation for Strength, published by the Nordic Council of Ministers, anoth-
er definition can be found – “bridge-builder”: “culture acts as a bridge-
builder and increases understanding of neighbouring peoples”.294 Cultural 
exchange was considered by policymakers as a field where it is easier to find 
a common ground for cooperation. After culture has paved the way, coopera-
tion in other spheres can be developed and culture can provide the region 
with its identity: 
 

Cultural co-operation has made it easier to see the whole Region as a single 
unity, and to recognise mutual interests. Cultural co-operation has often paved 
the way for co-operation in other sectors, on everything from the Nordic Pass-
port Union to combating drug abuse and environmental pollution… Nordic 
cultural co-operation has sought to present the Nordic countries to the rest of 
the world as a coherent unit whose components are working together and 
building new networks.295 

 
 Despite the development of political rhetoric, which establishes culture as 
an important element in Nordic and Nordic-Baltic cooperation, in the 
Framework Programme 2003-2005 for the Nordic Council of Ministers Ac-
tivities in the Adjacent Areas, adopted by the Nordic Ministers of coopera-
tion on 30 October 2002, the place for cooperation in actual cultural projects 
is diminished even further. The main focus is made on the preparation of the 
Baltic countries for EU accession. That is why the programmes on the Nor-
dic welfare model, work with Baltic authorities, measures against women 
and child-trafficking, consumer politics, food safety, public health, drug 
abuse, and human rights were prioritized.296 It was envisaged that with the 
entrance of the Baltic countries into the EU the borders between the Nordic 
and Baltic States would be more transparent, so preventive measures had to 
be taken to lower the risks for Nordic societies. Nevertheless, some cultural 
projects still continued to be supported such as the regular Nordic Poetry 
Festival in Tallinn.297 Focus was, however, increasingly shifted to other 
spheres. In 2009 culture finally disappeared from the list of key areas of 
Nordic-Baltic cooperation298 and was replaced by creative industries. The 
                                                        
293Utkast till Resultatkontrakt År 2005 mellan Nordiska Ministerrådets Kontor i Estland och 
Nordiska Ministerrådet. Nordiska Ministerrådet, p. 2. 
294Britt-Marie Forslund (2005). Co-operation for Strength. Copenhagen: Nordic Council and 
Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 24. 
295Britt-Marie Forslund (2005), p. 24. 
296Framework Programme 2003-2005 for the Nordic Council of Ministers Activities in the 
Adjacent Areas, adopted by the Nordic Ministers of Cooperation 30 October 2002, pp. 8-10. 
297The Nordic Council of Ministers’ website http://www.norden.ee/en/cooperation/for-
inspiration/nordic-poetry-festival.html, accessed on 13 February 2012. 
298Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013. Adopted on 13 November 2008 by the Ministers for Nordic Coopera-
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theme of creative industries and the transition from cultural policy to the 
creative industries’ policy in Nordic cooperation will be touched upon in the 
next chapter of the dissertation.  
 In this part I have considered the history of the establishment of contacts 
between Nordic and Baltic States and the role of cultural cooperation within 
it. In the next part I will analyze the character of Nordic-Baltic cultural co-
operation by a close reading of policy documents and project materials and 
careful scrutiny of the conceptual framework which defines that cooperation. 

The concept of Nordic benefit 
 
 One of the most important concepts, used in the Nordic and Nordic-Baltic 
cooperation policy documents is nordisk nytta, most often translated as 
“Nordic benefit”.299 According to Duelund, the principle of “Nordic benefit”, 
formulated in the report Nordisk nytte (Copenhagen, 1995) was a reaction to 
the changes in Nordic cooperation after Finland and Sweden joined the EU. 
The Nordic benefit principle means that joint projects need to demonstrate 
the positive accumulative effect of the Nordic effort, although in practice, as 
Duelund remarks, it is not easy to measure the extent of its effect. He said 
that though the principle, based on “target-oriented management”, was criti-
cized by culture ministers, it was still adopted as a basic principle for Nordic 
cooperation.300 This concept was applied not only inside the Nordic region, 
but also was the leading principle at work in the Baltic and Russian offices 
of the Nordic Council of Ministers. 
 The concept of the “Nordic benefit” is connected with another important 
concept - “Nordic values”, the values, which Nordic societies are claimed to 
be based on. These concepts can be found at all levels of the Nordic dis-
course - from political speeches to requirements for the submission of appli-
cations for Nordic grants. The principle of “Nordic benefit” and the promo-
tion of “Nordic values” safeguard both the profile of the Nordic region and 
the institutions of Nordic cooperation: 
 

The concept of Nordic advantage is an overarching goal for all co-operation 
activities. Cooperation – viewed in a Nordic perspective – must be based on 

                                                                                                                                  
tion. See the Nordic Council of Ministers’ website http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council-
of-ministers/ministers-for-co-operation-mr-sam/estonia-latvia-and-
lithuania/documents/guidelines-for-the-nordic-council-of-ministers-co-operation-with-
estonia-latvia-and-lithuania-2009-2013, accessed on 13 February 2012. 
299One can find different official translations of the concept “nordisk nytta” in Nordic docu-
ments published in English such as “Nordic benefit” and “Nordic advantage”. 
300Peter Duelund “The Nordic Cultural Cooperation”, in Duelund, Peter (red.) (2003). The 
Nordic Cultural Model. Copenhagen: Nordic Cultural Institute, pp. 256-258. 
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shared Nordic values, and must result in politically relevant measures where 
joint implementation can yield a tangible advantage. Moreover, the activities 
must contribute to achieving a higher profile at international level for the Nor-
dic countries and the Council of Ministers.301 

 
 Artists and cultural producers applying for Nordic financial support have 
to explain how their projects follow the “Nordic benefit”302 principle, which 
helps support the Nordic profile of cultural activity under the aegis of the 
institutions of Nordic cooperation. To demonstrate the Nordic benefit in a 
project the applicant first needs to accept the idea of Norden. After that an 
applicant needs to explain both how the project contributes to this idea and 
how the Nordic dimension helps the project. By doing this the application 
itself works as a means to support the construction of the Nordic region. The 
grant application process is an effective mechanism to structure projects in 
compliance with policy objectives, because an applicant him- or herself 
takes a decision to follow the rules and make corrections of his or her project 
to adjust it to the concept of the “Nordic benefit”.  
 Nevertheless, in the case of Nordic-Baltic cultural projects the policy, 
which is organized around the concepts of “Nordic values” and “Nordic 
benefit”, runs into significant problems. Musiał indicates the asymmetry in 
Nordic-Baltic relations and defines this policy failure as: “the project of re-
placing the old, Nordic identity with a new, shared Baltic identity has not 
succeeded. Rather, we have seen a reconstructing of Nordic identity – on 
terms and under conditions determined by the old Nordic countries”.303 
 After the dissolution of the USSR, the idea was nurtured to create a shift 
from Nordic identity to a new Baltic identity, where the new region would 
include Nordic countries, the Baltic States and Northwest Russia. As we 
know from Musiał’s analysis – this new identity construction project was not 
successful. It led not to the establishment of a new identity, but to a rein-
forcement of the old Nordic identity. This reinforcement can be seen on two 
                                                        
301Framework Programme for Co-operation with the Areas Adjacent to the Nordic Region 
2000-2002. Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 3. 
302 Recently the term “Nordic benefit” was replaced by the concept “Nordiskt mervärde” 
(“Nordic synergy”): “in order for a project to qualify for support, it must be seen to generate 
Nordic synergy. In other words, the project must not be a strictly domestic one and must 
achieve an extra dimension or benefits directly from Nordic co-operation. The Fund’s contri-
bution is primarily intended to cover the extra expenses involved in Nordic co-operation”. 
This change illustrates the re-direction of Nordic cooperation from ideological identity con-
struction towards a more practical type of cooperation. This shift will be considered closer in 
chapter 3. See “Guidelines for Applicants” at the Nordic Culture Fund’s website 
http://www.nordiskkulturfond.org/sites/default/files/uploads/public/pdf-
dokumenter/retningslinjer2013/retningslinjer_uk_oversigt_2013.pdf, accessed on 6 May 
2013. 
303Kazimierz Musiał “Reconceptualising Nordic Identities after 1989” in Hurd, Madeleine 
(red.) (2011). Bordering the Baltic: Scandinavian Boundary-drawing Processes, 1900-2000. 
Berlin: Lit, p. 120. 
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levels: in policy documents, and in the structure of Nordic-Baltic cultural 
exchange projects.  
 Further analysis will demonstrate how Nordic identity was prioritized 
within Nordic-Baltic cultural cooperation. Although the Nordic countries 
claimed that their relations with the Baltic region states have a character of 
samarbete, or “cooperation”, this partnership was built on the basis of an 
asymmetrical power balance. The Nordic side was taken as normative, the 
Baltic side as the one in need of tutoring, improvement and transformation. 

Nordic-Baltic cultural exchange as a promotion of the 
Nordic region 
 
 As we have seen, when Nordic-Baltic cooperation first began, the Baltic 
side was also active raising its profile and coming up with initiatives to dis-
seminate information to the Nordic countries on the situation in the Baltic 
republics. Nevertheless, until recently, Nordic-Baltic cooperation was sup-
ported financially by the Nordic countries.304 The work of the Nordic Council 
of Ministers’ offices in the Baltic States was financed by the Nordic gov-
ernments. The rationale was clear and was down to the harsh economic sit-
uation in the new Baltic States. Nevertheless, as the Nordic countries provid-
ed the financial support for this cooperation, they also had more influence on 
the content and form of this cooperation. Thus cultural cooperation in the 
Baltic region became an international platform, from where Nordic countries 
could promote their political model, their Nordic identity and their values. 
 Although at the first stage of cooperation the Nordic Council of Minis-
ters’ information offices tried to stimulate a dialogue and provided the Baltic 
side with the chance to express its wishes and ideas on how cooperation had 
to be managed. This is clear from the analysis of the early sources, such as 
letters, sent by the representatives of different Latvian cultural unions to the 
Nordic Council of Ministers’ Latvian information office after the meeting, 
which was arranged by the office with the aim of getting to know needs of 
the local cultural community and its expectations concerning the work of the 
office.  

                                                        
304Nowadays the Nordic-Baltic relation is a partnership on an equal footing. That means that 
each side pays for its own participation in the cooperation project. Such projects include 
NORDPLUS 2008-2011, a cultural mobility programme, a public administration mobility 
programme, and a business and industry mobility programme. See Guidelines for the Nordic 
Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 2009-2013, p. 1, the 
website of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ office in Latvia 
http://www.norden.lv/data/Guidelines_ENG(1)(2).doc, accessed on 10 April 2013. 
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 The letters from the Latvian Philharmonic, the Artists’ Union of Latvia, 
the Latvian Artists’ Union Design Department, the Latvian Academy of 
Music, and the Writers’ Union of Latvia, written in April 1991, contain dif-
ferent propositions for future cooperation. They reflect the hopes, which 
Baltic cultural managers had, on how cultural cooperation could be arranged. 
These documents help us understand the problems they experienced at that 
time and the types of support they would have liked to receive from Nordic 
colleagues.  
 The Latvian Philharmonic hinted at the need for administrative and finan-
cial help with both the organization of the Latvian National Symphony Or-
chestra tour in the Nordic countries and with concert tours of a Nordic coun-
try’s symphony orchestra in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania.305 The Artists’ 
Union of Latvia wanted to start a regular exchange of information (cata-
logues, booklets, and magazines), lectures and seminars, exhibition and 
training courses, and proposed the idea of the joint venture for creative co-
operation.306 The Latvian Artists’ Union Design Department asked for the 
information on copyright and cultural production.307 The Latvian Academy 
of Music prepared a list for a professor and lecturer exchange programme; a 
student exchange was also discussed.308 The Writers’ Union of Latvia looked 
forward to possible help in the development of publishing, noting that, “book 
publishing is facing a total blockade from the USSR in purchasing printing 
materials”.309 
 These letters represented the Baltic viewpoint on how cooperation could 
be organized. Later on, when the structure of the Nordic offices was defined, 
this kind of open dialogue became less common. Instead, participation on the 
Nordic terms was promoted.  
 The Baltic projects were supported where it came to increasing Nordic 
visibility in the region. Even in small local projects310 the principle of Nordic 
benefit had to be preserved. In addition, although the idea of a joint Baltic 
region fell within the Nordic political agenda, only projects that sought to 
make connections between Nordic and Baltic countries were supported. Bal-
tic-Baltic cooperation initiatives had to find other sources of financing.  
                                                        
305A letter from the Director of the Latvian Philharmonic Viesturs Vitolins to the Nordic 
Council of Ministers. 12 April 1991. 
306A letter from Ilmar Krūss, art director of Latvian Artists’ Union’s company “Art Design”, 
Vice-Chairman of Latvian Artists’ Union Design Department and Aivar Kruklis, Chairman of 
the Latvian Artists’ Union Design Department to the Nordic Council of Ministers. Undated. 
307A letter from Ilmar Krūss, Vice-Chairman of Latvian Artists’ Union Design Department to 
the Nordic Council of Ministers. Undated. 
308A letter from Juris karlsons, Chancellor of the Latvian Academy of Music to the Nordic 
Council of Ministers. 11 April 1991. 
309A letter from Imants Auzinš, Chairman of the Writers’ Union of Latvia. 11 April 1991. 
310Every information office had its own budget, which it was allowed to use in accordance of 
its own activities. The Vilnius office decided to support very small local initiatives related to 
the Nordic countries. From 2008 this office put the accent on bigger projects. 
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 Nordic-Baltic cultural cooperation promoted “Nordic values”. That ex-
pression usually meant democracy, gender equality, welfare state, environ-
mental policy, etc. It was claimed that Nordic societies were based on those 
values, and that they should be propagated in other countries according to 
the Nordic version. Following this logic, the rhetoric of learning from more 
skilful Nordic partners was adopted into Nordic-Baltic cultural cooperation 
discourse.  
 This key-concept of learning, which supported the superiority of the Nor-
dic societal and political model, is reflected in the grant applications for 
Nordic financial support. A recipient of a Nordic grant was considered to be 
a pupil, who was sent to gain new Nordic knowledge and then was expected 
to disseminate this in his or her native country. Motivation letters and re-
ports, submitted after the trip to a Nordic country, make this policy frame-
work for Nordic-Baltic cooperation clear, because applications were usually 
written to meet the expectations and demands of the Nordic grantors. 
 To demonstrate how applicants tried to meet the grantors’ demands and 
correspond to the policy framework, I refer to motivation letters and reports 
submitted for two Nordic Council of Ministers’ cultural exchange pro-
grammes – Sleipnir, which supported young artists’ exchange, and Closer 
Culture Neighbours for young curators and art managers.311 The latter was 
initially devised by the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Riga office and operat-
ed in all the Baltic States and Northwest Russia.  
 In her application for the Sleipnir grant, one Baltic musical studies’ stu-
dent asked for financial support to attend the 10th International doctoral and 
postdoctoral seminar on musical semiotics. This seminar, held on 2-8 June 
2004, was jointly organized by the International Semiotics Institute at Imatra 
and the Department of Musicology of the University of Helsinki. In her ap-
plication she defines the purpose of the trip by following the rhetoric of 
learning from an experienced neighbour: 
 

The annual seminars in Imatra are the most important events for exchanging 
ideas in the field of musical semiotics. It is important to mention, that my fu-
ture PhD project is closely related to the topics that will be discussed at the 
Seminar this year. I also intend to spread later the ideas discussed there in the 
musical press of Lithuania.  
 Thus, presenting a paper and participating at the Seminar will be crucial not 
only to my personal professional advance, but also to the development of the 

                                                        
311Sleipnir was a travel grant programme for young artists, established by the Nordic Council 
of Ministers in 1999 and terminated in 2006. Closer Culture Neighbours was a grant pro-
gramme for young professional cultural managers, established by the Nordic Council of Min-
isters in 2003 and terminated in 2006. 
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fruitful musicological connections between the corresponding institutions in 
Lithuania and Finland.312 

 
In this quotation we can see that both of the Nordic application requirements 
were addressed: the applicant expressed her interest in the achievements of 
the Nordic cultural institutions, was prepared to learn from them, and to act 
as a disseminator of new knowledge. 
 One young filmmaker, a successful applicant for the Sleipnir grant had 
the chance to visit the Amatørfilm festival in Oslo on 12-13 December 2003, 
and present her work at the festival. In her report she stated: 
 

To my mind, taking part and visiting such festivals gives a lot for young non-
professional filmmakers. Because meeting new people, watching the best 
achievement of the others, getting to know the other culture gives them a very 
useful experience. So felt I.313 

 
She clearly used the rhetoric of learning:  
 

The films awarded with Golden Frames were made on a rather professional 
level, so now we know what we should try our films to look like. And on the 
other hand, it shows that if the winners are so ‘high’ then our films are rather 
well done to take the Bronse. But I promise to try my best to do them better 
and better and maybe someday an Estonian film will be distinguish to get the 
higher award. Thank you for your help in turning this trip to reality.314 

 
 Yet another applicant, who applied for Close Culture Neighbours grant, 
also expressed her wish to learn from a Nordic neighbour – Sweden: 
 

With participating at the project Closer Culture Neighbours I hope to get fresh 
impulses and experiences from Rikskonserter – the Swedish Concert Institu-
tion, which is working on similar basis as Eesti Konsert in Estonia. My main 
purpose of this visit is to get new ideas for my future concert projects in Esto-
nia.315 

 
 Those artists who received the Sleipnir grant and art managers who re-
ceived the Closer Culture Neighbours grant were not asked to create new art 
works or produce an exhibition or performance during their trip. The empha-
                                                        
312Here and later on I quote directly from applications and grant reports. In other words, with 
the language they used even if it contains errors. Application for the Sleipnir (2004), reference 
number 2940. 
313Report for Nordic Council of Ministers, Tallinn office, dated 15 December 2003. Tallinn’s 
office archive, folder “Põhjamaade ministrite nõukogu”. Sleipnir (30134)(6.) 503/27 2000/3. 
314 Ibid. 
315Motivation letter submitted as a part of the application for Closer Culture Neighbours 
(2006). Rikskonserter, the organization that arranged concerts and concert tours in Sweden for 
various music genres, was closed in 2010. It was claimed that it was overly bureaucratic. See 
“Tid för kultur”, Regeringens Proposition 2009/10:3, Government Offices of Sweden website 
http://www.regeringen.se/content/1/c6/13/21/04/a7e858d4.pdf, accessed on 13 April 2013. 
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sis was put not on the production, but on networking. This is reflected in 
multiple motivation letters and reports, which were submitted by applicants 
and grant-receivers. For example, an administrative manager from one Esto-
nian museum, who was awarded a grant for a research visit to the Stockholm 
Music Museum, wrote in his motivation letter:  
 

I think that sharing the experiences through working a period of ten days in an 
important cultural organization is a good way to start long-range relations be-
tween our museums. The results of the process can be various – professional 
counselling, scientific events, research, publishing, etc.316 

 
An Estonian cultural manager repeated the same reason in a somewhat more 
emotional way in his motivation letter when applying for the Closer Culture 
Neighbours grant:  
 

To develop co-operation with foreign organisations it is good to learn the pro-
cedure – differences and similarities of the decision making process, organisa-
tional culture etc. Without that co-operation tends to remain a formality. Each 
year tens and tens of good intentions, grant offerings, international projects, 
etc. are ignored or frozen due to lack of interest. That means lack of human 
contact.317 

 
 The Nordic benefit principle is implemented and protected not only at the 
level of the individual cultural exchange scheme, but is also inscribed in the 
ground-laying documents for Nordic cooperation. For example, the Resultat-
kontrakt 2001 mellom Nordisk Ministerråds Informasjonskonor i Vilnius og 
Nordisk Ministerråd defines three main aims of Nordic activity in the Adja-
cent Areas as: to help to increase security and stability in the region, to dis-
seminate Nordic culture and common Nordic values to the close neighbours 
with the aim of increasing the value of the community, and to continue help-
ing with the development of a market economy with the aim of harmonizing 
legislation and structural conditions for a functioning market economy.318 
The promotion of Nordic values for the Adjacent Areas is connected with 
social and economical stability in the region. The Nordic view is interpreted 
as a guarantee for the well-being of Nordic countries and their neighbours. 
That is why it is considered to be justified that the Nordic Council of Minis-
ters’ Baltic office has to follow the principle of “Nordic benefit” and “pro-
mote and strengthen “Nordic identity” as well as “strengthen the Nordic 
competitiveness and promote the Nordic influence outside the Nordic coun-

                                                        
316Motivation letter submitted as a part of application for Closer Culture Neighbours, dated 
17.05.2007. 
317Motivation letter submitted as a part of application for Closer Culture Neighbours (2005). 
318Resultatkontrakt 2001 mellom Nordisk Ministerråds Informasjonskontor i Vilnius og 
Nordisk Ministerråd (2001). The Nordic Council of Ministers’ Information Office in Lithua-
nia, p. 2. 
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tries”.319 During the first decade of Nordic-Baltic cooperation the initial in-
tention to help new countries in their transition period was transformed from 
an extended Nordic helping hand towards needy new neighbours to a 
framework, where Nordic countries could strengthen their identity and inter-
national visibility. Cultural as well as educational projects became a handy 
tool for this as they attracted significant attention and generated publicity.  
 Why then were the Baltic countries interested in this kind of cooperation? 
The answer to this question is found in the broader historical context. The 
entry of Nordic countries into the Baltic region in the form of cultural coop-
eration was in tandem to financial support given to the Baltic States in the 
form of investments and direct financial support.320 The protocol, signed by 
the prime ministers of the Baltic States on 24 September 1991, shows that 
the Baltic States needed both international recognition and financial support:  
 

As the official recognition of Baltic republics as sovereign states has been 
made by over 60 countries and they have been accepted as permanent mem-
bers of the UN; 
assuming the need of the Baltic states for a rapid integration into the world 
economic community and international financial systems; 
pointing out the importance to develop economic cooperation between the 
Baltic states and the Nordic countries, 
the parties undersigned have agreed: 
to appreciate the initiative of Nordic Council of Ministers to assist Baltic 
states to carry out their economic reforms; 
to approve the proposal to establish the Baltic Investment Bank including the 
participation for the Baltic states subscribing to the capital of BIB in order to 
create a financial mechanism for the mobilizing and channeling [of] interna-
tional investment resources to these countries; 
to request the Governments of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Swe-
den as well as the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Nordic Council for 
their support of the BIB project to in able [enable] the BIB to start its activi-
ties as soon as possible, and further that the Nordic Investment Bank will act 
as implementing agent of the BIB [Baltic Investment Bank].321 

 
 The promotion of Nordic values in the Baltic States was supported by 
Nordic assistance in economic reform. This had its influence on Nordic-
Baltic cultural cooperation as well. The financial support provided to the 
Baltic countries allowed the Nordic side to define its role as a model for the 
Baltic States. This certainly happened with support from the Baltic govern-
                                                        
319Resultatkontrakt 2001 mellom Nordisk Ministerråds Informasjonskontor i Vilnius og 
Nordisk Ministerråd (2001), p. 2. 
320Ole Norrback (Minister for Nordic Cooperation, Finland) “Nordic Efforts in the Baltic 
States Increasing”, in Cultural Exchanges between the Nordic Countries and the Baltic States: 
Status and Future Perspectives: [report from the Culture Conference of the Nordic Council in 
Göteborg 18-20 May 1994] (1994). Copenhagen: Nordic Council of Ministers, pp. 15-17. 
321Protocol. Prime Ministers of the Baltic Republics. 24 September 1991, Tallinn. Signed by 
the Prime Ministers of the Latvian Republic Ivars Godmanis, Prime Minister of Lithuanian 
Republic Gediminas Vagnorius, and Prime Minister of Estonian Republic Edgar Savisaar. 
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ments. The position of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ information offices 
as mediators was recognized to the extent that the directors of the offices (of 
which only citizens of the Nordic countries were eligible for appointment) 
were granted diplomatic status in the Baltic countries.322 Nevertheless, when 
Nordic Council of Ministers’ information offices were opened in St. Peters-
burg in 1995 and Kaliningrad in 2005 their directors were not given the same 
diplomatic status as their Baltic peers, which demonstrates a different power 
balance in Nordic-Russian relations within the working programme of the 
Nordic Council of Ministers for Northwest Russia.323 
 The next significant change in Nordic policy for the Baltic region was 
linked to the accession of the Baltic States into the European Union in 2004. 
The new step in the Nordic-Baltic relations was symbolically marked by re-
naming “information offices” referred to above as just “offices”. A new type 
of agreement was issued: Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ 
Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 2006-2008.324 This new 
stage in Nordic-Baltic relations was described in that agreement as follows: 
 

During the first phase of cooperation between the five Nordic countries and 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, relations had the character of being support and 
aid functions. In the second phase of cooperation, Estonia, Latvia and Lithua-
nia were consulted during the preparation of the current Framework pro-
gramme that expires at the turn of the 2005/2006. 
 The present guidelines represent a new, third phase of cooperation between 
the Nordic countries and Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, constituting coopera-
tion between eight states on an equal basis (NB8).325 

 

                                                        
322Memorandum of Understanding between the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Lithuania Regarding the Status of the Vilnius Information Office of 
the Nordic Council of Ministers, signed on 12 May 1995. 
323The information on the diplomatic status of the Russian offices was gained from my corre-
spondence with Elena Golubeva, Director Deputy of the St. Petersburg information office of 
the Nordic Council of Ministers. E-mail of 2 April 2012. 
324With the new guidelines, the administrative structure of cooperation also underwent some 
changes. It is stated in the guidelines “for the Nordic Council of Ministers, the year 2005 is 
the final year of the ‘2003-2005 Framework programme’. 2006 will see the start-up of a new 
form of cooperation where responsibility for the sector-specific content of joint Nordic-Baltic 
cooperation will be placed within the respective sectoral ministerial council, whereas coopera-
tion ministers will continue to attend to overriding responsibilities.” Guidelines for the Nordic 
Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 2006-2008, NSK 
70/2004, p. 3. See the Nordic Council of Ministers website 
http://www.norden.org/en/publications/publikationer/2004-448/at_download/publicationfile, 
accessed on 14 April 2013. 
325NB8 is a regional cooperation format, which includes 5 Nordic countries: Finland, Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark, and Iceland, and 3 Baltic countries: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Guide-
lines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
2006-2008, p. 1. 
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 The new guidelines were created to define the joint points of mutual Nor-
dic-Baltic interest, or as the document puts it “mutual Nordic-Baltic bene-
fit”.326 Nevertheless, the NB8 cooperation was considered as cooperation of 
two sides with common but not totally coinciding interests and strategies.  
 Previously the Nordic countries followed a strategy of communicating 
with the Baltic States not on an individual basis but “as far as possible ‘en 
bloc’”327, the new vision of Nordic-Baltic relations meant a more flexible 
form of cooperation. In this new framework it was no longer the Nordic re-
gion and its culture that needed to be presented and promoted to the Baltic 
neighbours. The new aim was formulated as being to “reinforce cohesion 
between the eight countries”.328 Following the traditional rhetoric of Nordic 
cooperation, it was claimed that this cohesion could be found in such factors 
as historical ties and neighbourhood relations between the Nordic countries 
and Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.329 There is a path dependency330 in the 
interpretation of culture’s role in the idea of a new cooperation scheme. It is 
claimed, “in future, that culture will continue to form the connective tissue 
of mutual Nordic-Baltic cooperation, thereby contributing to joint access to 
the development of democratic societies, respectful of human rights and with 
open economies”.331 
 The key passage can be found in the paragraph “Areas of cooperation” in 
the Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ cooperation with Esto-
nia, Latvia and Lithuania 2006-2008: 
 

Efforts promoting Nordic interests are a benefit for all Nordic countries. Well-
developed cultural cooperation is especially significant in this context. As in 
the past, culture may serve as a lever for other forms of cooperation. 

                                                        
326Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 2. 
327Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 3. 
328Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 2. 
329Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 2. 
330“Path-dependency” is a term, which is used in political studies, especially in historical 
institutionalism. It means that an institution depends on the structure, which it had from the 
start and experiences difficulties to adapt itself to changes. Paul Pierson and Theda Skocpol 
give the following definition of “path dependency”: “A clear logic is involved in strictly 
defined path dependent processes: outcomes at a “critical juncture” trigger feedback mecha-
nisms that reinforce the recurrence of a particular pattern into the future.” See Paul Pierson 
and Theda Skocpol, “Historical Institutionalism in Contemporary Political Science”, in 
Katznelson, Ira and Milner, Helen V. (red.) (2002). Political Science: the State of the Disci-
pline. Ny uppl. New York: Norton, pp. 693-721. 
331Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 2. 
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Achievements aimed at furthering the Nordic region also include the fostering 
of Nordic business start-ups in the Baltic countries.332 

 
In this paragraph several points, which characterize the Nordic interest in 
Nordic-Baltic cultural cooperation, appear and are roughly joined together. 
Cultural cooperation is understood as being a means to promote Nordic in-
terests in the region. The obvious connection is made between the cultural 
promotion of the Nordic countries and the support for new Nordic businesses 
in the Baltic States. As usual, the specific interests of the Baltic States are 
not mentioned here. 
 Despite this, the principle of equal footing is underlined: “...each of the 
parties finances its own expenses... This type of arrangement will secure that 
cooperation is of mutual Nordic-Baltic benefit. Purely development aid pro-
jects will be terminated”.333 Although, the manner of cooperation described 
in the Guidelines presupposes the equal financial participation by all eight 
countries, the Nordic countries still try to secure their leading role in the 
cooperation, and the work of the office of the Nordic Council of Ministers in 
the Baltic States is one of the ways of realizing it. The Guidelines direct the 
Nordic offices in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania to “serve as exponents for all 
that is “Nordic” and to work to increase attention on cooperation, especially 
in the field of culture”.334 
 Paradoxically, the Nordic Council of Ministers wished Nordic-Baltic 
cooperation not to be considered as the creation of a bloc inside the EU and 
the EEA, but rather as a region with common interests. The Guidelines state 
that “the fact remains that smaller countries in the same geographical area 
will often share common aims, even if they may not be specifically embod-
ied in established relations”.335 
 This asymmetry of relations found its expression in the way cultural ex-
change between the two sides of the Baltic Sea was managed. For example, 
the minutes of the cooperation meeting Development of Joint Nordic-Baltic 
Mobility and Network Programmes, organized in Vilnius on 11 February 
2008 shows that the Lithuanian partners were not invited to take part in the 
development of significant reform in the cultural cooperation scheme that 
took place in 2005-2007. The Baltic partners had to deal with the result of 
the reform without the opportunity to take an active part in its preparation. 
When the Nordic side presented the new scheme for the cultural exchange 

                                                        
332Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 4. 
333Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 5. 
334Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Minister’s Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 6. 
335Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Minister’s Cooperation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2006-2008, p. 1. 
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and communicated that the Nordic Institute for Contemporary Art (NIFCA), 
one of the active exchange institutions, was closed, the Baltic audience336 
replied with a feeling of uncertainty. Baltic cultural practitioners regretted 
the closure of the NIFCA and Closer Culture Neighbours. A small fragment 
of the conversation on the choice of language for Nordic-Baltic cooperation 
demonstrates who obviously had a position of being a decision-maker in this 
new cooperation scheme, despite the fact that it was based on an equal fi-
nancial duty: 
 

The language question was mentioned if the Nordic programmes are opened 
for Lithuania. The comment was that it is quite enough to have only English. 
If you want to travel abroad and have international projects, you must know 
English… 
If the Lithuania joints the programme, how much it shall pay? According the 
GDP [Gross domestic product] principle. 
How are the discussions with Latvia and Estonia going on? It is similar situa-
tion as in Lithuania.337 

 
This record demonstrates the exclusion of the Baltic side from the prepara-
tion of cultural reform, despite the fact that it was invited to contribute fi-
nancially on an equal footing to the Nordic countries. It is also remarkable 
how the language question was treated. The preservation of the Nordic lan-
guages and the right to use one’s own language in communication with the 
authorities are the important issues in Nordic cooperation. The Nordic Lan-
guage Convention states that: “Nordic nationals should be able to use their 
mother tongue to the greatest extent possible in dealings with the authorities 
and other public agencies of another Nordic country”.338 At the same time the 
use of Baltic languages in similar cases is considered by the Nordic countries 
to be unimportant. Baltic partners are advised to use English as an interna-
tional means of communication. Although pragmatic, it nevertheless demon-
strates that Baltic partners had no opportunity to raise the question of the 

                                                        
336The list of participants included artists and representatives of Lithuanian Institute, the 
Lithuanian Interdisciplinary art creators’ association, Birstonas Jazz festival, Committee on 
Education, Science and Culture in Parliament, Ministry of Culture, Vilnius city municipality, 
Zarasai district municipality, European Cultural programme Centre, the Lithuanian writers 
Union, Kaunas city municipality, the Nordic Council of Ministers office. See Development of 
joint Nordic-Baltic Mobility and Network programmes. Minutes of cooperation meeting, 
Vilnius, Lithuania, 11 February 2008, p. 3. 
337The GDP principle means that every country–participant makes a financial contribution to 
a Nordic-Baltic cooperation programme according to its GDP, gross domestic income per 
capita. Development of joint Nordic-Baltic Mobility and Network programmes. Minutes of 
cooperation meeting, Vilnius, Lithuania, 11 February, 2008, p. 2. Here I quote the text in its 
original version. 
338See Nordic Council of Ministers’ website http://www.norden.org/en/about-nordic-co-
operation/agreements/treaties-and-agreements/language/the-nordic-language-convention, 
accessed on 5 September 2012. 
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importance of their languages within the sphere of Nordic-Baltic coopera-
tion.  
 The case study of this meeting demonstrates that even in this project, 
where the Nordic and Baltic participants provided an equal financial contri-
bution, the Nordic countries preserved for themselves a decision-making 
position to the extent that they decided which language the Baltic States 
should use in the application.  
 In the new cultural cooperation scheme, the Baltic countries were invited 
to chose which new programmes they wanted to participate in. Once the 
Baltic States had chosen a certain programme, the name of it was changed 
from “Nordic” to “Nordic-Baltic”.339 A programme was usually already de-
signed by the Nordic side.  
 This asymmetry is also seen in how the Nordic partners were presented to 
the Baltic audience. This is reflected, for example, in how the Nordic Coun-
cil of Ministers is presented on its Tallinn office’s website. On the first page 
visitors are posed the question: “Norden in Estonia. Why?”340 The answer 
has an obvious pro-Nordic character: 

 
One of the main purposes of the Nordic cooperation is helping to create a 
strong region around the Baltic Sea (Top of Europe) that is attractive to both 
citizens, businesses, investors and employees. Nowadays, the NCM [Nordic 
Council of Ministers] offices mostly contribute to fulfilling the common goals 
of eight nations (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Den-
mark and Iceland), enhancing the development of the joint Baltic Sea Region. 
Our mission is to promote everything Nordic, introduce the Nordic coopera-
tion as such as well as manage cooperation projects and programmes. For ex-
ample, the NCM Office in Estonia coordinates the Nordic-Baltic mobility 
programme for public administration and Nordic-Baltic NGO support pro-
gramme… 
 In brief: we stand for promoting Nordic values in Estonia, which sees itself 
as part of Northern Europe. We are the ears, eyes and mouth of the Nordic 
countries in Estonia. We strive for creating a competitive and attractive Baltic 
Sea Region in the light of globalisation.341 

 
The purpose of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ work is formulated in a 
contradictory manner. It is claimed, on the one hand, that it creates a strong 
Baltic Sea region, which includes Estonia. On the other hand it is stressed 
that the office promotes only Nordic values. If there is an aim to develop a 
“joint Baltic Sea Region”, why is the mission defined as being “to promote 

                                                        
339For example, the Nordic-Baltic Mobility programme of the Nordic Culture Point. See 
Nordic Culture Point website http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/forms-of-
funding/nordic-baltic-mobility-programme-for-culture, accessed on 22 February 2012. 
340I refer to the version of the website of February 2012. Since that time the website has been 
changed to provide a more balanced view of Nordic and Baltic interests. 
341 The Nordic Council of Ministers’ office in Estonia website 
http://www.norden.ee/en/about-us/norden-in-estonia-why.html, accessed on 10 February 
2012. 
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everything Nordic” and to “introduce Nordic cooperation as such”? This 
signals that despite the agreement with the Baltic States on an equal financial 
contribution to the Nordic-Baltic project, the Nordic discourse still defines 
cooperation.  
 This quotation opens up yet another theme, which will be closely consid-
ered in the next chapter: by promoting Nordic values Nordic countries 
gained recognition as a competitive region in the globalized market. This 
became apparent by the way in which the Nordic region was described on 
the Nordic Council of Ministers’ office in Estonia’s website: 
 

The Nordic region leads the world in knowledge and innovation. 
The Nordic countries develop solutions to climate, environment and energy 
problems both at home and abroad. 
The unique Nordic welfare society is based on strong cultural cohesion. 
The Nordic countries take their international responsibilities and liabilities se-
riously. 342 

 
 The latest guidelines, coordinating Nordic-Baltic cooperation - Guidelines 
for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013 have a character and vocabulary which is in some way 
different to the previous ground-laying documents. The role of culture is still 
pronounced at the beginning of the document, but it is underlined that cul-
tural cooperation serves as a link in Nordic-Baltic relationship only 
“amongst other things”.343 Art exchange is also no longer mentioned in the 
list of key areas of particular interest for the cooperation. A new focus is put 
on areas such as education, research, innovation; business, cluster networks, 
creative industries; the environment, climate, energy efficiency; the cross-
border challenges of the welfare society; and cross-border partnership. 
Though cultural cooperation did not disappear completely from those guide-
lines, it is clearly instrumentalized by claiming that it helps promote “inter-
cultural understanding”.344 In addition, the rhetoric of “a strong region” and 
the region on “the top of Europe” is introduced. It is stressed that the com-
petitive region is “attractive for citizens, companies, investors and labour”.345 
In the next part I will analyze this shift in cooperation objectives in more 
                                                        
342http://www.norden.ee/en/about-us/norden-in-estonia-why.html, accessed on 10 February 
2012. 
343Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013. Adopted by the Ministers for Nordic Cooperation, 13 November 2008. 
Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 1. See Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council-of-ministers/ministers-for-co-operation-mr-
sam/estonia-latvia-and-lithuania/documents/guidelines-for-the-nordic-council-of-ministers-
co-operation-with-estonia-latvia-and-lithuania-2009-2013, accessed on 8 February 2012. 
344Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013, p. 2. 
345Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013, p. 1. 
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detail. In the context of the analysis of the power asymmetry in Nordic-
Baltic relations it is important to mention that although the meaning of coop-
eration is defined differently in the guidelines for years 2009-2013, the aim 
of the Baltic offices of the Nordic Council of Ministers is still defined as 
being to “promote everything that is “Nordic” and broadly profile Nordic co-
operation”.346 
 At the same time relations with Russia are scoped differently. They are 
framed by the European Union’s Northern Dimension policy, which regu-
lates the cooperation among the European Union, Norway, Iceland and Rus-
sia. That policy was revisited in 2006 with a focus being placed on the rela-
tionship between the EU and Russia. The relations within the Nordic Dimen-
sion347 are structured by the Nordic Dimension (ND) Political Declaration348 
and ND Policy Framework Document.349 The Nordic Council of Ministers is 
one of the organizations involved in the Nordic Dimension policy. The Nor-
dic countries use this platform to demonstrate that they can serve as effective 
mediators between different countries in the region, and through this raise 
their international profile. 
 
 
Conclusion  
 
 During the 1990s cultural cooperation had been instrumentalized for two 
main reasons. First, in a situation of insecurity caused by the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, through cultural cooperation, the first connections between the 
Nordic countries and their Baltic neighbours were established. Culture was 
claimed to be “a bridge maker” for other forms of cooperation. An attempt 
was even made to come up with a new identity construction – the identity of 
the Baltic Sea region. This initiative was strongly supported by politicians 
and political scientists but proved to be unsuccessful in practice.   

                                                        
346Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013, p. 3. 
347“The Northern Dimension (ND) policy, drawn up in 1999, is a common policy shared by 
four equal partners: the European Union, Norway, Iceland and the Russian Federation. The 
policy covers a broad geographical area, from the European Arctic and Sub-Arctic to the 
southern shores of the Baltic Sea, countries in the vicinity and from Northwest Russia in the 
east, to Iceland and Greenland in the west. The policy’s main objectives are to provide a 
common framework for the promotion of dialogue and concrete cooperation, to strengthen 
stability and well-being, intensify economic cooperation, and promote economic integration, 
competitiveness and sustainable development in Northern Europe.” See European Union’s 
External Action Service’s website http://eeas.europa.eu/north_dim/index_en.htm, accessed on 
30 October 2011. 
348 “Political Declaration on the Northern Dimension Policy”, 
http://eeas.europa.eu/north_dim/docs/pol_dec_1106_en.pdf, accessed on 7 February 2012. 
349 “Northern Dimension Policy Framework Document”, 
http://eeas.europa.eu/north_dim/docs/frame_pol_1106_en.pdf, accessed on 7 February 2012. 
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 Second, Nordic-Baltic cultural cooperation became a platform, which was 
used to promote the Nordic countries and the Nordic model of society, which 
reflected power asymmetry in the Nordic-Baltic relations. The superior posi-
tion of the Nordic model was based on “Nordic values” claimed to be inher-
ent in Nordic society. This idea was promoted in the Baltic States and 
Northwest Russia with the help of cultural cooperation. 
 During this period the arm’s length between politics and culture became 
shorter. The cultural cooperation scheme was planned by bureaucrats to 
achieve political aims. Although the idea of Nordic identity was still con-
nected with the idea of Nordic culture, the indeterminate concept of “Nordic 
values” became more commonly used to prove the success of the Nordic 
political model. Nevertheless, the promotion of the Nordic region through 
the reference to Nordic values became even more important with the “eco-
nomic” shift in the Nordic policy in the early 2000s, which is the subject of 
the next chapter.  
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Chapter 3. The neo-liberal turn in Nordic 
cooperation 

 The third shift in Nordic cultural cooperation policy to be analyzed is not 
connected to the specific regional geopolitical situation but rather with the 
situation shared by most of the countries in the modern world. This situation 
is widely defined by two terms: “globalization” and “neo-liberalism”.  
 “Neo-liberalism” is the more concrete term of these two. It is a political 
ideology and practice in support of economic liberalization, open markets, 
deregulation and the reduction of the public sector. The term itself is now 
more commonly in use among critics of recent liberal reforms in Western 
democracies. American scholar David Harvey, one of leading critics of neo-
liberalism, defines the aim of a neo-liberal state as:  
 

To create a ‘good business climate’ and therefore to optimize conditions for 
capital accumulation no matter what the consequences for employment or so-
cial well-being... The neo-liberal state looks to further the cause of and to fa-
cilitate and stimulate (by tax breaks and other concessions as well as infra-
structural provision at state expense if necessary) all business interests, argu-
ing that this will foster growth and innovation and that this is the only way to 
eradicate poverty and to deliver, in the long run, higher living standards to the 
mass of the population.350 

 
 Harvey’s analysis demonstrates that “higher living standards to the mass 
of the population” is ideological rhetoric rather than the real achievements of 
neo-liberal policies. He, as well as several other researchers, criticizes those 
policies for increasing global poverty rates and inequality and at the same 
time concentrating significant amounts of wealth in the hands of the favour-
able few.351 
 “Globalization” is a more diffused term, seeking to describe the character 
of inter-state and inter-personal interactions in the contemporary world. This 
holistic view on the human condition was conceptually developed by such 
scholars as Anthony Giddens, Ulrich Beck and Manuel Castells, among oth-
                                                        
350David Harvey “Neo-liberalism and the Restoration of Class Power” in Harvey, David 
(2006). Spaces of Global Capitalism. London: Verso, p. 25. 
351David Harvey (2006), pp. 18, 24-25, 42-50. See also Barbara Harriss-White “Globalization, 
Insecurities and Responses: an Introductory Essay” in Harriss-White, Barbara (red.) (2002). 
Globalization and Insecurity: Political, Economic and Physical Challenges. Basingstoke: 
Palgrave, pp. 1-43. 
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ers. In his introduction to the volume Globalization and Europe: Theoretical 
and Empirical Investigations political scientist Roland Axtmann talks about 
the existing social agreement in understanding that a new type of economi-
cal, social and political relations is emerging. Its general feature is closer 
connection of different parts of the world regardless of the distance, the de-
velopment of the global networks, institutions and businesses, free global 
market and the media revolution. This allows momentary distant communi-
cation and leads to a deeper dependence of national states on global process-
es.352 
 There is an obvious connection between a neo-liberal turn and globaliza-
tion discourse. Opportunities, which became possible with globalization, 
gave capital a power that was unseen in previous periods in the human histo-
ry. This was down to the openness of state borders to international capital as 
one of the features of globalization, the advantages of more favorable condi-
tions, which businesses could find in new countries as well as the possibility 
to further companies’ growth in new markets.  
 States found themselves in the situation where they needed to market 
themselves for businesses and investments. As the scholar Colin Leys points 
out “instead of talking about policies for ‘national development’, then, poli-
ticians propose alternative ways of ‘positioning’ their countries in the global 
marketplace”.353 The nation states have adapted the rhetoric where such ex-
pressions as “competitive region” and “global winners”354 are widely used. In 
the book entitled Global Politics of Regionalism: Theory and Practice the 
inter-connection between globalization and regionalization is revealed. They 
are two sides of the same coin: “regionalism is a response to globalisation 
and a reaction to the diverse aspects of global processes in their entirety”.355 
 In this chapter I will analyze neo-liberal rhetoric adopted for Nordic co-
operation. In my analysis I rely on Harvey’s observation that neo-liberalism 
is not only the political and economic re-structuring of society; it is also an 
ideological formation, which uses the media to hide structural problems be-
hind the rhetoric of competition and success.356 
 The formation of neo-liberal ideology was a reaction to the economic 
crises in the 1970s and 1990s and an attempt to find a solution to new chal-

                                                        
352Roland Axtmann “Globalization, Europe and the State: Introductory Reflections”, in Ax-
tmann, Roland (red.) (1998). Globalization and Europe: theoretical and empirical investiga-
tions. London: Pinter, p. 1. 
353Colin Leys “Global Capitalism and National Politics”, in Harriss-White, Barbara (red.) 
(2002). Globalization and Insecurity: Political, Economic and Physical Challenges. Basing-
stoke: Palgrave, p. 94. 
354Colin Leys (2002), p. 94. 
355Mary Farrell “The Global Politics of Regionalism: An Introduction”, in Farrell, Mary, 
Hettne, Björn and Langenhove, Luk van (red.) (2005). Global Politics of Regionalism: Theory 
and Practice. London: Pluto Press, p. 2. 
356David Harvey (2006), p. 42. 
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lenges by creating favourable conditions for the financial sector while mak-
ing cuts in the social sector. Its popularity also grew as a result of the col-
lapse of the Soviet system. The policy of deregulation of the state developed 
in such research centres as the Institute for Economic Affairs (London) and 
the University of Chicago. It was embraced by the Western political elites in 
1979 with Margaret Thatcher coming to power in the United Kingdom; and 
the “Volcker shock” (named after Paul Volcker, the Chairman of the US 
Federal Reserve Bank), which was a shift in the US monetary policy aimed 
at controlling inflation, which contradicted the New Deal policy, oriented on 
full employment.357 This policy was further supported by Reagan’s admin-
istration under his presidency from 1981-1989. Although it was neither 
Thatcher nor Reagan’s policy, which inspired the governments of the Nordic 
countries, but the neo-liberalism of the Labour Party in the UK, the so-called 
Third Way set out by the UK Prime Minister (1997-2007) Tony Blair, who 
promoted accountability and an increase of managerial control on public-
sector spending.  
 Neo-liberal policy and discourse were actively adapted for Nordic coop-
eration around 2005. Further, I will look at how they influenced the cultural 
cooperation scheme, the definition of “culture” used in the Nordic coopera-
tion policy, and the new way of instumentalizing cultural cooperation for 
political objectives. 

Nordic cultural cooperation: the reform of 2005–2007 
 
 In October 2005, the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Danish think-
tank Mandag Morgen358 released a joint discussion paper, The Nordic Region 
as a Global Winner Region: Tracing the Nordic Competitiveness Model, in 
which it defined new goals for Nordic cooperation, pointing out a direction 
for a new policy paradigm.359 The reasons for reformulating the aims of the 

                                                        
357David Harvey (2006), pp. 17-18. 
358Mandag Morgen (Monday Morning) was founded in 1989 first as a media corporation and 
later as a think tank, whose ambition was to provide top decision makers with advice on how 
to “navigate and operate in an increasingly fragmented and complex society”. In the promo-
tion of its services Monday Morning uses the neo-liberal rhetoric of a societal threats (“urgent 
challenges”), excellence (“connect best practice from all parts of society”) and innovation 
(“new public agendas”), see the company profile brochure at 
http://mandagmorgen.com/images/200911/MondayMorning_company_profile.pdf, accessed 
on 28 September 2012. 
359Norden som global vinderregion: På sporet af den nordiske konkurrencemodel (2005). 
København Nordiska Råd, Nordisk Ministerråd, Copenhagen, ANP 2005: 777, Nordic Coun-
cil of Ministers’ website http://www.norden.org/da/publikationer/publikationer/2005-777/, 
accessed on 12 December 2011. 
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Nordic cooperation were explained at the 58th Session of the Nordic Council 
in Copenhagen (2006) as follows: 
 

The enlarging of the EU with 25 member countries provides new opportuni-
ties but at the same time brings increasing pressure of competition. The Nor-
dic countries must take advantage of a strong and effective cooperation to re-
main strong in the competition for employment, investment, and ‘clever 
heads’. In addition, there is a challenge of the global economy. China and In-
dia are no longer competing solely on price but also increasingly on 
knowledge. This raises the question what the ‘knowledge intensive’ Nordic 
countries have to live from in the future.360 

 
The old model of Nordic cooperation had to be amended to reflect the new 
international situation, described at the 58th Nordic Council Session as “hard 
as bone international competition”, where the new threat—to the economic 
wellbeing of the region—was said to be an issue at stake.361 
 The discussion paper The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region ex-
pressed a strong belief in the effectiveness of the reconsideration and re-
packaging of the Nordic region from a marketing perspective. It did not pro-
pose any particular practical course of action to strengthen the Nordic region 
in the global economy, but offered advice on how to reconsider its self-
image. The authors of the paper termed this process of reconsideration 
“mental readjustment”.362 In fact, what the document proposed was the adop-
tion of a new rhetorical model of Nordic region—a model in which the wel-
fare state was interpreted as an outdated vision. The paper says that when the 
realization of one political vision is accomplished it has to be overcome, and 
another one has to be constructed on top of previous achievements. At the 
same time, the paper expresses its conviction that the development of society 
is driven by “visionary leadership”363: 
 

The most important strategic element in such joint Nordic action will be rede-
fining the Nordic vision itself. There is a need for a new, aggressive social vi-
sion with new goals and a new level of ambition in view of the global chal-
lenge facing the Nordic countries. The old vision of the welfare society has 
now been realized in all the Nordic countries and therefore no longer holds the 
power of a vision, although, as a social system, it has unique—and in some 
ways as yet uncomprehended—strengths, which can be used as a foundation 
and basis for a new vision. If the Nordic region is to be a global winner, a new 

                                                        
360Nordiska rådets 58:e session i Köpenhamn 31. oktober–2. november 2006 (2006). Copen-
hagen: Schultz Grafisk, p. 1148. 
361Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1061. 
362The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region: Tracing the Nordic Competitiveness Mod-
el, Summary (2006). Copenhagen: Nordic Council and Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 6, 
http://www.norden.org/da/publikationer/publikationer/2005-217, accessed on 14 January 
2012. 
363The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region (2006), p. 6. 
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vision will be required of the Nordic region as the world’s leading value re-
gion and most advanced innovation society.364 

 
What was generated here was the new vocabulary of Nordic regional coop-
eration, which would influence the official Nordic discourse. The paper pro-
vided a new way of talking about Nordic cooperation, which corresponded 
to the general intentions of Nordic governments as a reaction to the globali-
zation “threat”. The think tank, Mandag Morgen, provided politicians with a 
way of reasoning in the political globalization discourse and with the con-
cepts to be used in the formulation of a new policy.  
 The vocabulary was borrowed from terms used in marketing. It was pro-
posed that the entire geopolitical region be considered a “brand”:  
 

The Nordic Region must be branded. The Nordic Region can be branded 
globally as a value region based on the values and distinctive culture of our 
region…this could transform ‘the Nordic Region’ into a brand and give Nor-
dic values a much higher profile than is the case today.365 

 
 The basis for the region’s branding was summarized using four specifical-
ly Nordic “conditions”: shared social systems, the ability to understand one 
another’s languages, similar lifestyles and Nordic solidarity.366 The Nordic 
“brand” is described as comprising eight values—“equality, trust, proximity 
to power, inclusion, flexibility, respect for nature, the Protestant work ethic 
and aesthetics”.367 
 Although this value discourse claimed to be new, it was generally con-
structed along the lines of the 19th century discourse of Scandinavian-
ism/Nordism, which was revived with the establishment of official Nordic 
cooperation after the Second World War. The discussion paper argued that 
the future success of the economy would be based on regional clusters and 
that Nordic cooperation was an advantage in competing globally. It added 
that this should therefore be better understood, and better used by the Nordic 
governments.368 
 Even within the framework of this new strategy, references to “Nordic 
culture” were not forgotten: rather, it was reinterpreted from a marketing 
perspective on identity-construction. The idea of Nordic cultural identity was 
used to prove that the Nordic region could produce goods and ideas that no-
one else can, or, as the paper puts it, “skills that are rooted in culture often 

                                                        
364The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region (2006), p. 7 
365The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region (2006), p. 8. 
366The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region (2006), p. 5. 
367The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region (2006), p. 6. 
368Norden som global vinderregion: På sporet af den nordiske konkurrencemodel (2005), p. 
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deliver the strongest competitive advantages because they are unique and 
difficult to imitate”.369 
 Evidently, a new political agenda would necessarily lead to changes in 
policy, including the Nordic policy on cultural cooperation. It was decided to 
give cultural cooperation a “new dynamic”.370 In the statement “Det nordiska 
kultursamarbetet i en ny tidsålder” (“Nordic cultural cooperation in a new 
age”), dated 26 October 2006 and published at the 58th Session of the Nordic 
Council, the new aim for Nordic cultural cooperation was introduced as the 
promotion of “quality and competitiveness in Nordic art and culture life”.371 
 The idea that cultural cooperation needed a new dynamic led, in its turn, 
to the reconsideration of the cultural cooperation apparatus. The reform of 
Nordic cultural cooperation institutions, which started in 2005, reached a 
crescendo in 2007.372 Its stated purpose, that “Nordic cultural cooperation 
should become more flexible and open to new working methods, and that it 
should more easily respond to the challenges that face cultural life in Norden 
today, both nationally and internationally”373, exemplified the new, more 
practical approach to cultural cooperation. It was stated that artistic and cul-
tural cooperation should not just be stimulated and supported by political 
means; that cooperation could and should be directed in accordance with the 
current political agenda.  
 Before this point, the Nordic cultural cooperation had been instrumental-
ized in a less direct way: it served as a justification and basis for general 
Nordic cooperation in the time after the Second World War, and played the 
role of the “bridge-maker” with the Baltic neighbours after the dissolution of 
the Soviet Union. With the reform of 2005–2007, it began to be subjected to 
direct instrumentalization. It no longer merely justified the policy of regional 
cooperation, providing it with a unified “Nordic identity”. It became more 
and more accepted that culture and cultural cooperation could be used by the 
political elite for politically defined aims. For the first time, politicians and 
political administrators recognized and promoted their active role in the cul-
tural process. In addition, cultural practitioners—artists, curators, project 
producers—were now considered to be like-minded people who would will-
ingly support the current political line and would be ready to respond to “na-
tional and international challenges” as they were defined by politicians.  
 To introduce this new relationship between politicians and artists/cultural 
managers, a new political definition of culture was worked out. The con-
cepts, which were in earlier use, stressed: (i) the educational aspect of high 

                                                        
369The Nordic Region as a Global Winner Region (2006), p. 5. 
370Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1129. 
371Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1129 (presented as Document 17 under agenda 
point 14, ‘Nordisk Språk- och Kulturpolitik’, on 2 November 2006). 
372Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1129. 
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art (a humanistic concept of culture); and (ii) an extended approach to cul-
ture, which included other forms of creative activity than high art such as 
folk, amateur and mass culture (an anthropological concept of culture).374 
Both concepts of culture were present in the policy on Nordic cultural coop-
eration; both found state support.375 
 On the discursive level, changes in the Nordic political paradigm led to 
the introduction of a third concept of culture into the lexicon of the Nordic 
cooperation; one which pushed the boundaries further and embraced com-
mercially oriented “creative industries”. This concept was initially developed 
by such scholars as Richard Florida, David Hesmondhalgh, Richard E. 
Caves and John Howkins and became a driving force in British cultural poli-
cy. This then served as an example for the Nordic countries.376 At the same 
time, the older definitions of culture did not disappear entirely, although they 
were edged out of the current political spotlight.  
 In practice, the reform led to the closure of existing institutions for cultur-
al cooperation such as the Nordic Institute for Contemporary Art (NIFCA), 
the Nordic Music Committee (NOMUS), the Nordic Centre for the Perform-
ing Arts (NordScen) and the Nordic Literature and Library Committee 
(NORDBOK). These had all acted as channels between the politicians and 
the artists.377 Instead, the budget was reallocated to the newly instituted Nor-
dic Culture Point, which accepted applications for funding for various art 
forms within the framework of one grant scheme, while the defunct institu-
tions had represented separate kinds of art—music, contemporary art, per-
formance, dance, and literature.378 
 In this new Nordic cultural policy, the policymakers considered culture as 
a “constellation” or “network” of different arts and genres.379 The new policy 
outline did not support specific art forms and their development, but rather 
the “dynamic” flow within the cultural sphere, which, it was claimed, could 
be politically stimulated to react to the changes in the world in line with po-
litical decisions.  
 The ambition to make the cultural sphere more instrumental was ex-
pressed in the idea that “Nordic cultural cooperation is not divided into sec-
                                                        
374Peter Duelund (2003), p. 19. 
375For example, through the Nordic Culture Fund and Nordic Culture Point grants. See 
http://www.nordiskkulturfond.dk/Om%20fonden.aspx and 
http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/forms-of-funding/culture-and-art-programme, 
accessed on 2 January 2012. 
376See the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (UK), Creative Industries Mapping Doc-
ument 2001, 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.culture.gov.uk/reference_ 
library/publications/4632.aspx, accessed on 2 January 2012. 
377Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1130. 
378 Nordic Culture Point website http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/nordic-culture-
point, accessed on 2 January 2012. 
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tors… instead the principle of a thematic time-limited programme is estab-
lished, which can cover the whole or clearly defined part of cultural field”.380 
These themes had to guarantee that cultural programmes adhere to overall 
political objectives.381 For example, the report on the Nordic Culture Point’s 
work that it carried out in 2010 mentions the themes that were taken into 
consideration during the process of the applications’ evaluation:  
 

With the other adjustment the already existing priority themes, globalization 
and the Nordic language understanding, were supplemented by three addition-
al priority themes during the years 2010-2011. The themes that the Nordic 
Council of Ministers wishes to stress during these years are: culture for chil-
dren and youth, cultural diversity and Nordic cultural heritage.382 

 
 As a result of the reform three new programmes were established: a Nor-
dic Computer Game Programme, to improve the quality of Nordic computer 
games and the use of Nordic languages in their production; the Mobility 
Programme for Culture for the development of cultural networks; and the 

                                                        
380Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1130. 
381In the Nordic Council of Ministers Strategy for the Nordic Cultural Cooperation 2013-
2020 the mechanisms on how to control the realisation of the policy is well defined. The 
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- In the institution’s own aim of activity, performance contracts and annual re-
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gy at the policy-level. 
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ANP 2010:756, p. 7, available at http://www. 
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accessed on 16 December 2011. In the end of 2012 the Nordic Council of Ministers worked 
out a new set of themes, which should define the cultural cooperation until 2020. These 
themes are: sustainability, creativity, interculturalism, young people, and digital techniques. 
See “Nye visjoner for det nordiske kultursamarbeidet”, at 
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Culture and Art programme to support Nordic projects that focus on innova-
tion, and are open to artists and arts practitioners of various genres.383 The 
direct support for computer games production was a landmark in Nordic 
cultural cooperation, opening the door to direct state support for commercial 
creative industries.  
 Despite the fact that the reform was meant to be implemented in a manner 
that reflected the “arm’s length principle”, with expert groups (financed by 
Nordic funding384) supervising the distribution of grants and the quality of 
the projects, these groups were expected to operate within the established 
political framework. The document that described the nomination, appoint-
ment, and mandate of experts stated that one of the roles of an expert group’s 
chair is “ensuring that the Expert Group is kept well informed about the ob-
jectives of the current cultural policy of the Nordic Council of Ministers”.385 
That meant experts were expected not only to be professionals in their field, 
which was essential if they were to evaluate applications fairly, but also to 
make a selection that reflected official political objectives. 
 The “arm’s length principle” is applied here only in a formal sense. It 
gained currency after the Second World War to prevent political influence 
on artists’ work. In the new Nordic cultural cooperation scheme, the “arm’s 
length principle” was taken more as a tool to provide a fair distribution of 
funding according to politically defined themes. The policymakers openly 
demanded that cultural cooperation should have political relevance:  
 

Cultural cooperation has a dual character: on the one hand, it is a cooperation 
between official bodies in the Nordic area; on the other, a cooperation be-
tween trade unions/artistic practitioners and producers in the Nordic area. That 
is why Nordic cultural cooperation should have both political and artistic rele-
vance.386 

 
Nordic cultural cooperation is taken to be a twofold phenomenon, where 
political agents are defined as equal participants in cultural exchange on the 
same ground as artistic producers and practitioners. If the relationship be-
tween politicians and artists used to be understood as being top-down in 
character, with policymakers supporting cultural activities at the grass roots 
level, nowadays officials also claim to be a part of cultural networks.  
 How do policymakers plan to regulate cultural cooperation according to 
the political agenda? It was implemented through a change to the system by 
which cultural exchanges were administered. The 58th Session of the Nordic 

                                                        
383Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1130; see also http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/, 
accessed on 17 December 2011. 
384Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1131. 
385See Nordic Culture Point website http://applications.kknord.org/web_site/?pageID=11, 
accessed on 23 February 2012. 
386Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1131. 
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Council noted that “cultural cooperation’s most important aim in the period 
2007–2009 is to implement a new structure and new form of work and check 
that it functions accordingly and that it supports those aims that cultural min-
isters have set for the cooperation”.387 The old Cold War metaphor of Nordic 
culture as the “background music” of Nordic cooperation was rendered irrel-
evant. Cultural cooperation could not be left to fend for itself: it should share 
specific political aims and function accordingly.  
 Cecilia Gelin, the director of NIFCA at the time of the reform, noted her 
apprehension about the reform and the closure of NIFCA:  

One can actually say that we are working in a utopian institution! While writ-
ing this there has been a decision in principle on closing NIFCA down by the 
end of 2006. … Nine out of 21 institutions and committees are to be closed 
down by the end of 2006, which implies that the majority of the culture insti-
tutions dealing with Nordic issues are closing down. NIFCA will be replaced 
by a not yet known structure within the Nordic cultural collaboration, and this 
will instead be based on programming decided by politicians. … We fear that 
institutions and spaces for thinking processes and critical discourse are gradu-
ally squeezed out of societies in the Nordic countries.388 

 
 Policymakers provide the framework for the cultural institutions and es-
tablish the application processes’ rules. This structure filters cultural activity 
by selecting those projects that correspond to the defined political agenda. It 
also prompts applicants to frame their applications to fit the pertaining polit-
ical ideas, the result being self-censorship and the formulation of proposed 
projects in accordance with application rules.389 Although it looks as if appli-
cants self-censor of their own free will, in a situation where financial support 
for non-commercial cultural projects is limited, this is a “free choice” con-
strained by their financial dependence on funding managed in accordance 
with the political paradigm. 
 Although the policymakers define priorities, they want to keep the doors 
open to proposals and initiatives from the entire cultural spectrum—as long 

                                                        
387Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1131. 
388In Nina Möntmann (red.) (2006). Art and its Institutions: Current Conflicts, Critique and 
Collaborations. London: Black Dog Publishing, p. 6. 
389What I present here is my analysis of the existing political context and agendas framing the 
reform. Obviously, the official explanation—that it is a departure from institution-based and 
sectoral thinking for thematic ventures and programmes with a limited timeframe—is differ-
ent: “First and foremost this will mean more funds will be available for new initiatives and 
projects. At the same time the new organisation with fewer institutions and committees but 
larger programmes will contribute to giving a better overview of Nordic cultural co-operation 
and making it more user-friendly and visible.” See the Nordic Culture Point website 
http://applications.kknord.org/web_site/?pageID=15, accessed on 12 March 2012. At the 
same time, the “better overview” of “cultural co-operation” can be “better” not only for users 
but also for politicians, who want to have greater control of the thematic content of cultural 
collaborations. 
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as they are relevant to the political agenda.390 The artistic initiative is strictly 
formalized and contextualized. Although artists and cultural practitioners are 
invited to participate in a formal dialogue with politicians, they are not al-
lowed to define what is important for society at present, for that has already 
been defined by the politicians and political experts. All the artists can do is 
to contribute with advice and ideas on how political and economic goals can 
be better achieved. To put this formal dialogue into practice, a new institu-
tion was established in 2007 by the Nordic Council of Ministers—Culture 
Forums.391 The purpose of a Culture Forum is to “allow for an exchange of 
ideas and information between the Council of Ministers and those involved 
in cultural and artistic life”.392 Nevertheless, the themes for the Forum’s de-
bates are predefined. As the programme document Nordic Cultural Co-
operation 2010–2012 - Aims and Vision puts it, “the themes for the Forum 
must always reflect the overarching objectives of the co-operation”.393 
 The leading political objective from around 2005 was to successfully 
compete globally. The Nordic region began to be considered in marketing 
terms, and “the Nordic area” was promoted as a global brand.394 The brand-
ing of the Nordic area included such elements as environmental friendliness, 
renewable energy sources, anti-criminality (above all human trafficking and 
prostitution), multiculturalism, business and research institutions, and good-
neighbourliness (with the Baltic countries and Russia).395 All these were 
taken as proof that the Nordic region enjoyed “global competence” and 
“knowledge in and experience of new competence demands, trading pat-
terns, financial methods and inter-cultural forms of society”.396 
 
 To conclude, following the general changes to the political paradigm, the 
policy on cultural cooperation underwent a similarly significant reform in 
2005–2007. The official goals of this reform, it was claimed, were to in-
crease the visibility of Nordic cultural cooperation and to cut administrative 
costs. The Nordic Council of Ministers has already commissioned an evalua-
tion and its findings were published in 2011 as a report entitled “New Nordic 
Cultural Cooperation: Assessment of the Reform of Nordic Cultural Cooper-
ation 2007–2009”. It pays considerable attention to how different parts of the 

                                                        
390Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1132. 
391See information on Nordic Culture Forums at http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-
en/nordic-culture-point/culture-forums, accessed on 28 September 2012. 
392http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/nordic-culture-point/culture-forums, accessed on 
8 January 2012. 
393Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010–2012 - Aims and Vision (2010), pp. 15–18. 
394In official Nordic documents, the term “Nordic branding” was used in the document “Att 
möta globalisering tillsammans” (“To meet globalization together”) published in Nordiska 
rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1062. 
395Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), pp. 1061–1062. 
396Nordiska rådets 58:e session (2006), p. 1062. 
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new cultural cooperation scheme function together and to the suitability of 
the new structure.397 However, what I am interested in is not the effectiveness 
of the new cooperation structure, but rather how the relationship between 
politics and culture has changed as a result of reform. 
 The reform of Nordic cultural cooperation led the Nordic Council of Min-
isters to abstain from supporting art forms as such, a departure from the ear-
lier system where art cooperation was organized by the Nordic Institute for 
Contemporary Art (NIFCA), the Nordic Music Committee (NOMUS), the 
Nordic Centre for the Performing Arts (NordScen) and the Nordic Literature 
and Library Committee (NORDBOK). With the introduction of specific 
themes for cultural cooperation, politicians left such cooperation more de-
pendent on the current political agenda. While the institutions that mediated 
between politicians and artists were closed, the artists’ position became more 
vulnerable, because the organizations that had represented the interests of art 
as an independent activity had disappeared. As a result, politicians gained 
more control over the artistic scene by proposing “themes” for cultural work. 
Being summoned to a “dialogue” with politicians (on terms set by the poli-
cymakers), cultural practitioners had fewer opportunities to be openly criti-
cal of the processes in which they were invited to participate. Equally, they 
did not have a decisive voice in this new constellation. They were assigned 
the role of supporters, who shared a political vision and contributed to the 
“common goal”. 

Creative industries 
 
 The reform of the cultural cooperation scheme 2005 - 2007 was connect-
ed to another shift within the cultural policy of Nordic cooperation – the shift 
towards “creative industries”.  
 During my research trip to the Nordic Council of Ministers’ office in Tal-
linn in 2009, I found employees studying a report entitled Kreativ tillväxt? - 
                                                        
397Ola K. Berge and Per Mangset, Nytt nordisk kultursamarbeid: Evaluering av reformen av 
nordisk kultursamarbeid 2007–2009 (2011). Norway: Telemarksforsking, TF-rapporte nr. 
285, available at http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council-of-ministers/councils-of-
ministers/the-nordic-council-of-ministers-for-culture-mr-k/strategy/new-nordic-cultural-co-
operation-assessment-of-the-reform-of-nordic-cultural-co-operation-2005-2009, accessed on 
21 July 2011. The evaluation was done by the Norwegian researchers Ola K. Berge (Telemark 
Research Institute) and Per Mangset (Telemark Research Institute and Telemark University 
College). They consider the reform to have been generally successful, but in need of some 
minor changes such as making the Nordic Culture Point’s Culture and Art programme open to 
the Baltic cultural practitioners. They also think that Culture Forum should be improved in 
order to become the “operative instrument it was meant to be” (see English summary in Nytt 
nordisk kultursamarbeid: Evaluering av reformen av nordisk kultursamarbeid 2007–2009, 
pp. 9–10). 
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En rapport om kreativa näringar i politik och statistik (Creative Growth? – 
A Report on Creative Industries in the Politics and Statistics).398 According 
to the new guidelines, the Baltic offices were asked to turn their attention 
from cultural projects to creative industries’ projects. In the Guidelines for 
the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009 – 2013, which the Baltic offices use as a document to regu-
late their activity, “culture” is no longer mentioned as one of the key areas 
for Nordic-Baltic cooperation. It was replaced by “creative industries”.399 
 This report was tailored specifically to the Swedish case, but it was later 
used as a reference for broader Nordic and Nordic-Baltic cooperation. It 
analyzed the experience of the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Japan and 
New Zealand with the aim of shedding light on examples from other coun-
tries to help formulate Swedish policy in this sector.  
 Kreativ tillväxt? mentions that there is no globally agreed term to describe 
the branch of industry which involves a service economy, culture and crea-
tivity. Nevertheless, this sector of the economy shows a stable growth and 
has a promising potential.400 In the UK, the term “creative industries” is used 
for it, in Sweden – “upplevelseindustri” (“experience economy”), in some 
European countries – “the cultural industries”, and in the USA – “entertain-
ment economy”.401 Other concepts are also in circulation: such as “content 
industries”, “copyright industries” and “culture and creative sector”.402 The 
report underlines that there is no agreement, about what types of activity 
should be included into this sector of economy, which makes statistical anal-
ysis more difficult.403 The absence of a clear definition is an obstacle for the 
evaluation of economic growth in the sector. That is why the study Kreativ 
tillväxt? was aimed at making the situation more clear. As a result, the term 

                                                        
398This report was made in 2008 by Anne Kolmodin (leader), Aurora Pelli, Lars Bager-
Sjögren, Fredrik Junkka, Måns Lindberg, Karin Hovlin and Anders Karlsson for the ITPS: 
Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska studier (Swedish Institute for Growth Policy Studies). ITPS 
existed from 2001 to 2009. See Anne Kolmodin (2008). Kreativ tillväxt: en rapport om krea-
tiva näringar i politik och statistik. Östersund: Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska studier. A 
2008:007. 
399Guidelines for the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Co-operation with Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania 2009-2013. Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 1. See Nordic Council of Ministers’ 
website http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council-of-ministers/ministers-for-co-operation-mr-
sam/estonia-latvia-and-lithuania/documents/guidelines-for-the-nordic-council-of-ministers-
co-operation-with-estonia-latvia-and-lithuania-2009-2013, accessed on 8 February 2012. 
400Anne Kolmodin (2008), p. 58. 
401Anne Kolmodin (2008), p. 15. 
402Anne Kolmodin (2008), p. 13. 
403On the problem of statistical analysis of the sector of experience economy see Trine Bille 
(2012). “The Scandinavian Approach to the Experience Economy – Does it Make Sense?”, 
International Journal of Cultural Policy, 18:1, pp. 93-110. 
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“creative industries” was proposed, which is easier to use for statistical anal-
ysis.404 
 According to researcher, Trine Bille from the Copenhagen Business 
School, whose field is within the development of the creative industries 
(Bille uses “experience economy” as a term), Scandinavian countries relied 
on three sources of inspiration: strategic planners and consumer analysts 
Pine and Gilmore’s405 book The Experience Economy: Work is Theatre & 
Every Business a Stage (1999); British cultural policy with its focus on crea-
tive industries406; and American urban studies’ theorist Richard Florida’s 
book The Rise of the Creative Class – and How It’s Transforming Work, 
Leisure, Community and Everyday Life (2002).407  In practice, the idea of 
“creative industries” was pioneered by Tony Blair’s government through the 
establishment of the Creative Industries Task Force (CITF) within a new 
Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). CITF’s objective was to 
discover what businesses involved in creative industries exist, measure their 
market force and advise the government on measures to be taken to further 
develop the creative industries sector.408 Cultural policy researcher, Terry 
Flew, notes that a significant amount of work has been done to develop a 
new “creative industries”’ discourse to bring together arts and media and 
promote new policy.409 
 This new approach towards culture proposed by the Labour government 
took a step away from the arm’s length principle towards a “stronger focus 
on economic wealth generation, and the significance given to creative entre-
preneurs and the private sector rather than publicly funded culture”.410 Crea-
tive industries together with new technologies were aimed at reviving and 
modernizing the British economy becoming “new engines of the economic 
growth”.411 
 “Creative industries” was not the only concept which was within the Nor-
dic political debates. “Experience economy” proposed by Pine and Gilmore 
was also widely used and even dominated the discourse as “more an argu-
ment about the necessity of rethinking the entire economic base… in order to 
focus attention on consumer perspectives and on the necessity of attempting 
                                                        
404Anne Kolmodin (2008), p. 7. 
405James Gilmore and Joseph Pine are founders of (as they call it) thinking studio “Strategic 
Horizions LLP”. 
406Bille refers to two reports on creative industries for the Department for Culture, Media and 
Sport (DCMS): Creative Industries Mapping Document (1998). London: Creative Industries 
Task Force, DCMS; and Creative Industries Mapping Document (2001). London: Creative 
Industries Task Force, DCMS. 
407Trine Bille (2012), p. 94. 
408Terry Flew (2012). The Creative Industries: Culture and Policy. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications, p. 9. 
409Terry Flew (2012), p. 11. 
410Terry Flew (2012), p. 14. 
411Terry Flew (2012), p. 14. 
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to understand the sensations, emotions, motivations, memories and individu-
al feelings that make us buy what we do”.412 In his article “Cultural Alche-
my: Translating the Experience Economy into Scandinavian”, ethnologist 
Orvar Löfgren observes, that the Nordic countries caught up with the ideas 
of the New Economy, new technology and the service-based economy with 
experience economy as part of it, earlier than other European countries.413 He 
names Sweden as an early adopter of the term and idea. According to eco-
nomic geographer Dominic Power, Sweden started developing this theme 
from late 1990s/early 2000s. The driving force behind the “experience econ-
omy” discourse was the Stiftelsen för Kunskap och Kompetens (KK-
Stiftelsen, “The Knowledge Foundation”).414 Finland, Denmark and Norway 
followed the trend but each in their own manner.415 The New Economy ideas 
were first used to boost the local economy416, but later on reached the Nordic 
cooperation scheme as well.  
 Finally, the term “creative industries” was chosen as the official descrip-
tion.417 Power gives two reasons for this choice: first, this term suits the in-
dustrial and sector specific approach better, while “experience economy” 
proved to be more problematic in terms of its measurable value; second, the 
term “creative and cultural industries” is used within EU policy and funding, 
so it is logical for the Nordic countries to employ the same term.418 
On the 58th Session of the Nordic Council it was announced:  
 

The Nordic Council of Ministers considers that the link between culture and 
business is important and therefore… defined creative industries as a focus ar-

                                                        
412Dominic Power (2009).”Culture, Creativity and Experience in Nordic and Scandinavian 
Cultural Policy”, International Journal of Cultural Policy, 15:4, p. 448. 
413Orvar Löfgren ”Cultural Alchemy: Translating the Experience Economy into Scandinavi-
an” in Czarniawska, Barbara & Sevón, Guje (red.) (2005). Global Ideas: How Ideas, Objects 
and Practices Travel in the Global Economy. 1. [uppl.] Malmö: Liber. 
414Dominic Power (2009), pp. 447-448. See also KK-Stiftelsen website http://www.kk-
stiftelsen.org. 
415On the adoption of the “creative industries” policies see Dominic Power (2009), pp. 448-
449. On the Scandinavian use of the experience economy’s idea see Trine Bille (2012), pp. 
93-110. On Danish adaptation of “creative economy” with the focus on fashion industry see 
Melchior, Marie Riegels, Skov, Lise & Csaba, Fabian Faurholt (2011). “Translating Fashion 
into Danish”, Culture Unbound: Journal of Current Cultural Research, vol.3, pp. 209 – 228. 
416Orvar Löfgren (2005), p. 21. 
417Swedish journalist and publisher Tobias Nielsén noted in his blog at Kulturekonomi.se 
from 4 March 2008, that in the report Kreativ tillväxt? En rapport om ‘kreativa näringar’ i 
politik och statistikthe concept “creative industries” was used, not “an experience economy”. 
See 
http://kulturekonomi.se/2008/03/04/bra-kunskapsoversikt-om-kreativa-naringarna/, accessed 
on 9 January. 2012. 
418Dominic Power (2009), p. 449. 
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ea in order to strengthen the Nordic business’ innovation and competitiveness 
through creative alliances with cultural life.419 

  
One can note from this quotation that the concept of culture is replaced by 
the concept of creative industries. As a result, the interpretation of what is 
culture is reframed. The main focus has shifted to the profit-oriented sector 
of culture.  
 The Nordic Cooperation Programme on Innovation Policy 2005 – 2010 
published on 3 September 2004, by the secretariat of the Nordic Council of 
Ministers is one of the first official documents, which cited experienced in-
dustries as fields which were interesting for the Nordic cultural cooperation: 
 

An important ingredient in a successful policy designed to encourage innova-
tive business culture is also to highlight awareness of the potential in the non-
research-based, but in many cases, however, both creative and commercially 
successful environments in different types of experience industries (design, 
music, tourism, etc.).420 

 
In a new context design, fashion, tourism, popular music, entertainment, etc. 
became necessary elements to unite cultural life and the politically promoted 
profit-oriented value system.  
 At the meeting of the Nordic Council in 2006 in Copenhagen the question 
of accentuating attention on design was formulated in the message “On the 
recommendation 13/2004/culture Nordic design and cooperation between 
culture and business”.  It says that design is “a strong area for the generation 
of value in the Nordic society”.421 It is taken as innovative, competitive and 
as a field where Nordic countries have a big potential.422 
 There is no doubt that Nordic design has been internationally renowned 
and commercially successful for many years. Why did it come into focus in 
the Nordic cooperation policy only at this particular moment of time? The 
answer is probably that traditional art forms did not properly suit the new 
political and economical agenda. The task which Nordic politicians saw that 
globalization set for the Nordic countries was to find an alliance between 
cultural life and business.423 Since high art was not suitable for this aim, part-
ly because of its long history of positioning itself as anti-commercial, the 
political interest shifted towards the cultural fields where the commercial 

                                                        
419Nordiska Rådet, 58:e sessionen. 2006 København (2007). København: Schultz Grafisk., p. 
897. 
420MR-Näring: Nordiskt innovationspolitiskt samarbetsprogram 2005 – 2010, nordisk Mi-
nisterråds sekretariat, from 3 September 2004. See the Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/publications/publikationer/2004-436/at_download/publicationfile, 
accessed on 20 December 2011. 
421Nordiska Rådet, 58:e sessionen (2007), p. 896. 
422Nordiska Rådet, 58:e sessionen (2007), p. 897. 
423Nordiska Rådet, 58:e sessionen (2007), p. 896. 
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element was a natural part of the creative process such as in design and fash-
ion. They have a strong position in terms of providing Nordic identity, as 
well as being vibrant economical sectors with good potential for further de-
velopment. Therefore the decision was made to work out a new policy, 
which “unites cultural policy aspects with understanding of the vital role that 
design has on economic growth”.424 
 In the reframing of the policy of Nordic cultural cooperation, the Nordic 
Council and Nordic Council of Ministers relied among other things on the 
reports produced by the Nordic Innovation Center (NICe)425: Future in De-
sign: The Competitiveness and Industrial Dynamics of the Nordic Design 
Industry (2004)426 and Nordic Design for a Global Market: Policies for De-
veloping the Design Industry in the Nordic Region (2006)427. NICe was es-
tablished in 2004 by merging the Nordic Industrial Fund and Nordtest.428 Its 
aim was “to promote cross-border trade and innovation” and “to make Nor-
dic businesses competitive and innovative”.429 Along with the Swedish Insti-
tute for Growth Policy Studies (Institutet för tillväxtpolitiska studier) it has 
been active in the producing policy-defining reports on the theme of creative 
industries. Two of them are Norden – a Creative Powerhouse (2006) and A 
Creative Economy Green Paper for the Nordic Region (2007).  
 Norden – a Creative Powerhouse was a significant attempt to map exist-
ing creative industries in the Nordic countries and at the same time to broad-
en the understanding of what creative industries are and what they mean to 
society. The idea of the project was to suggest to policymakers a new vision 
of the role of creative industries and highlight those industries place in the 

                                                        
424Nordiska Rådet, 58:e sessionen (2007), p. 897. 
425Nordic Innovation Centre (NICe) is the organization within Nordic cooperation, which is 
responsible for supporting cross-border innovation initiatives; later it was renamed Nordic 
Innovation, see http://www.nordicinnovation.org, accessed on 20 December 2011. 
426Dominic Power (2004.) The Future in Design: The Competitiveness and Industrial Dynam-
ics of the Nordic Design Industry. Final Report. Nordic Innovation Centre. See 
http://www.nordicinnovation.org/Publications/the-future-in-design-the-competitiveness-and-
industrial-dynamics-of-the-nordic-design-industry/, accessed on 23 January 2012. 
427Power Dominic, Johan Jansson and Mark Lorenzen (2006). Nordic Design for a Global 
Market: Policies for Developing the Design Industry in the Nordic Region. Nordic Council of 
Ministers. See 
http://www.nordicinnovation.net/_img/nordic_design_for_a_global_market.pdf, accessed on 
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since then acted as a joint Nordic body in the field of conformity assessment. On 1 January 
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28 March 2012. 
429http://www.nordicinnovation.org/about-us/about-nordic-innovation, accessed on 23 January 
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economy.430  In the framework of the project, six mapping analyses were 
produced. These six analyses involved sixty-five “Nordic knowledge envi-
ronments”, as the project terms them, including such organizations as educa-
tional institutions, media-, public relations-, computer games-, and film 
companies, research centres and a hospital.431 The creative industries are 
presented as a broader phenomenon than areas such as film, design, music, 
fashion and entertainment, which are more often associated with the concept 
of “creative industries”. The report tends to see “creative industries” more as 
an approach rather than a defined economic field.  
 A Creative Economy Green Paper for the Nordic Region was produced by 
the Tom Fleming Creative Consultancy (UK) in cooperation with NICe for 
the Nordic Council of Ministers. It analyzes the weak moments in how Nor-
dic creative industries are already supported by Nordic governments and 
proposes practical measures, which can be taken to make Nordic creative 
sphere more visible on the global scale. The main idea of the paper is that 
the Nordic region would be more effective if the region was “managed” as a 
“Global Creative Cluster”432 and “Creative Connector”.433 Fleming found the 
current situation to be promising but lacking good data-gathering and con-
nection with local policies.434 
 In the paper, the concept “pan-Nordic” is used to describe the level of 
cooperation, exchange and integration which the Nordic countries need to 
reach to be successful in a global market.435 In the sub-chapter “The Nordic 
region as a Creative Connector” it is noted:  
 

By establishing a set of common pan-Nordic policies for the Creative Indus-
tries, national and local policies will be better connected, more effectively 
bench-marked and have a higher profile and wider impact… pan-Nordic ap-
proach is designed to add value to the local and sub-sectoral by maximising 
impact on a global scale.436 

                                                        
430Petra Nilsson and Nina Etelä (2006). Norden – a creative powerhouse. Nordic Innovation 
Centre. http://www.nordicinnovation.org/Global/_Publications/Reports/2006/Norden%20-
%20a%20Creative%20Powerhouse.pdf, accessed on 27 January 2012. 
431Namely, Karolinska hospital in Stockholm. See the list of participants at Norden – a crea-
tive powerhouse (2006), p. 2. 
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432Tom Fleming (2007). A Creative Economy Green Paper for the Nordic Region. Nordic 
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434Tom Fleming (2007), pp. 25-26. 
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436Tom Fleming (2007), p. 13. 
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 It is interesting that in the paper, when talking about positioning of the 
region on the global market, the contemporary creative consultancy goes 
back to the very roots of official Nordic cultural cooperation – to the 19th  
century’s pan-Nordism, or Scandinavianism. This was a regional movement 
based on the idea of nations’ “brotherhood”, expressed in the similar cultures 
and languages. By doing so it demonstrates the continuity of the discourse of 
Nordic cultural identity, which has not totally disappeared in time but has 
been transformed and re-used chiming with the current situation.     
 The new position of the Nordic governments towards Nordic cultural 
cooperation is formulated in the publication made by the Nordic Council of 
Ministers Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions.437 It 
reflects the latest political agenda for cultural policy at the moment of writ-
ing this dissertation. One can note that, at the level of rhetoric formulation of 
ideas a significant step was taken to re-direct Nordic cultural cooperation 
according to the politically defined main theme: globalization.  
 The first introductory passage tries, in a concise form, to present the place 
of culture in Nordic cooperation and, at the same time, to make a statement 
on how cultural cooperation should be used nowadays:   
 

Nordic co-operation has firm traditions in politics, the economy, and culture. 
It plays an important role in European and international collaboration, and 
aims at creating a strong Nordic community in a strong Europe.  
 Nordic co-operation seeks to safeguard Nordic and regional interests and 
principles in the global community.  Common Nordic values help the region 
solidify its position as one of the world’s most innovative and competitive.438 

 
 Looking back through Nordic history we can see that economic and polit-
ical cooperation never reached the level of inter-state support, which cultural 
cooperation gained. The plan for the creation of the free custom zone 
(NORDEK plan) failed and the political decisions of the Nordic Council 
adopt a rather advisory tone for different Nordic parliaments. Therefore “cul-
ture” by being placed on one line with “politics” and “economics” makes the 
                                                        
437The list of cultural programmes operating in 2010-2012 includes: Nordic game Program 
(administrated by Nordic Game Resource AB); Nordic-Baltic Mobility Programme (adminis-
trated by the Nordic Culture Point); Art and Culture programme (administrated by the Nordic 
Culture Point); Nordic Culture Point; the Nordic houses and institutes – the Faroe Islands, 
Iceland, Finland, the Åland Islands and Greenland; the Nordic Culture Fund, Nordic Infor-
mation centre for Media and Communication Research (NORDICOM); Nordic Film and TV 
Fund; training for journalists; Nordic cultural prizes in Literature, Music and Film; Nordic 
Culture Forum. The annual budget for Nordic cultural cooperation is DKK 160 million. See 
Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, pp. 7, 15-18, Nordic Council of 
Ministers’ Information Office in St. Petersburg website 
http://www.norden.ru/userfiles/file/Publications/Nordic%20cultural%20cooperation%202010
-2012.pdf, accessed on 11 January 2012. 
438Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 4. 
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whole statement, quoted above, sound plausible. “Common Nordic values”, 
which are usually based on the claim of common Nordic culture and identity, 
are given a role of providing a unifying link for Nordic cooperation, which 
support Nordic countries advanced position in the world. Culture and art are 
named as being “vital to the sense of community that binds the countries of 
the region together”.439 
 In this document, Nordic cultural cooperation is described as being in the 
process of transformation to be able to proactively react to globalization.440 It 
is claimed that the reform will continue and the very foundations of Nordic 
cultural cooperation can be gradually changed: “this process of development 
will continue in the coming years, as internal and external challenges will 
require constant alteration of the foundations on which Nordic cultural co-
operation is built”.441 
 The way this change will happen is already outlined in this document. 
Cultural cooperation is planned to be used as a promotional tool for the Nor-
dic region. This role is defined by the slogan “the creative Nordic region – a 
response to the challenges posed by globalisation”.442 Culture is termed “a 
separate profiling area within the overall Nordic globalisation initiative”.443 
Culture should help Nordic governments to raise the global visibility of the 
Nordic region. That is why those forms of art are considered interesting, 
which are already successful on the international arena. It is said that “the 
Nordic countries enjoy high international status in areas such as film produc-
tion, music, literature, architecture and design”.444 They make the Nordic 
region stronger and support its ambition to “take the lead in the global de-
velopment of the creative industries”.445 The publication also holds in high 
regard the ability of culture to be a “launch pad” for new talents and infor-
mation exchange as well as helping to run democratic debates and interac-
tions. 
 The consideration of leading policy documents commissioned and pro-
duced by the organizations of official Nordic cooperation since around 2005 
demonstrates the significant policy shift. This is from the use of arts for the 
region’s identity construction to accentuating creative industries as a means 
for the promotion of the region as a strong player on the global market. Cul-
tural cooperation still remained in the official cooperation rhetoric as an 
argument for the existence of the coherent Nordic identity, but at the same 
time the political attention on traditional cultural programmes lessened. The 
support for cultural cooperation was localized within two funds - the Nordic 
                                                        
439Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 7. 
440Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, pp. 7-9. 
441Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 7. 
442Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 9. 
443Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 9. 
444Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 9. 
445Nordic Cultural Co-operation 2010-2012 – Aims and Visions, p. 9. 
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Culture Fund (an independent body within official Nordic cooperation) and 
the Nordic Culture Point (a fund for cultural projects within the Nordic 
Council of Ministers’ framework). Creative industries started to be consid-
ered more suitable for the construction of the Nordic region as a globally 
competitive region, and became more in use for a policy agenda and general 
Nordic cooperation discourse.  

Construction of the Nordic region as a brand 
 
 In the 2000s, following general neo-liberal globalization discussion, Nor-
dic countries started to reshape their cooperation policy in terms of con-
structing Norden as a global brand. That was a reaction to a set of problems 
connected with globalization as it was understood by the policymakers. The 
problem of globalization was taken as an issue of high priority by the Nordic 
Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers. In 2006 the Nordic Council 
organized a summit on globalization and, from 2008 onwards, Nordic gov-
ernments meet at an annual Globalisation Forum to discuss the competitive-
ness of the Nordic region in the global world.446 
 In the Nordic policy documents globalization is understood not only as a 
current stage in societal, industrial and information development, but also as 
a new threat for Western states and regions. In the publication Global Pres-
sure - Nordic Solutions? The Nordic Globalization Barometer 2008 the idea 
that Western countries are situated in the shadow of a dangerous threat is 
directly addressed in the context of financial globalization: 
 

Capital becomes more global. Advanced economies have been able to access 
global capital markets for some time, but this opportunity has now dramatical-
ly increased for developing and emerging economies as well. Global capital 
can thus be channelled more effectively to attractive investments in those 
countries. But it can also finance consumption sprees, leaving macroeconomic 
imbalances that threaten development. This danger has made financial market 
liberalization a heavily debated aspect of globalization.447 

 
 The securitization of a particular issue is usually made to persuade the 
population that there is a danger, and some urgent measures have to be tak-
en448. The measures demand urgent attention, mobilization and even changes 

                                                        
446“Globalisation Forum”, Nordic Council of Ministers website 
http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council-of-ministers/globalisation-co-
operation/globalisation-forum, accessed on 9 November 2011. 
447Christian Ketels (2008). Global Pressure - Nordic Solutions? The Nordic Globalization 
Barometer 2008. Copenhagen: Nordic Council of Ministers, ANP 2008:722. p. 10. 
448Barry Buzan, Ole Wæver and Jaap de Wilde (1998). Security: a New Framework for Anal-
ysis. Boulder, Colo.: Lynne Rienner, p. 26. 
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in the existing socio-political order. It was claimed that the threat of globali-
zation required a reconsideration of the old political welfare paradigm.  
 The booklet Modern Partnerships for a Stronger Region, published by the 
Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers, contains the rubric 
“The Nordic Region as a Global Winner” and claims, “only a new Nordic 
Region will be able to face the challenges of globalisation”.449 As a result, 
the general reconsideration of political objectives led to general changes in 
the policy of Nordic cultural cooperation. As described above – from around 
2005, creative industries were placed in policy’s focus instead of traditional 
Nordic cooperation high art and grass root cultural activities.  
 As it was shown, global competition leads to a new type of regionalism, 
where different regions compete for investments, companies and workers. 
While a de-regulated neo-liberal state has less chance of directly interfering 
with market processes, it takes advantage of marketing tools to promote the 
region as a corporation would promote its products and services. Thus 
“branding” was adopted as regional policy. A region becomes a “brand” that 
governments try to “sell” on the globalized market.  
 The aim of promoting Norden as a brand is twofold: first, to re-establish 
the region as a role model within the European context, and second, to in-
crease Nordic competitiveness on the global market. Further, I analyze sev-
eral promotional publications published by the Nordic Council of Ministers, 
where the attempt of constructing Norden as a brand is undertaken. Particu-
larly, the focus is on how culture is used for this construction.  The aim is to 
closely analyze how and for what purposes the concept of Nordic-ness is 
defined and used and how Nordic countries are portrayed.  
 The materials, relevant for this analysis are publications, produced to 
promote the Nordic region as a successful region. I collected this material 
during my research visits to the offices of the Nordic Council of Ministers in 
the Baltic States, the information office Nordic Region in Focus based in 
Stockholm450, the Nordic Culture Fund and the Nordic Council of Ministers’ 
head office in Copenhagen. In addition, I looked through the publications’ 
archive from 1987 of the Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Minis-
ters at www.norden.org. Some publications are directed at professionals, 
some the wider audience.  
 Up to around 2005 the booklets were made primarily in the same style 
and looked more like information handouts. One graphic profile for almost 
                                                        
449Modern Partnerships for a Stronger Region (2006). Copenhagen: Nordic Council and 
Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 9. 
450The Nordic Council of Ministers uses the Nordic Region in Focus offices, as it is stated on 
the Nordic Council of Ministers’ website, “to raise awareness and knowledge of the Nordic 
region and official Nordic co-operation”. There are the Nordic Region in Focus offices in 
Helsinki, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo and Reykjavik. See Nordic Council of Ministers 
website http://www.norden.org/en/nordic-council-of-ministers/ministers-for-co-operation-mr-
sam/the-nordic-region-in-focus, accessed on 26 October 2011. 
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all covers was followed. Only after 2005 did brighter designs begin to be 
used and the amount of specially designed publications gradually increased. 
Nowadays, a variety of designs is used regularly. Even official reports on the 
activity of the Nordic Council and Nordic Council of Ministers as well as 
statistical publications on the Nordic region received more glossy and attrac-
tive treatment. This transformation of the visual way the organizations of 
Nordic cooperation present their work in publications coincides with the 
growing interest of Nordic governments in the issue of global competitive-
ness and region branding.  
 From many publications of this kind, I have chosen as samples a brochure 
Dynamic Norden and a booklet Co-operation for Strength for a detailed 
study. They are chosen not because they contain specific information, differ-
ent from other publications. Rather, their character is generic: one can find 
the same rhetorical patterns, which are used in them in other materials as 
well.  

Dynamic Norden 
 
 The brochure Dynamic Norden was written by Britt-Marie Forslund and 
designed by Dan Eggers. It was printed by “KLS Grafisk Hus” in Denmark, 
which advertises itself as a company which is conscious about ecological 
issues. This publication was only made in English451, targeting an interna-
tional audience. The date of the publication was unspecified. According to 
Forslund, it was written during the second part of her employment at the 
Information Department of the Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of 
Ministers. She worked there from 1998-2006.452 However, according to Niels 
Stern, the Head of Publications of the Nordic Council of Ministers, it was 
published in 2009. I would be inclined to accept Forslund’s view, since the 
brochure has the character of being the first challenging publication of this 
kind. Its graphic profile is not yet well-defined; the photographer’s name is 
not mentioned, which is rarely the case in later promotional publications 
published by the Nordic Council of Ministers. Later on the presentation of 
the regions’ brand profile was more thoroughly thought through. The pub-
lisher became more selective in the choice of illustrative materials, searching 
for appealing images of the region.  
 The brochure contains a short text and several images, which supposedly 
characterize the intertwining in the Nordic countries of: (i) the traditional 
and the new; and (ii) nature and new technology. This idea is illustrated by 
photographs of Danish wooden boats; a cyclist, biking in a cold weather in 

                                                        
451From e-mail correspondence with Niels Stern from the communication department of the 
Nordic Council of Ministers, 10 November 2011. 
452From e-mail correspondence with Britt-Marie Forslund, 9 November 2011. 
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the twilight; a drop of water from a leaf; the scale on the side of a test tube; 
bruksmiljö i.e. early industrial works; a woman wearing a traditional folk hat 
and a modern winter jacket made of high-tech material; a woman with flow-
ers in her hair, who is sitting at her office desk with a mobile phone and a 
stand-alone computer (both devices pictured are technically outdated, sug-
gesting that the brochure was produced before 2009). 
 These illustrations try to convince the viewer that the Nordic region is 
unique in the respect that the traditional way of living goes hand in hand 
with technical innovations in the Nordic countries. This impression is 
strengthened by the text in the brochure. In it, the author draws a line be-
tween the Vikings and the information technology era:  
 

Since the time of the Vikings, the Northerners have aimed to expand their 
boundaries and widen their horizons, planting the first seeds of globalisation 
through trade and marine transportation, and advancing into today’s world of 
modern telephonic and computer communication.453 

 
This statement claims that the Nordic countries have a long tradition of be-
ing in the avant-garde of human development. The author describes Nordic 
history in an unproblematic and, at the same time, poetic way. Vikings are 
depicted as seeking to expand “their boundaries and widen their horizons”. 
The popular picture of Vikings is already highly clichéd. This publication 
adds its own contemporary cliché. It romanticizes Vikings’ “explorations” 
presenting them as curious pioneers, while it does not mention that they were 
also warriors, and even thugs.   
 What seems important for the producers of this publication is to underline 
the special character of Nordic people, capable of exploring and thinking on 
a global level. It claims that this special feature is distinctive and inherited 
from times gone by. The one-sided interpretation of Nordic history is de-
signed to present Nordic countries as being continually progressive. After 
presenting the Vikings, Forslund concludes:  
 

Today, the Nordic countries are synonymous with dynamic biotechnical pio-
neers, extensive use of information technology, advanced research, innovation 
and high-quality production, as well as the wise use of natural resources and 
care for the environment.454 

 
 An advantage of the Nordic region in global competition, cited in the 
brochure, is its environmental concern and its wealth of natural resources. 
The region is depicted as a place where one still meets “beautiful, wild and 
savage nature”.455 Natural resources are still plentiful. The latter is formulat-
ed as follows: “the riches of the North Sea provide gas, oil and salmon from 
                                                        
453Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
454Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
455Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
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Norway as well as seafood and capelin roe from Iceland”.456 Therefore it is 
claimed that the Nordic region is not only innovative but also possesses nat-
ural resources to be extracted and further cultivated.  
 “Norden” - a word which is used in the title of the brochure - is a term 
which is used inside the Nordic region, but is less familiar to outsiders. As it 
is often the case with small countries: “the world outside” has a very superfi-
cial knowledge of the Nordic countries. Foreseeing this, the brochure wants 
to remind the outside world about what the Nordic region is; for that the 
publication namedrops. It lists well-known people and companies from the 
Nordic countries. It stresses that Nordic achievements are already known and 
appreciated around the world. To represent Nordic achievements in business 
the author recalls Nokia, Sony Ericsson, Volvo, Saab, Novo Nordisk, and 
IKEA. From cultural field names which are mentioned are the Icelandic sa-
gas, Hans Christian Andersen, Ibsen, Sibelius, Grieg, Abba, Björk, Bergman, 
Lars von Trier, Georg Jensen and Alvar Aalto, a mixture of epical heritage, 
fine literature writers, composers, film directors, pop musicians, a jewellery 
designer and an architect. All of them are defined as “gems from the Nordic 
cultural treasure chest”.457 This list hardly provides the reader with anything 
new, but its intention is to persuade them that they already know the best 
parts as well as to remind them of what the Nordic region gave to the world. 
In addition, the Norden, being told as a narrative, needs its heroes. It is pecu-
liar that personified heroes had been found within two spheres – business 
and culture. It is presumably because both business and culture transcend 
borders and are better known outside the region. To have successful busi-
nesses and internationally acclaimed artists, writers, composers, musicians, 
film directors and designers is not something specific to the Nordic countries 
alone. These names are used rather to “visualize” the Nordic region and en-
hance the impression of its unity by bringing together names from different 
Nordic countries.  
 Nevertheless, it is not only real people who stand for the construction of 
Norden. Together with them another famous inhabitant is mentioned in the 
brochure: “jolly Santa Claus from the frosty North”.458 Santa Claus is a “he-
ro” of global mass culture, and this publication utilizes the popular “belief” 
that he lives in Lapland. It serves to create an impression of the Nordic coun-
tries as a fairy-tale land. Even in the first line of the publication the region is 
described as the one with “the magic of the bright summer nights and the 
spectacular Northern lights of the dark winter months”459, which creates a 
thrilling feeling of entering a magical world. 

                                                        
456Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
457Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
458Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
459Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
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 After making an outline of the Nordic region as a “fairy tale”, the Vi-
kings’ land and the region of talented people and successful companies, For-
slund turns to the more direct and practical purpose of the publication – the 
promotion of the region in today’s globalized world: “the small Nordic coun-
tries make a difference by combining their strengths, thus making the North 
a more competitive region and giving Nordic values a stronger influence 
around the world”.460 In the brochure, the rhetoric of global competition is 
mixed with and supported by older rhetoric, which presents the Nordic re-
gion as a role model. As we see in this quotation, it is claimed that a strong 
and dynamic Northern Europe is good not only for the sake of the Nordic 
countries and their economy, but also for the rest of the world. The values 
the Nordic region are associated with are: research and innovation, “envi-
ronment, gender equality, the fight against organized crime, the Nordic in-
fluence in Europe and cooperation with neighbouring countries, (especially 
in the Baltic region”) as well as “building bridges between Europe and Rus-
sia”.461 These are strategic issues in which Nordic countries claim their com-
petence. To advance this claim, the Nordic region is presented as a unique 
region with ecological consciousness, gender equality, research and innova-
tion, intolerance to organized crime and an initiative taker in the North of 
Europe.  These issues are presented as being typical for the community of 
the Nordic countries and as being worthy for promotion around the world.  
 To sum up, in the brochure Dynamic Norden the old image of the Nordic 
region as progressive, inherited from the time of the Cold War, is used but it 
overlaps with the new agenda of the region’s competitiveness. Dynamic 
Norden sketches the competitive advantages of the region, which helps to 
brand the place. To fulfil that aim the publication uses clichés, heavily sim-
plified historical narrative, and references to well-known people and busi-
nesses. This discourse refers to, but is different from, the old discourse of 
Nordic identity. The description of “identity” presupposes that it is essential-
ly impossible to give a final definition of “what is Norden”, as it refers to 
multiple inter-state and inter-personal connections. In the first chapter, I 
have already demonstrated that the depiction of  “Nordic identity” is possible 
with the use of metaphors (“background music”, “ground”, etc.).  On the 
other hand, Norden is a brand that has to be defined by understandable “la-
bels” to reach the intended clients. That is why the branded image creates the 
impression of being shallow. Norden is narrated as a place, where only good 
things happen and only good heroes live; after being narrated as a region of 
developed cultural ties, in the 2000s it suddenly became the region of “jolly 
Santa Claus from the frosty North”.   

                                                        
460Dynamic Norden, inner-side of the folder. 
461Dynamic Norden, outer-side of the folder. 
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Co-operation for Strength 
 
 A booklet entitled Co-operation for Strength was produced by the Nordic 
Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Information department in 
2005. The author was Britt-Marie Forslund while Kjell Olsson was responsi-
ble for the graphic design. To illustrate the booklet the photographs of Jo-
hannes Jansson were used. 5000 copies of the booklet were printed on envi-
ronmentally-friendly paper by the Clausen Offset printing house. It was pub-
lished in English, Finnish, Icelandic and Swedish462 and was 30 pages long.  
 The Nordic region is described in the booklet as being “dynamic and 
modern”.463 The introduction describes it as follows:  
 

The Nordic region is a land of long summer evenings, dark winters, unspoiled 
nature, thousands of lakes and dramatic seas. But it is also a dynamic region at 
the forefront of the information society, home to global brands like Nokia and 
Ericsson. The Nordic region is where a strong spirit of co-operation between 
the countries of the far north of Europe has developed, deeply rooted in centu-
ries of shared history, shared cultural traditions, shared geography, similar liv-
ing conditions and similar societies.464 

 
 The booklet generally repeats the arguments deployed to justify Nordic 
cooperation, which I have analyzed through examples of speeches at interna-
tional conferences, organized by the Nordic Council in the second part of the 
1960s/beginning of the 1970s. However, in the 1960-70s Nordic politicians 
felt a need to comment, however briefly, that “shared history” is far from 
being unproblematic. In the booklet no such reservation is made. The new 
way of self-representation of the region adopts commercial advertising lan-
guage with its simplistic character.   
 As in the brochure Dynamic Norden, the Nordic region is outlined within 
the booklet as being one which combines an unspoiled nature with techno-
logical progress. The picture of nature, from which the quotation given 
above draws, is written in the style of a tourist brochure.465 That is why, even 
in the introduction, simplified language, akin to an advertisement, is used.  
                                                        
462 Information from e-mail correspondence with Niels Stern from the Communication De-
partment of the Nordic Council of Ministers, 10 November 2011. The electronic copy of 
publication can be found at the Nordic Council of Ministers website 
http://www.norden.org/da/publikationer/publikationer/2005-769, accessed on 30 May 2013. 
463Co-operation for Strength (2005). Odense: Clausen Offset. ANP 2005: 769, p. 2. 
464Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 2. 
465Compare, for example, with the presentation of the Swedish province of Dalarna on the 
Swedish tourist information website www.visitsweden.com, which also exploits the simpli-
fied romantic picture of the natural landscape to make Dalarna an attractive destination: “The 
province of Dalarna is in central Sweden with its western edge bordering Norway in the Swe-
dish mountains. Dalarna seems to get first dibs on imagery that is considered more Swedish 
than ABBA and IKEA combined. A red-coloured cottage, glimmering lake in the foreground, 
deep forest in the background. Dalarna. The brightly-coloured model Dala Horse. Dalarna. 
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 The photographs in Co-operation for Strength reflect and support this 
language. In the booklet one can find pleasant views of a forest and the sea-
side. To illustrate the “modern and dynamic” side of the Nordic region, a 
close-up image of test tubes in a laboratory is used (picture 1). The land-
scape pictures presumably were taken in Nordic countries, but there is no 
precise indication of where. They serve as a general sign of Nordic nature, 
its abstract idea. The same can be said for the laboratory equipment. We are 
not told what kind of laboratory it is and what type of experiment is taking 
place.  
 

 

Picture 1. Photograph from Co-operation for Strength. Johannes Jansson, 
norden.org  

 
 Another Nordic “value” which the booklet tries to present, besides un-
spoiled nature and a technologically advanced society, is the Nordic gender 
equality and the sharing of family responsibilities. There is a photograph of 
two men with prams, which illustrates the headline “Equality” (picture 2). 
This image also contains no information on who these people are and where 
they take the walk. Nevertheless, the viewer is expected to associate the im-
age with the Nordic countries alone.  

                                                                                                                                  
Happy Swedes sporting traditional dress, celebrating midsummer, dancing around a maypole. 
Dalarna”. See “Dalarna - the most Swedish landscape” at Visit Sweden website 
http://www.visitsweden.com/sweden/Regions--Cities/Central-Sweden/Dalarna, accessed on 5 
April 2012. 
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Another image of an unknown man standing in the middle of a busy street 
with a pram carrying two babies is placed next to the headline “No borders”. 
In total there are three men with children within the 30 pages of the booklet. 
The paternity leave right, which Nordic citizens enjoy, is obviously empha-
sized. The booklet wants us to identify the Nordic region with this social 
advantage, presenting it as something typically Nordic, while paternity leave 
is also provided in other European countries. That is why a long paternity 
leave cannot be interpreted as an exclusive benefit granted by Nordic gov-
ernments to their citizens.   
 

 

Picture 2. Photograph from Co-operation for Strength. Johannes Jansson, 
norden.org  

 
 
 Although this representation of the Nordic region tries to construct an 
image of an unproblematic society, it nevertheless reveals some problems. 
The authors of the booklet have, it seems, chosen to exclude these issues 
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from the picture they draw. Although the booklet claims that gender equality 
is an achievement of the Nordic countries, women hardly appear within the 
illustrations in this publication. We see several female figures on the above-
mentioned photograph of the man with a pram. Nevertheless, they appear in 
the background and are blurred. The only female figure in the foreground is 
turned with her back to the viewer, so we cannot see her face. Her figure is 
also cut in half by the margin. The headline “The Nordic Council” is illus-
trated with the image of a circular flight of stairs with a male person ascend-
ing them. The headline “Institutions” is related to a photograph of two men 
and two women: men are in the foreground and in focus, women are in the 
background and are blurred. It is only the white males who are in focus with-
in the publication. The booklet presents the Nordic region as a homogeneous 
society.   
 To re-brand Nordic cooperation, the catchy new concept “Nordic syner-
gy” is used. “Nordic synergy” is used to explain that Nordic cooperation 
exists to: 
 

Make the prospect of living, working and doing business in the Northern part 
of Europe more attractive 
make small countries stronger 
strengthen the international impact of Nordic values 
preserve Nordic languages, history and traditions in an increasingly globalized 
world 
bring together the Nordic countries and like-minded states, and adopt joint po-
sitions on issues to be debated in international forums.466 

 
 The newly defined agenda of making the Nordic region more attractive 
for living in and for doing business, is intertwined with the traditional con-
cern of being stronger together for being heard in the international communi-
ty. The concept “Nordic values” is used not only to present democracy, the 
welfare state and gender equality, but also to instrumentalize these values to 
advertise Norden as a competitive region. The old rhetoric of Nordic region-
al cooperation is coupled to a new language of global competitiveness: 
“Their [the Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers] political 
collaboration is based on common values and the will to achieve results that 
contribute to the dynamism of the Region and make it more effective and 
competitive”.467 
 The word “Region” in the booklet is written with the capital letter “R”468 
as if talking about a state. It relates to the region as to a solid political unit. 

                                                        
466Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 5. 
467Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 2. 
468On the use and misuse of capital letters see the post of the blogger and copywriter Sarah 
Turner “Capital Punishment: When to Use (and not to Use) Capital Letters”. 
http://www.turnerink.co.uk/copywriting-blog/when-to-use-capital-letters, accessed on 5 April 
2012. 
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The consolidation of the region’s strength is claimed to be a reaction to the 
process of globalization. The publication says: “in an increasingly globalized 
economy, the Region is now developing even closer internal co-
operation”.469 “Synergy” and “dynamism” are proposed as an answer to the 
globalization threat.  
 It is not only the world outside Europe, which is considered as a competi-
tor. The members of the European Union are competitors as well. It is said 
that Nordic cooperation on research “helped the Region to compete on an 
equal basis with the traditional centres of European research”.470 At the same 
time Nordic countries aim to become a role model for other EU members. 
Nordic cooperation is seen as “a source of inspiration for similar work with-
in the EU”.471 To be a model for regional and inter-state cooperation is not 
the only way that Nordic countries plan to stay visible as a region. Nordic 
governments also claim to take responsibility for work with North-West 
Russia.472 By doing so, the region intends to raise its international credibility.  
 The need to take initiative is understood as urgent since the North of Eu-
rope is becoming a region where multiple political interests – not only of 
Nordic and Baltic countries, but also of Russia, Canada and the USA - over-
lap. Other important organizations, which are active in the region, are the 
Arctic Council and the Barents Council. In the chapter entitled “Agenda” 
within the booklet, it is claimed that the Nordic Council’s priority is to make 
“a clear profile and platform among the growing number of stakeholders and 
initiatives in the Region” and re-establish itself as “a proactive body that 
takes initiatives on important issues”.473 This is in line with the traditional 
Nordic strategy within international organizations: to act together and active-
ly participate in the work of international organizations.474 What is new is a 
context in which these strategies are presented: “in an increasingly global-
ised economy, the Region is now developing even closer internal co-
operation”.475 There is a “path-dependency” effect on how Nordic countries 
position themselves in the 21st century. Nevertheless, the old reasoning is 
significantly adapted to the new situation, which is interpreted as competi-
tion on a global level.  
 As shown in previous chapter, Nordic countries claim their position of 
being a role model in the framework of cooperation with the Baltic coun-
tries. Although Nordic governments just want “to inspire” other EU mem-
bers, relations with Baltic neighbours have an obvious asymmetric structure, 
                                                        
469Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 2. 
470Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 7. 
471Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 7. 
472Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 7. 
473Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 12. 
474See, for example, Nordiska rådet. Internationella samarbetskommittén (1989). Internation-
ella samarbetsfrågor i Nordiska rådet: betänkande. Stockholm: Allmänna förl. [distributör]. 
475Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 2. 
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which is reflected in the rhetoric of the booklet. The text in the chapter “To 
the East” says: “co-operation between the Council of Ministers and Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania is based on political guidelines adopted by the Minis-
ters for Nordic Co-operation”476, which points out that Nordic countries re-
tain a decision-making position in the framework of Nordic-Baltic coopera-
tion. The role model of the Nordic countries is again underlined by pointing 
out that “the Baltic Assembly477 is based on the model of its sister organisa-
tion, the Nordic Council”.478 The publication mentions the positive outcomes 
of Nordic interference in Baltic societies:  
 

Early contacts with the Nordic Region were important for the Baltic States, 
and have left an indelible mark on what has become a very close form of col-
laboration on many levels, in particular on labour market issues, the campaign 
against trafficking in women and children and the war on organised crime and 
corruption.479 

 
The financial and economic interests of Nordic business in the Baltic States, 
which played an important role in Nordic participation in the Baltic States, 
are not mentioned at all.   
 The aim of the Co-operation for Strength is to define where the strong 
parts of the region exist. They are summarized under the headings: “No bor-
ders” (meaning borders among the Nordic countries), “Sustainability”, 
“Equality”, “Knowledge society”, “Welfare”, and finally - “Culture”. These 
are also “Nordic values”, which are often set out in official documents con-
structing contemporary Nordic identity. Further, I would like to make a clos-
er reading of the chapter on culture. 
 We have already seen in the analysis of international conferences, orga-
nized by the Nordic Council in the 1960-70s, that cultural kinship is taken as 
a basis for Nordic cooperation. Close cultural ties and the natural affinity of 
the Nordic nations were used to justify political cooperation in the post-war 
period. In the booklet Co-operation for Strength this argument is still in use: 
“cultural co-operation has always played an important role in the Nordic 
Region, since long before the structures for political co-operation fell into 
place”.480 Nevertheless, in the 21st century the reference to Nordic culture 
received a more openly utilitarian character.  Several ways for instrumental-
izing culture are mentioned in the booklet: 
 

Culture acts as a bridge-builder and increases understanding of neighbouring 
peoples... 

                                                        
476Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 9. 
477 See on the Baltic Assembly website htpp://www.baltasam.org, accessed on the 19 August 
2013. 
478Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 9. 
479Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 9. 
480Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 24. 
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Cultural exchanges provide new impulses and new ways of looking at life... 
Cultural co-operation had made it easier to see the whole Region as a single 
unity, and to recognise mutual interests... 
Culture co-operation has often paved the way for co-operation in other sec-
tors, on everything from the Nordic Passport Union to combating drug abuse 
and environmental pollution... 
Nordic cultural cooperation has sought to present the Nordic countries to the 
rest of the world as a coherent unit whose components are working together 
and building new networks.481 

 
Culture here is considered as being a very useful political resource. The list 
of the way culture can be used is significantly broadened. During the Cold 
War culture served to justify Nordic cooperation, to prove that Nordic coun-
tries have many common points despite having an inability to come to an 
agreement on a military, economic and political level. Recently culture was 
given many new tasks. It not just helps cement the region, but serves as a 
useful promotion tool for it. It helps to represent the economic and societal 
potential of the Nordic region to other countries as well as paving the way 
for new inter-state interactions between the Nordic region and the rest of the 
world.  It does not just construct but also “sells” Nordic identity. It gives 
other elements - “no borders”, “sustainability”, “equality”, “knowledge soci-
ety”, “welfare” - a coherent whole.  
 
 To summarize, the analysis of the sample promotional materials has 
demonstrated that the construction of the Nordic region in the 21th century is 
still based on the traditional claim of cultural affinity and cooperation, de-
veloped in the 19th century. At the same time, it finds its place in the new 
agenda for the Nordic region’s brand-building. Culture is more explicitly 
claimed to be instrumental for the construction of the region’s identity and 
promotion of it in the world. The idea of Nordic values, which Nordic coun-
tries used to establish themselves as an independent region during the Cold 
War, also continues to be used for the new Nordic globalization discourse. It 
was re-cycled for the promotion of the region on the global market.  
 Further, I am analyzing two Nordic cultural projects, organized in line 
with the new political agenda on globalization and the region’s competitive-
ness: “Nordic Look” and “Nordic Food”.  
 
 

                                                        
481Co-operation for Strength (2005), p. 24. 
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 “Nordic Look”: from cultural exchange to the support 
of the Nordic creative industries 
 

This part addresses two issues. First, I want to demonstrate how the con-
struction of Norden which has been undertaken at a high-political level, pen-
etrated cultural exchange projects. Second, I plan to underline the shift from 
cultural to a profit-oriented exchange.  
 
“Nordic Look” in St. Petersburg 
 
 “Nordic Look” is a fashion exchange project involving Nordic countries 
and their Russian and Baltic partners. It is run by the offices of the Nordic 
Council of Ministers in the Baltic States and St. Petersburg. The St. Peters-
burg office was the first one to be involved in the “Nordic Look” project. 
Riga’s office followed in 2008 and Tallinn’s office in 2011. Although the 
same title is used for the projects in these three cities, the teams in St. Pe-
tersburg, Tallinn and Riga were different and they did not cooperate much.  
 Since it is a continuing project I have to limit myself to the period be-
tween 2006 to 2011. “Nordic Look” was organized by the St. Petersburg 
information office of the Nordic Council of Ministers after the reform of 
Nordic institutions of cultural cooperation.482 It is also the only full-time 
cultural project that office deals with at the moment.483 It is an example of a 
transitional project: the information office of the Nordic Council of Minis-
ters in St. Petersburg used to organize and support cultural projects from the 
date it opened in 1995. “Nordic Look” is a project which marks the turning 
point from the Nordic interest in supporting Nordic-Baltic cultural exchange 
towards an interest in creative industries. The material I analyze is the elec-
tronic and printed PR-materials of the project.  
 In St. Petersburg, “Nordic Look” was held in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009. 
There were no events in 2010 due to an administrative transformation of the 
cooperation scheme, which the St. Petersburg office underwent during that 
year. The project continued in 2011 within a new framework - the 
“Knowledge Building and Networking Programme” for North-West Rus-
sia.484 Previously it was organized as a project within the office’s own budg-
et. 

                                                        
482See the greeting of the St. Petersburg information office director Minna Hanhijärvi in the 
booklet Dni mody i dizaina Severnyh stran v Sankt-Peterburge (2006). St. Petersburg: Nordic 
Council of Ministers Information Office in St. Petersburg, p. 1. 
483“Nordic Look”, Nordic Council of Ministers’ Information Office in St. Petersburg website 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=246&lang=en, accessed on 19 October 2011. 
484“Knowledge Building and Networking Programme for the North-West Russia”, 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=183&lang=en, accessed on 22 July 2011. 
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 The project’s programme consisted of an exhibition of Nordic fashion 
designers and joint meetings of Nordic and Russian participants. Later on, 
the programme took the form of master classes, seminars, lectures, round 
table discussions and networking. In 2009, the project also included a photo 
exhibition “History of Finnish Fashion Photography”, curated by the Finnish 
Museum of Photography, and the personal exhibition by Icelandic photogra-
pher Ari Magg. Information about “Nordic Look” was published in the form 
of colour booklets as well as on the website of the St. Petersburg information 
office. Each year “Nordic Look” was dedicated to a specific theme: “Multi-
functional clothes” (2006), “Fashion and textiles” (2007), “Traditions and 
Innovations” (2008), “Colours of the North” (2009), which either empha-
sised the Nordicness of the designs on display, or the Nordic values they 
were meant to embody.485 
 The project received a moderate amount of press attention.486 St. Peters-
burg is a regular setting for different international cultural events organized 
by foreign authorities such as the Goethe Institute, the British Council, the 
Swedish Institute, the Finnish Institute, etc. That is why “Nordic Look” was 
just one of the “public diplomacy” projects run by international organiza-
tions established in Russia.  
  “Nordic Look”’s first exhibition was held in 2006. It was organized at 
the premises of the St. Petersburg State Academy of Art and Industry487, and 
the catwalk was held at the St. Petersburg State University of Technology 
and Design488. These are the two main design schools in St. Petersburg.489 In 
2007 and 2008, exhibitions took place in the Anna Akhmatova Museum and 
at  Fountain House.490 In 2009, it was held at the National Centre of Photog-
raphy ROSPHOTO.491 The latter two venues regularly host guest exhibitions, 
because without such exhibitions they could not have the extensive exhibi-

                                                        
485“Nordic Look”, http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=246&lang=en, accessed on 4 April 
2012. 
486See, for example, press coverage report from 2006 at 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=247&lang=en, accessed on 4 April 2012. 
487In my text I use the translation “St. Petersburg State Academy of Art and Industry” for 
Sankt-Peterburgskaya Gosudarstvennaya khudozhestvenno-promyshlennaya akademiya imeni 
Shtigliza although in the project’s booklets two variants for the translation are used: in the 
booklet from 2006 it is translated as “Saint Petersburg State Academy of Art and Design”, 
while in the booklet from 2008 – “St. Petersburg State Academy of Art and Industry”. See 
also St. Petersburg State Academy of Art and Industry’s website http://www.spbghpa.ru/, 
accessed on 19 October 2011. 
488St. Petersburg State University of Technology and Design’s website http://sutd.ru/, ac-
cessed on 19 October 2011. 
489“NORDIK LOOK - 2006: Fashion Design Days in St. Petersburg”, 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=247&lang=en, accessed on 7 October 2011. 
490The Anna Akhmatova Museum at The Fountain House’s website 
http://www.akhmatova.spb.ru/, accessed on 19 October 2011. 
491ROSPHOTO’s website http://www.rosphoto.org/, accessed on 19 October 2011. 
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tion programme they do, for budget reasons. This suits the international or-
ganizations that run cultural programmes in St. Petersburg, since they usual-
ly do not have their own exhibition spaces, or the space that they do have is 
limited. These organizations contact local cultural organizations with a pro-
posal to hold exhibitions produced by them. What could be problematic is 
that local cultural organizations, which accept travelling exhibitions, could 
not, as a consequence, construct their own identity and communicate it to 
their visitors. For example, neither the Anna Akhmatova Museum, nor 
ROSPHOTO are usually associated with fashion. “Nordic Look” is a sec-
ondary project for both of them. The drawback of that is that they neither 
have sufficient experience in running and promoting these kinds of projects, 
nor can they successfully reach these projects’ potential target audience.  
 The most tangible cultural dissonance between the character of the “Nor-
dic Look” and the place it was exhibited in probably happened when the 
exhibition of Nordic fashion designers was shown in the Anna Akhmatova 
Museum at Fountain House. Fountain House encapsulates the tragic memory 
of the poet’s destiny, portrayed in her poems Requiem and Poem without a 
Hero. The museum and Fountain House became a destination of national 
and international cultural pilgrimage for those who are interested in Akhma-
tova’s work and the story of a female writer in the time of the Stalinist terror. 
Akhmatova is acknowledged as one of the most important Russian writers of 
the 20th century as well as being considered as a canonical figure for the 
Soviet dissident movement. The interest in Akhmatova is also inspired by 
multiple publications on her life and work. One of the first Akhmatova’s 
study was realized as early as 1976 by Amanda Haight in Anna Akhmatova: 
a Poetic Pilgrimage, a book that resulted in her cult following international-
ly. Being given the opportunity to demonstrate Nordic fashion in this cultur-
ally charged place, the organizers of the “Nordic Look” seem to have entire-
ly ignored the local context. This can leave one questioning the practice of 
such cultural cooperation. Is cultural dialogue possible without the concern 
of the local cultural heritage and context?   
 
 
Hybrid project 
 
 The general shift of focus from culture to creative industries in Nordic 
cultural policy explains how fashion projects became a matter of interest for 
Nordic policymakers, responsible for regional cooperation. Fashion is a ben-
eficial sector in several ways: (i) it is entertaining, while it also has artistic 
qualities; (ii) it can be financially profitable, while, at the same time, it is not 
a sector of the economy where people work just for money’s sake; (iii) 
young fashion designers are also in need of the financial support for their 
creative work as artists; and, last but not the least, (iv) there is a current fash-
ion on fashion, so fashion projects at the moment can generate more public 
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attention, which is in line with the Nordic Council of Ministers’ agenda to 
increase its own public visibility. Fashion has a favourable position between 
business and art. It fits in perfectly with the new agenda of creative indus-
tries, and yet, as an art form, belongs to the part of culture where the produc-
tion of the work can be influenced by non-commercial factors. 
 The further analysis demonstrates that the St. Petersburg office, being 
asked to re-orient itself from cultural to creative industries projects demon-
strated the “path dependency” syndrome. The difficulty with changing the 
track from cultural exchange to creative industry’s projects is obviously seen 
in the way “Nordic Look” is organized.  
 The aims of the project are to promote “the achievements of Nordic de-
signers in North-Western Russia” and to establish “new contacts in the 
sphere of creative industries and fashion design”.492 Despite these business-
oriented aims, the way “Nordic Look” is organized is more typical of cultur-
al exchange projects with the focus on educational aspects. To evaluate 
whether “Nordic Look” has the character of a commercial or cultural ex-
change project, attention needs to be paid to three elements: 1) at what prem-
ises was the project organized; 2) what was the target audience of the pro-
ject; and 3) what kind of designers were selected to represent Nordic fashion. 
 

1) At what premises was the project organized? 
 
The programme in 2006 was run at a design school while exhibitions in 2007 
and 2008 were shown at the Anna Akhmatova Museum, which is known in 
St. Petersburg for its child, educational and small-size local programmes. 
The programme in 2009 was carried out in the state museum-exhibition cen-
tre ROSPHOTO, which works with photography, not fashion. Usually 
ROSPHOTO organizes photo exhibitions and runs educational and research 
programmes in photography. These places are state non-commercial cultural 
institutions, therefore the choice of premises where “Nordic Look” was pre-
sented puts it on the same level as non-profit cultural events.  
  

2) What was the target audience of the project? 
 
These institutions are traditional state-supported cultural institutions, which 
influences the type of audience they can attract. Usually the audience is stu-
dents from art and design schools, museum goers of different ages and peo-
ple who want to be updated on cultural life. 
 
 3) What kind of designers were selected to represent Nordic fashion? 
 

                                                        
492Nordic Look 2009: dni mody Severnyh stran v Peterburge (2009). St. Petersburg: The 
Information Office of the Nordic Council of Ministers in St. Petersburg, pp. 1-2. 
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The selection of designers was diverse in form: from the Swedish firm Bric-
a-brac, whose products are sold in shops in Sweden, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Norway and Switzerland - to the St. Pe-
tersburg art-group Found Clothes Factory, which practises the tailoring of 
clothes as an art-therapy; from Finnish couturier Janne Renvall to the Ice-
landic street clothes 66North. Although Nordic designers are constantly re-
ferred to as “famous” on the website of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ 
information office in St. Petersburg493, there are young designers and rather 
small initiatives in the list of participants such as Jaska Halttunen from Fin-
land (participated in 2006), Lilia Sidorova Gjerstad from Norway (partici-
pated in 2006) and Daniel Sørensen from Norway (participated in 2008). 
Design firms, which are known outside Nordic countries, such as Acne, Fil-
ippa K, Tiger of Sweden and By Malene Birger were not among the partici-
pants in the period I analyzed. At the same time there were several designers 
who presented their works more than once. Smaller entrepreneurs such as 
Janne Renvall from Finland and Linda Carlén from Sweden participated in 
the project three times (in 2007, 2008, 2009). A seemingly ill-matched list of 
the participants as well as an absence of important producers casts doubt on 
this project as a serious business enterprise.  
 Although the organizers of “Nordic Look” in St. Petersburg claimed that 
the project promoted the interests of Nordic fashion designers, the way the 
project was realized corresponded to the practice of cultural exchange pro-
jects, which the St. Petersburg information office of the Nordic Council of 
Ministers had organized before. Consequently, it was a transitional hybrid 
project, which was like previous cultural exchange projects and tried to use 
their form for a new aim, the aim of promoting the profit-oriented fashion 
industry.  
 
 
“Nordic Look” in the Baltic States 
 
  “Nordic Look” organized in the Baltic States has a more explicit busi-
ness-oriented character and the use of neo-liberal rhetoric of “global compe-
tition” is more articulated: 
 

Sweden, home to the Presidency of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ for 2008, 
is set on making the Nordic creative industries more competitive globally and 
on developing collaboration with its neighbours across the Baltic Sea. To il-
lustrate these primary objectives, the event will run under the slogans Cooper-

                                                        
493See Nordic Council of Ministers’ Information Office in St. Petersburg website, 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=248&lang=en, 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=250&lang=en, and 
http://www.norden.ru/Article.aspx?id=251&lang=en, accessed on 10 October 2011. 
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ate Regionally – Act Globally and Regional Competitiveness and Sustainable 
Fashion.494 

 
 The cooperation in the fashion and textile industries is underlined as well 
as the interest in making Nordic fashion more competitive and promoting it 
on the Baltic and Russian markets:  
 

The aim of the event is twofold. For Nordic fashion and design it seeks to 
open a new door to Baltic and Russian markets. Simultaneously the event 
hopes to spark dialogue among major Baltic, Nordic and Russian players in 
the fashion and textile industries, with issues of competitiveness and collabo-
ration as its focus, in order to confront the challenges of today’s global mar-
ket.495 

 
The neo-liberal vocabulary of “creative industries”, “global competition”, 
“regional competitiveness”, “markets”, “players”, “market challenges” is 
used in the project.  
 The list of Nordic designers, who took part in “Nordic Look” in Riga, 
included the more well-known firms from the Nordic fashion market such as 
Designers Remix Collection (Denmark), Ivana Helsinki (Finland), The Local 
Firm (Sweden), Ida Sjöstedt (Sweden), Camilla Norrback (Sweden), Gudrun 
& Gudrun (Denmark), Baum und Pferdgarten (Denmark), as well as leading 
Swedish couturier Lars Wallin. These are designers who are likely to be 
interested in new markets and have the resources to enter them.  
 Despite the rhetoric of “a joint platform for sustainable fashion and indus-
trial cluster cooperation” for the Baltic region496 the result of the “Nordic 
Look” dialogue in Riga in 2008 was the establishment of the initiative NICE 
(Nordic Initiative Clean and Ethical)497, which includes only Nordic partici-
pants: Danish Fashion Institute, Oslo Fashion Week, The Swedish Fashion 
Council, Helsinki Design Week and Icelandic Fashion Council. Riga re-
mained only the place where NICE, promoting Nordic values of ecological 
and fair-trade approach, started.  
 When “Nordic Look” moved to Tallinn in 2011, the commercial element 
became even more visible. The core programme event was an opening of the 
pop-up shop, selling the works of Nordic designers and design firms: Arts & 
Crafts (Norway), Camilla Wellton (Sweden), Christina Ledang (Norway), 
De Sade by Mads (Norway), Helicopter (Iceland), IvanaHelsinki (Finland), 
Kaksitvå (Finland), Katvig (Denmark), Lotta Djossou (Sweden), Noir 
(Denmark), Revery (Sweden), Sonja Bent (Iceland), Tiia Vanhatapio (Fin-

                                                        
494 “NORDIC LOOK, Riga 2008”, the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Office in Latvia, 
http://norden.lv/en/nordic_look/riga_2008/home, accessed on 12 October 2011. 
495http://norden.lv/en/nordic_look/riga_2008/home, accessed on 12 October 2011. 
496http://norden.lv/en/nordic_look/riga_2008/home, accessed on 12 October 2011. 
497 NICE: Nordic Initiative Clean and Ethical website http://www.nicefashion.org, accessed 
on 30 May 2013. 
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land) and titiMadam (Finland). The New Nordic Food café was also opera-
tional, which made one more Nordic creative industry, supported by the 
Nordic Council of Ministers, visible.  
 Despite the clear promotional character of the event, its organizers insist-
ed on its “cultural value”. Introducing the project at the Tallinn office of the 
Nordic Council of Ministers’ website, they wrote: “Nordic Look – unique art 
which cares about environment and emphasises innovative creation”.498 The 
term “art” is used to make a connection with art projects, which were previ-
ously supported by Nordic Council of Ministers’ offices, and to raise the 
value of consumer products, which “Nordic Look” aims to promote. The 
description of the project even replaces the process of exchanging ideas with 
consumption: “Nordic Look creates a fertile environment for exchanging 
thoughts and cooperation, which you can experience at the exhibition sale of 
items created by Nordic fashion designers and jewellers”.499  
 As we have seen in the example of the “Nordic Look” project, the con-
struction of the Nordic region does not just happen at the level of political 
rhetoric and high level policy-making. It is also defined in the way concrete 
cultural exchange projects are organized.  In the next example to be ana-
lyzed, the policymakers became even more involved in the realization and 
contextualising of the project. This is an example of the new type of cultural 
projects where the representatives of the creative, economic and political 
side become partners with similar aims. 

“New Nordic Food”: branding the Nordic region 
 
 “It was what I call one of darkest periods of Danish food history. … It 
was the era when women left the kitchen, and they opted for industrial solu-
tions: precooked, tinned food. In my childhood, every meal was a night-
mare”, Claus Meyer, a leading Danish restaurateur, recalled in an interview 
with COS Magazine.500 
 Nordic politicians did not create “New Nordic food” as a concept501; it 
was launched by food enthusiasts such as Meyer (in Denmark) and Andreas 

                                                        
498“Nordic Design Month”, Nordic Look in Estonia website 
http://www.nordiclook.ee/2011/en/nordic-look/nordic-design-month, accessed on 30 May 
2013. 
499http://www.nordiclook.ee/2011/en/nordic-look/nordic-design-month, accessed on 19 Octo-
ber 2011. 
500Caroline Roux (2001). “Claus Meyer”, COS magazine (Autumn/Winter), p. 48. 
501Several terms are used to define the movement: New Nordic Food, New Nordic Cuisine, 
and New Nordic Kitchen. Since the Nordic Council of Ministers’ programme is entitled “New 
Nordic Food” and the booklet they published is entitled New Nordic Cuisine, to avoid confu-
sion I have used the term “New Nordic Kitchen” for the movement (rather than the political 
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Viestad (in Norway) who wanted to revitalize food culture in the Nordic 
countries.502 As an article for the fashion and lifestyle COS Magazine notes:  
 

‘Tinned meatballs in sauce. Vegetables, tinned and preboiled in Eastern Eu-
rope. Cheap meat pan-fried in margarine, or deep-fried in trans-fats.’ Claus 
Meyer is recalling the food experience of his 1970s Danish adolescence as 
though he is recounting the more gruesome parts of a horror film.503 

 
 Interest in the quality of food grew and resulted in the Manifesto for the 
New Nordic Kitchen. This Manifesto was produced in 2004 by twelve lead-
ing Nordic chefs at a symposium organized by René Redzepi and Claus 
Meyer of Noma, an internationally well-known restaurant in Copenhagen.504 
The principles of the Manifesto mirror those of the international Slow Food 
movement, founded by the Italian writer and journalist Carlo Petrini in 1986. 
The movement encouraged people to eschew big international corporations 
in favour of small local businesses. Another source of inspiration was La 
Nouvelle Cuisine Française, with its lighter dishes and emphasis on beautiful 
presentation.505 Moreover, the Manifesto campaigned for the need to com-
bine “the demand for good taste with modern knowledge of health and well-
being” in line with another trend—molecular gastronomy.506 
 Nordic policymakers became interested in the movement and started a 
New Nordic Food programme in 2006. It was argued that it was a cultural 
project as its aim was to “revitalise Nordic food culture”.507 Once the notion 
of culture was broadened to include “creative industries”, cooking could also 
be taken into consideration. In addition, Nordic cuisine was considered as 
being more appropriate for the construction of the region’s identity because 
                                                                                                                                  
initiative behind it), a choice determined in part by the movement’s manifesto “Manifesto for 
the New Nordic Kitchen” (see Claus Meyer website http://www.clausmeyer.dk/en/ 
the_new_nordic_cuisine_/manifesto_.html, accessed on 26 February 2012); and the title New 
Nordic Food is reserved for the programme established by the Nordic governments in the 
framework of the Nordic cooperation. 
502Claus Meyer’s website http://www.clausmeyer.dk; Andreas Viestad’s website 
http://www.andreasviestad.com. 
503Caroline Roux (2001), p. 48. 
504Among the symposium’s participants were Hans Välimäki (Finland), Leif Sørensen (Faroe 
Islands), Mathias Dahlgren (Sweden), Roger Malmin (Norway), René Redzepi (Denmark), 
Rune Collin (Greenland), Erwin Lauterbach (Denmark), Eyvind Hellstrøm (Norway), Fredrik 
Sigurdsson (Iceland), Gunndur Fossdal (Faroe Islands), Hákan Örvarsson (Iceland), and 
Michael Björklund (Åland Islands). 
505On the influence of the La Nouvelle Cusine Française see the presentation of New Nordic 
Food project leader Mads Holm at Culture Forum (Berlin, 2009) at 
http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/nordic-culture-point/data-bank/culture-forum-in-
berlin/presentations, accessed on 7 October 2012. 
506The Manifesto of New Nordic Kitchen is available at New Nordic Food programme web-
site http://newnordicfood.org/about-nnf-ii/new-nordic-kitchen-manifesto, accessed on 30 May 
2013. 
507 New Nordic Food website http://nynordiskmad.org/en/, accessed on 28 November 2011. 
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of that cuisine’s regional character, unlike contemporary art which has an 
international character. The New Nordic Food programme was launched by 
the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Nordic Innovation Centre to support 
the New Nordic Kitchen movement’s work and ideas. It was extended a 
second time to cover the period from 2011-2014. The programme shows 
clear concern with the problem of “globalization”. For example, it claims 
that “at the same time this ambitious food project will strengthen the Nordic 
competitive edge by the increasing international competition in the global 
food market”.508 
 The cultural aspect of the programme is underlined. The New Nordic 
Food leader for the “Food and Culture” project, Mads Holm, considers cook-
ing an art form. He says: 
 

The first phase of the New Nordic Food programme is coming to an end and 
the next part is being prepared. It will of course go on where the first ended, 
take up the successes and address the difficulties. One new aspect of the pro-
gramme will be that the culture section of the Nordic Council of Ministers 
will be more involved, which again hopefully will mean that the cultural di-
mensions of food and meals will be addressed even more.  
That food and cooking has to be taken serious as cultural manifestations and 
even as art along with any other art forms as for instance visual and conceptu-
al art has been established for a while.509 

 
 It claims to be a new, profit-driven type of cultural project.510 It brings 
together various “stakeholders” and “unites identity, gastronomy, business, 
tourism, design and regional cooperation” — a perfect description of a new 
Nordic cultural cooperation project, which brings together political and 
business interests under the aegis of culture.511 The steering and working 
committees behind the project include representatives from government min-
istries, business, and research.512 
 As with any such programme, the key activities are: organizing confer-
ences for professionals in the field (in this case, the annual conference of 
New Nordic Food); running an information website; publishing brochures; 
organizing competitions for chefs; and setting up educational events in 

                                                        
508New Nordic Cuisine (2008). Copenhagen: Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 5. 
509See the presentation of Mads Holm “New Nordic Food” at Culture Forum (Berlin, Novem-
ber 2009) at http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/nordic-culture-point/data-
bank/culture-forum-in-berlin/presentations, accessed on 7 October 2012. 
510For example, the term “Nordic food culture” is used instead of “Nordic cuisine”. “Fusion of 
Food and Culture”, Nordic Council of Ministers’ Office in Estonia website 
http://www.norden.ee/en/cooperation/new-nordic-food.html, accessed on 30 May 2013. 
511“Fusion of Food and Culture”, http://www.norden.ee/en/creative-industries/new-nordic-
food, accessed on 30 May 2013. 
512 “Steering Committee & Working Committee”, New Nordic Food programme website 
http://nynordiskmad.org/en/contact-us/steering-group-working-group/, accessed on 19 No-
vember 2011. 
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schools. The leaders of the movement also run their own businesses: Claus 
Meyer owns a vinegar brewery, several Copenhagen restaurants namely 
Radio, Meyers Deli, Noma, NAMNAM and a number of bakeries; Mathias 
Dahlgren runs Dining Room and Food Bar in the Grand Hotel, Stockholm. 
These businesses have hardly been harmed by the promotion of New Nordic 
Food. This creates a grouping of political and business stakeholders in an 
ostensibly “cultural” project. New Nordic Food is often promoted abroad, 
mostly in developed countries.513 The promotion of New Nordic Food goes 
hand in hand with advertising Nordic countries as a tourist destination.  
 Despite rejecting the idea that the “weak in society get the worst food”514, 
the average Nordic citizen is not the focus of this programme. The pro-
gramme neither includes political measures to improve the quality of food 
being sold in supermarket chains, nor supports the opening of affordable 
cafeteria chains515. The New Nordic Food programme has the nature of pub-
lic relations rather than public policy. State and intergovernmental organiza-
tions, like the Nordic Council of Ministers, in this situation are no longer 
those structures that make the decisions and control implementation, but 
rather are a promoter, communicator, propagator and even a cultural actor. 
The programme’s presentation of its mission demonstrates this: 
 

New Nordic Food promotes the use and diversity of Nordic regional ingredi-
ents, development of new Nordic cuisine and creates a common Nordic food 
culture that reflects the qualities of our region—purity, simplicity, security, 
and ethics. We communicate our themes through different campaigns such as 
Nordic Food Diplomacy, Food & creative industries, New Nordic everyday 
food.516 

 
 While lending political support to selected private commercial initiatives, 
this programme, at the same time, bureaucratizes the public sphere, appro-
priating the movement for its own purposes and needs by replacing its voice 

                                                        
513For example, Nordic Food days in Washington DC, see “Nordic Food Days: Experience the 
Best of New Nordic Cuisine”, Nordic Innovation website, 
http://www.nordicinnovation.org/nordicfooddaysdc, accessed on 4 November 2011. 
514The presentation of Mads Holm at Culture Forum (Berlin, 2009) at 
http://www.kulturkontaktnord.org/lang-en/nordic-culture-point/data-bank/culture-forum-in-
berlin/presentations, accessed on 7 October 2012. 
515While visiting Copenhagen in 2012, I decided to carry out an experiment, testing one of the 
affordable Meyers’ cafeterias Meyers Deli, situated in the basement of the shopping mall 
Magasin du Nord. For 125 DDK (app. 17 €) I received a fatty small cutlet with a salad leaf 
and mayonnaise-like sauce – one of the most unappetising dishes I have ever tried in the 
Nordic countries. I thought that there was nothing which corresponded to the New Nordic 
Kitchen principles in this dish, including its name - “Pariserbøf” (“Parisian steak”). The dish-
es ordered by other people in the cafeteria also looked like low-quality fast-food. My impres-
sion was that Meyers Deli was rather capitalising on the New Nordic Kitchen fame, than 
providing the food, which follows ideas promoted by Mayer himself. 
516http://nynordiskmad.org/en/, accessed on 1 March 2012. 
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with the voice of a political campaign. New Nordic Food was initiated by the 
Nordic Council of Ministers to promote a new approach to food production 
and consumption, which begs the question why they promote that approach 
when governments have other tools, both financial and legislative, that are 
more powerful? The answer is probably found in the mission statement 
quoted above: by promoting Nordic food, at the same time they promote the 
Nordic region with its alleged qualities of “purity, simplicity, security, and 
ethics”.  
 How then is the region presented in the booklet New Nordic Cuisine, pub-
lished by New Nordic Food in 2008? The 40-page publication was produced 
by Tellus Works, a media production company, in collaboration with Einar 
Risvik, Claus Meyer, Eivind Hålien, and Patrik Edman, with photographs by 
Pia Britton, Ben Nilsson, Håkan Hjort, and Karl Andersen Ramström. It was 
printed on environmentally friendly paper and published in English.517 One 
of the booklet’s illustrations shows a pier with a traditional Swedish sjöbod 
(boat-house) - dried fish hanging from the roof, a couple of plastic chairs to 
indicate that this is a contemporary image and a fishing boat. The photo-
graph carries the three key words of the New Nordic Food programme in 
capital letters: “GLOBALISATION, FOOD AND IDENTITY”.518 The no-
tion of “identity” is well suited to the new agenda of Nordic branding. Char-
acteristically, the first sentence of the booklet reads: “Identity is crucial in 
this era of globalisation”.519 The New Nordic Food project aims to make the 
Nordic region more defined as a brand with its identity. 
 Despite the objective of presenting Nordic food as an interesting cuisine 
and an art form, the images of it presented in the booklet are simplified. Po-
tatoes with dill, freshly dug carrots, and berries with cream are presented as 
something out of the ordinary, something exciting. The general image of the 
Nordic countries and food is stereotypical and shows little sign of nuance; 
happy people enjoy simple meals, such as fresh strawberries, in a beautiful 
landscape. The illustrations depict standard Nordic produce such as apples, 
carrots, potatoes, eggs, herring, honey, wild mushrooms and berries, as well 
as shellfish including crabs and oysters. However, it does not show much in 
the way of actual cuisine, which is supposedly the booklet’s theme.  
 A number of key phrases that present the main concepts and ideas have 
been picked out as slogans. One proclaims, “Nordic ingredients are 

                                                        
517Tellus Works AS and Einar Riskvik, Claus Meyer, Eivind Hålien and kulturinfor-
mationsdagar Patrik Edman (2008). New Nordic Cuisine. Copenhagen: Nordic Council of 
Ministers, available at the New Nordic Food programme website 
http://nynordiskmad.org/fileadmin/webmasterfiles/PDF/Ny_Nordisk_Mad_Low.pdf, accessed 
on 30 May 2013. Information on the language was provided by the coordinator of the New 
Nordic Food programme, Magnus Gröntoft (e-mail from 27 November 2011). 
518New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 28. 
519New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 5. 
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unique!”520 Another explains why. It is because of the Nordic terroirs: “the 
French word terroir is defined as the combined conditions offered by na-
ture—soil and sun, wind and rain—that endow food with its unique identi-
ty”.521 Generally speaking, all naturally produced food products—French, 
Nordic, or any other—have their own terroirs. Although Nordic terroirs have 
special characteristics - to have a terroir as such is not a unique thing in it-
self. Therefore, the purpose of the booklet is to translate the singularity of 
the place (and its terroirs) into its “uniqueness”.  
 In the introduction to the booklet by the president of the Nordic Chefs 
Association, Einar Øverås, we can see how the concept “special” is changed 
to “unique” without further explanation:  
 

The history of our products, combined with the expertise and innovation of 
our chefs, makes Nordic cuisine special, makes it something to be proud of. 
New Nordic Food promotes the unique qualities of Nordic cuisine. We sup-
port this work and the forging of close contacts and solid networks for the fu-
ture.522 

 
 Nevertheless, some explanation is still needed. One proves Nordic 
uniqueness by claiming a certain identity. The New Nordic Kitchen move-
ment gave the Nordic Council of Ministers a tool with which to construct the 
regions’ identity by connecting territory, terroirs, products, food traditions 
and “world-class modern cuisine”.523 As in the case of “Nordic culture”, 
“culinary identity” is something that is based on existing traditions, defined 
by geographical proximity and geological conditions, but, at the same time, 
it is focused on the future: something that will be constructed. Einar Risvik, 
chairman of the New Nordic Food programme, bases this construct on geo-
graphical proximity and common climatic conditions:  
 

The cold climate brings us together to socialise and encourages the desire to 
eat well. … New Nordic Cuisine has become a movement, driven by the de-
sire for a common culinary identity and inspired by the excellence of our raw 
materials.524 

 
 One should remember that the common Nordic cooking tradition is also a 
construction. Once, when being asked for her views on the main aims of the 
New Nordic Food programme, Nordic “food ambassador” Tina Nordström, a 
chef and television host, answered: “to pull together all the different food 

                                                        
520New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p.12. 
521New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 17. 
522New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 5. 
523New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 5. 
524New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 5. 
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traditions into a single Nordic idiom”.525 In order to claim Nordic cooking 
exists, one arrives at the notion of a constructed tradition, or, in the terms of 
Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, “invented tradition”.526 The producers 
of the booklet are open about that: “it is not easy to create a culinary tradi-
tion capable of matching the great, established cuisines of the world”.527 
 The aim of winning528 in the global market is combined with the tradition-
al question for the Nordic countries of finding a common ground for cooper-
ation. As Risvik says:  
 

An awareness of who we are and where we come from is essential to our self-
image and our sense of belonging. An appreciation of local culinary tradition 
is just one aspect of this, and is now more important than ever.529 

 
In the construction of Nordic cuisine, the region itself is defined. The rhetor-
ical sequence of connections made in the booklet goes from land and terroir 
to: (i) the quality of food; (ii) the region’s cuisine; and (iii) the uniqueness of 
the region. This construction connects the qualities of food with the qualities 
of the region.  
 The defining of the Nordic brand’s DNA further develops the identity of 
the region.530 The New Nordic Food programme uses the definition from the 
Manifesto for the New Nordic Kitchen: “to express the purity, freshness, 
simplicity and ethics we wish to associate with our region”.531 Purity in the 
rhetoric of New Nordic Food stands for the ecology of the region; freshness, 
for seasonal produce and wild food; simplicity, for the use of fewer ingredi-
ents and elements than in other famous world cuisines; and ethics, for the 
inclusion of all who use “the chopping board and the stove”, to the exclusion 
of “the way food has previously been produced in the region, i.e. with insuf-
ficient emphasis on flavour”.532 These four elements, roughly and even con-

                                                        
525New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 27. Several official speakers or “ambassadors”, usually 
well-known public figures, were appointed to promote the programme. 
526Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (eds.) (1983). The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 
527New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 6. 
528The rhetoric of “victory” is used in a Nordic Council booklet Modern Partnerships for a 
Stronger Region published in 2006, in which the Nordic region is presented as a “Global 
Winner” in the global market. Modern Partnerships for a Stronger Region (2006). Copenha-
gen: Nordic Council of Ministers, p. 9. 
529New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 5. 
530For the notion of brand DNA, see, for example, the blog by the marketing consultant Ro-
land Smart, http://www.rolandsmart.com/2009/04/brand-dna/, accessed on 27 November 
2011. 
531The Manifesto of New Nordic Kitchen, New Nordic Food programme website 
http://newnordicfood.org/about-nnf-ii/new-nordic-kitchen-manifesto, accessed on 30 May 
2013. 
532New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 7. 
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tradictorily constructed, are the key terms to promote New Nordic Food.533 
The booklet New Nordic Cuisine includes a questionnaire that the appointed 
“ambassadors” of the programme answered. Their answers demonstrate how 
problematic it is for them to develop these given definitions further, for in 
their answers “ambassadors” just repeat the same words. They describe, for 
example, the values of Nordic food as follows: “close contact with nature 
and an ethical way of thinking. Purity and closeness to nature” (René Redz-
epi, head chef at Noma in Copenhagen); “the changing of the seasons” (Ka-
ren Kjældgård-Larsen and Tine Broksø, Danish ceramic designers); “the 
Nordic menu is simple and clear” (Juha Korkeaoja, Finnish MP and agron-
omist); “fresh ingredients from woods, sea and lakes” (Kim Palhus, chef and 
lecturer at the Laurea University of Applied Sciences, Finland).534 I would 
suggest that this is not because they are unable in principle to develop these 
ideas, but because the whole concept is artificial and simplified—as is re-
quired by the region’s branding.  
 At the same time, the New Nordic Kitchen movement also capitalizes on 
the political achievements of the Nordic countries. Carl Jan Granqvist (res-
taurateur, sommelier, media personality, founder of the Department of Res-
taurant and Culinary Arts at Grythyttan/Örebro University and professor of 
Food Arts at University of Stavanger), one of the food “ambassadors”, 
makes the connection that “it is because of the respect people have for the 
Nordic countries’ political seriousness and stability” that the new Nordic 
Food is attracting considerable international attention.535 It is a mutual in-
strumentalization—not only are Nordic governments instrumentalizing the 
New Nordic Kitchen, but the movement’s participants in return use the 
structures of the state system as well. By inviting politicians to “politicize” 
their ideas, those who stand behind the Manifesto receive support for the 
promotion of their businesses and initiatives. For example, the booklet has 
two double-page spreads on the ICEHOTEL in Jukkasjärvi in Sweden. The 
ICEHOTEL was the first company to be awarded the New Nordic Food Di-
ploma, a prize founded by Norway’s Minister of Agriculture and Food: it is 
no doubt a good advertisement for a private business. 
 In the food ambassadors’ answers to the questionnaire, the chefs involved 
in the project openly state how their businesses can benefit from the New 
Nordic Food project: Redzepi says that “Nordic cuisine is a little diffused at 
the moment, but our goal is to turn it into a single concept, like the Mediter-
ranean or Italian cuisines”; Palhus admits that “New Nordic Food serves as a 
                                                        
533“Freshness” presupposes the use of seasonal produce, even the booklet admits that the long 
cold winters in Northern Europe mean it is necessary to preserve food and it is impossible to 
obtain fresh produce in all seasons. “Simplicity” is depicted as a virtue, where generally it 
means that Nordic food is compared to the more elaborate French, Italian, and Chinese cui-
sines (see New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 7). 
534New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 23. 
535New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 27. 
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locomotive, which will put Nordic gastronomy on the world map”; while 
Granqvist accepts that “the main aim of New Nordic Food is to provide Nor-
dic food with global exposure as a brand”.536 The funding for the New Nor-
dic Food programme is generous: the first three-year budget was €3 million 
in total.537 By the promotion of the New Nordic Kitchen, the programme 
indirectly advertises the restaurants that support the movement. The people 
and organizations involved in the project create a conjuncture, the function-
ing of which is based on private business interests, constructed values and 
identities, political and economic strategies, and enthusiasm and enjoyment 
of good cooking and fresh produce.  
 Van Ham finds the simplified place branding problematic. He writes that 
it is “important to distill a place’s identity without losing sight of its com-
plexity. Place branding involves multiple stakeholders, often with competing 
interests. Unlike product branding, place branding is seldom under the con-
trol of one central authority”.538 That is why the attempt to construct over-
simplified brand-identity, which we can see in some Nordic projects, in the 
long run can become harmful for the general image of the Nordic countries.  
 My examination of the “New Nordic Food” project thus demonstrates 
how the old rhetoric of the regional identity, inherited from the Cold War, is 
reshaped to meet the new aims of the construction of the region as a global 
brand. The concepts of Nordic identity, a sense of affinity, kinship and val-
ues have been given a new economic context and application. In this new 
situation, culture is still widely instrumentalized for the rhetorical construc-
tion of region’s identity, although cultural policy itself is more focused on 
the “creative industries” and those profits, which they can bring.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 The recent reformation of Nordic cultural policy has been criticized from 
different angles. Bille finds it problematic that an exclusive focus on eco-
nomic development within cultural policy may cause the financial support, 
traditionally allocated to the arts, to be redistributed to more commercial and 
profitable cultural activities. Such a focus may also shape a misguided polit-
ical attitude towards culture:  
 

If (cultural) policy is focused on the experience economy and attempts to cre-
ate economic development, the support and subsidies which traditionally go to 
the arts might go to entertainment or video-game productions – or the indus-

                                                        
536New Nordic Cuisine (2008), pp. 23, 27. 
537New Nordic Cuisine (2008), p. 10. 
538Peter van Ham (2008) “Place Branding: The State of the Art”, American Academy of Polit-
ical and Social Science, vol. 616, Public Diplomacy in a Changing World (March), p. 133. 
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tries with the highest growth potential. This may be a very wrong strategy as 
the main goals of cultural policy are cultural and social.539 

 
 Lars Wegendal, former chair of the Nordic Council Culture, Education 
and Training Committee’s reaction to the cultural budget cuts in 2009 seems 
to support Bille’s worries about the end result of funding cultural projects. 
At the Nordic Council meeting in Stravanger, Wegendal resigned from his 
position as chair in protest to the reallocation of 5% of the culture budget to 
globalization projects, the idea initiated by Nordic prime ministers. He ex-
claimed:  
 

It really is deplorable! The decision to cut 5% from the culture budget and 
transfer it to globalisation work conflicts with the promises we made to the 
people who work in the sector. I can't look them in the eyes after this budget 
cut.540 

 
 In their account of Nordic cultural cooperation in the volume The Nordic 
Cultural Model, Duelund and Pedersen, also conclude that “artistic self-
determination is diminished by… new regulations, through which the politi-
cal apparatus is able to impose specific priorities on the institutions,”541 a 
claim which my analysis of grant applications supports. 
 In the early 2000s, the arm’s length distance between politics and culture 
was at its shortest compared to previous periods. At this time one can detect 
a tendency to move from indirect to direct instrumentalization of cultural 
cooperation. Cultural activity is controlled by themes taken as being suitable 
for cooperation, which are defined by policymakers, as well as direct support 
for and organization of profit-oriented cultural activities such as fashion and 
cuisine. The picture of Nordic culture is becoming more simplified for rea-
sons of political branding. The justification behind this transformation is 
found in the competition on the global market, which is interpreted as non-
secure and threatening of the well-being of Nordic countries. The construc-
tion of the new branded identity of Norden is seen as being one of adopting 
necessary measures to become a winner on the global stage. Although the 
efficiency of such a measure is not proven, it is already undermining the 
arm’s length principle, leading to a re-interpretation of what cultural activi-
ties are state-supported. That leads to a new constellation of political and 
economic power, where even work on Nordic identity construction is being 

                                                        
539Trine Bille (2012). “The Scandinavian Approach to the Experience Economy – Does it 
Make Sense?”, International Journal of Cultural Policy, 18:1, p. 107. 
540“Wegendal Resigns in Protest at Culture Cuts”, Nordic Council of Ministers’ website 
http://www.norden.org/en/news-and-events/news/wegendal-resigns-in-protest-at-culture-cuts, 
accessed on 1 December 2012. 
541Peter Duelund and Gitte Pedersen “The Nordic Cultural Cooperation” in Duelund, Peter 
(red.) (2003). The Nordic Cultural Model. Copenhagen: Nordic Cultural Institute, p. 270. 
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outsourced to the private sector. Identity construction, far from being a mat-
ter of public diplomacy, has been transformed into business. 
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Conclusion 

 The theoretical aim of my research was to complement the historical 
study of the instrumentalization of culture realized in the cultural policy 
research with the analysis of the history of official Nordic cultural coopera-
tion after the Second World War and to describe the mechanisms of culture’s 
instrumentalization.   
 The method to approach this problem throughout my research has been 
discourse analysis. Cultural policy is a political activity, which is realized 
besides other more practical work through the production of the official dis-
course. The analysis of the discourse of Nordic cooperation has demonstrat-
ed how the concept of “culture” was re-interpreted to suit momentary and 
far-sighted aims in particular political situations, and how cultural coopera-
tion and identity were intertwined in general political argumentation in fa-
vour of these aims. As was shown, the notion “Nordic culture” played a sig-
nificant role in the construction of the discourse of Nordic cooperation, and 
the practice of cultural cooperation was used to support the political project 
of the construction of the Nordic region after the Second World War.  
 In the first chapter, I considered the significant turning point in the history 
of post-war Nordic cooperation – the attempt to come to an economic 
agreement, formulated in the NORDEK plan. In the analyzed material, the 
presentation of the NORDEK plan to an international audience was support-
ed by the reference to the concept of Nordic culture, which was interpreted 
as a core of regional identity. This utilization of the concept of “Nordic cul-
ture” for the promotion of Nordic economical cooperation led to various 
simplifications: the complex cultural phenomena were given stereotypical 
interpretation.  
 In the second chapter, I demonstrated that culture was interpreted as a 
“bridge-maker” for establishing relations with Baltic neighbours in an at-
tempt to re-promote the Nordic region as a model for other countries, to in-
crease its international influence. The programme of cultural cooperation 
with the newly established post-Soviet states underlined the exemplary role 
of the Nordic countries in successfully realizing the principles of democracy, 
human rights, gender equality and an ecological approach to natural re-
sources. Later on, cultural cooperation was used as a test for other kinds of 
cooperation: economic, political and legal. 
 In the final, third chapter, which notes recent changes in the policy of the 
Nordic cultural cooperation, I addressed the broadening of the concept of 
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culture to include profit-oriented creative industries. Where there is only a 
limited amount of money available for the public sector this broadening of 
the cultural field puts more pressure on traditional arts, which now need to 
compete for financial support with such commercial cultural activities as 
design, fashion, restaurant businesses, various types of mass-entertainment 
as computer games, etc. On this stage, cultural cooperation is used as one of 
tools to promote the Nordic region worldwide as a successful and socially 
stable region, which can be attractive in the global market.  
 The conclusion can be drawn from consideration of these three key mo-
ments in the history of Nordic cooperation that “Nordic culture” is used as a 
universal instrument in Nordic cultural policy, which can be adjusted to dif-
ferent situations. Being an empty signifier, a signifier, which does not refer 
to a particular object but is able to receive different meanings, “culture” was 
adjusted to the current political agenda: as a justification for the NORDEK 
plan as an existing common ground of Nordic cooperation, as a bridge-
maker for Nordic-Baltic cooperation, or as an identity-provider for the pro-
motion of the Nordic region on the globalized market. Although “Nordic 
culture” is a widely-used concept in Nordic policy, it remains one of the 
most undefined and, therefore, open to various interpretations. 
 The history of the Nordic cooperation after the Second World War is a 
subject, which has attracted significant scholarly attention. At the same time, 
it was, to a large extent, influenced by the political needs of constructing the 
metanarrative of the region. My dissertation deconstructs some fragments of 
this history which has been recorded, focusing on the role of the political 
project of region-building for cultural cooperation and vice versa. My analy-
sis clarified the difference between cultural cooperation, as a result of the 
activity of cultural actors, and a discursive construction in support of the 
political project of the Nordic region.  
 Another aim, which was achieved, was to improve the understanding of 
the mechanisms of the political instrumentalization of culture in the Western 
democracies. In the case of this dissertation, this means the Nordic countries. 
The example of Nordic cooperation showed that culture was used as a nodal 
point in the discursive construction of the Nordic region, as a substitute for 
the lack of other agreements, and as a tool to establish international connec-
tions across the Baltic Sea and to promote the Nordic region in Europe and 
worldwide. The general tendency was a move from indirect, in terms of 
rhetoric, to a direct instrumentalization of culture, where cultural actors are 
asked to follow politically defined themes. The latter is controlled by the 
conditions for grants' distribution, application and selection processes.  
 In the introduction, I outlined the use of three main concepts of culture in 
Nordic cultural policy (figure 1): humanistic and anthropological concepts as 
being explicitly pronounced in policy objectives, and identity construction as 
being supported implicitly. The analysis of various policy documents has 
demonstrated that although the construction of Nordic identity is not claimed 
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to be an official aim of Nordic cultural policy (but rather interpreted as the 
ground of overall Nordic cooperation), the way that cultural projects are 
structured, and conditions for grant applications are formulated, promotes 
this aim and this construction without formulating it as an official cultural 
policy agenda. As such it obviously influences cultural cooperation, while 
remaining difficult to pinpoint and consider critically. 
 In my dissertation I have not addressed the question of how Nordic cul-
tural policy is seen by artists and cultural practitioners. I have also not 
looked at their strategies to circumvent the demands of the institutions of 
cultural cooperation for the sake of the cultural projects’ integrity as other 
research approaches and methods would have needed. Nevertheless, whatev-
er strategy they use, being conscious or unconscious about the political di-
mension of the Nordic discourse, their work is already contextualized by the 
discourse of Nordic cooperation if it is done in the framework of Nordic 
cooperation institutions or grant schemes. Unavoidably, cultural projects are 
used to illustrate regional cooperation contributing to the political construc-
tion of the region.  
 The situation where culture is so widely used for various political objec-
tives is peculiar to the Nordic region. It has its historical explanation, which 
goes back to the 19th century’s rise of the Scandinavianism movement. One 
can talk about path dependency in the attempts of Nordic countries to come 
to political union: the debates about the union started in the academic envi-
ronment and this idea continued to circulate among intellectuals. It was cul-
tural connections which helped espouse the idea of a region - even when 
there was neither a desire, nor a possibility, to develop cooperation in other 
spheres. This creates a special type of securitization of the region, based on 
the small cultural and social ties of the Nordic people, which, being well 
supported by the Nordic governments, helped developed what Deutsch has 
termed the security community.   
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Sammanfattning 

 
Denna studie kompletterar forskningen om instrumentaliseringen av kul-

turen, såsom den bedrivits inom det kulturpolitiska studieområdet, med en 
analys av det officiella nordiska kultursamarbetets historia efter andra 
världskriget. 

Trots att det nordiska samarbetets historia efter andra världskriget har fått 
mycket uppmärksamhet i akademiska studier har det kulturella samarbetets 
roll i denna historia sällan analyserats. Min forskning har tydliggjort 
skillnaden mellan kulturellt samarbete, i form av kulturaktörers aktiviteter, 
och en diskursiv konstruktion av ”nordisk kultur” för att främja politiska mål 
i den nordiska regionen. För att göra denna distinktion har jag analyserat 
mekanismerna i den politiska instrumentaliseringen av det kulturella samar-
betet, ett ämne som tidigare inte har utforskats i närmare detalj. 

I analysen av officiella dokument som reglerat det nordiska kulturella 
samarbetet har jag använt mig av diskursanalys som metod. Analysen har 
syftat till att demonstrera hur det kulturella samarbetet varit nära sam-
manlänkat med den nordiska regionens identitet. Dessutom har jag visat hur 
begreppet ”kultur” ständigt omtolkats för att passa tillfälliga och långsiktiga 
politiska syften. Utifrån detta har jag kommit till slutsatsen att föreställning-
en om ”nordisk kultur” har spelat en viktig roll i diskussionen om nordiskt 
samarbete såväl som i konstruktionen av identitet i den nordiska regionen i 
stort. 

I avhandlingen har jag beskrivit hur tre huvudsakliga föreställningar om 
kultur har använts i den nordiska kulturpolitiken: humanistiska och antropol-
ogiska föreställningar, som explicit formulerats som politiska mål, samt kul-
tur som en identitetskonstruktion för den nordiska regionen, som har förts 
fram implicit. En analys av diverse politiska dokument har visat att även om 
konstruktionen av nordisk identitet inte hävdas vara ett officiellt syfte i den 
nordiska kulturpolitiken (utan snarare tolkas som en redan befintlig grund 
för ett övergripande nordiskt samarbete), så främjas detta syfte och denna 
konstruktion, utan att det formuleras som en officiell kulturpolitisk agenda, 
dels av sättet som kulturella projekt är utformade på, dels av hur villkoren 
för ansökningar om bidrag formuleras. Därmed påverkar det uppenbarligen 
samarbetet mellan kulturarbetare, samtidigt som det är svårt att sätta fingret 
på och bemöta med kritik. 
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I första kapitlet har jag redogjort för den viktiga vändpunkten i eft-
erkrigstidens nordiska samarbete – NORDEK-planens misslyckande. I det 
analyserade materialet stöds presentationen av NORDEK-planen för interna-
tionella organisationer med hänvisning till föreställningen om en ”nordisk 
kultur”, vilken tolkades som en grund för befintligt regionalt samarbete. 
Denna exploatering av föreställningen om ”nordisk kultur” för att främja 
nordiskt ekonomiskt samarbete ledde till diverse förenklingar: det komplexa 
kulturella fenomenet pådyvlades en stereotypisk tolkning. 

I andra kapitlet har jag visat att kulturen utnyttjades till att etablera rela-
tioner med de baltiska staterna efter Sovjetunionens fall. På lång sikt ledde 
det till att Norden återlanserades som en förebild för andra länder, i syfte att 
öka den nordiska regionens internationella inflytande. De nordiska kul-
turprogrammen i Estland, Lettland, Litauen och nordvästra Ryssland 
betonade de nordiska ländernas föredömliga tillämpning av principer som 
demokrati, mänskliga rättigheter, jämlikhet mellan könen och ett ekologiskt 
förhållningssätt till ländernas naturtillgångar. 

I tredje kapitlet har jag påpekat den senaste tidens ändringar i politiken 
för det nordiska kulturella samarbetet. Kulturbegreppet har vidgats till att 
även inbegripa kreativa branscher. På den arenan används kulturellt samar-
bete som ett av verktygen för att lansera Norden över hela världen som en 
framgångsrik och socialt stabil region, som därigenom kan vara attraktiv på 
den globala marknaden.  

Exemplet på nordiskt samarbete visar att kulturen har använts som substi-
tut för den bristande överensstämmelsen inom de områden som vanligtvis 
förknippas med regional säkerhet – det vill säga det ekonomiska samarbetet 
och försvaret. 

Med grund i dessa tre viktiga inslag i det nordiska samarbetets historia 
har jag dragit slutsatsen att ”nordisk kultur” används inom det nordiska sa-
marbetet som ett universellt redskap som kan justeras efter olika politiska 
behov. Den allmänna tendensen har varit att röra sig bort från en indirekt, 
dvs. retorisk, instrumentalisering – för att rättfärdiga nordiskt samarbete för 
andra internationella aktörer – till en direkt instrumentalisering av kulturen, 
då kulturarbetare uppmanas att följa politiskt bestämda teman. Det senare 
kontrolleras bland annat med hjälp av ansökningskriterierna för nordiska 
bidrag. 

Genom att vara en tom signifikant (empty signifier) – en signifikant som 
inte hänvisar till något särskilt objekt utan kan få olika innebörder – har 
”kulturen” kunnat anpassas till den rådande politiska agendan: för att rättfär-
diga NORDEK-planen, som ”brobyggare” för samarbete mellan Norden och 
Baltikum eller för att lansera Norden på den globaliserade marknaden. Även 
om ”nordisk kultur” är ett vanligt begrepp i den nordiska politiken är det 
alltjämt ett av de vagaste, och därmed öppet för olika tolkningar. 

Att kulturen i så stor utsträckning utnyttjas för politiska syften är sär-
skiljande för Norden. Det finns en historisk förklaring till detta, som sträcker 
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sig tillbaka till den skandinavistiska rörelsens uppkomst på 1800-talet. Man 
kan tala om spårbundenhet i de nordiska ländernas försök att åstadkomma en 
politisk union: diskussionerna om en union inleddes i akademiska kretsar 
och fortsatte sedan att florera bland intellektuella. Det var kulturella band 
som hjälpte idén om regionen att överleva – även då det varken fanns vilja 
eller möjlighet att utveckla samarbete inom andra områden. Detta har lett till 
en särskild form av säkerhetsskapande i den nordiska regionen, som baserats 
på de mindre omfattande kulturella och sociala kopplingarna mellan de 
nordiska folken, vilket har bidragit till utvecklingen av det som Karl Deutsch 
kallar för säkerhetsgemenskap. 
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